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Abstract 

This thesis reports on an ethnographic study conceming the relationship between 

culture and mathematics and the dynamic of a specific mathematical culture within a 

classroom. In particular, it examines a short but significant segment of time in what Alan 

J. Bishop has termed the "Mathematical enculturation" (Bishop, 1988) of a group of high 

school students in a small international school in Indonesia and the means by which they 

created meaning within their multicultural context. As a part of this recreation, the 

acculturation process as defined by Berry (1997) and others has dso been explored. 

Conducted from August, 1999 until iune 2000, in a grade IO, Aigebra 2 class, 

ethnographic data techniques including interviewing, observation and artifact analysis 

provided the data for the study, which was analyzed within an interpretivist paradigm. 

The data was found to support Bishop's theory in two significant ways. First, 

there was evidence that Mathematics is a cultural phenomenon as supported by how the 

students approached both leaming and describinç Mathematics, inexorably linking both 

to characters within the culture. Second, the teaching of Mathematics involved a process 

of cultural transmission and negotiation stronçly impacted by the dynamic between 

student and teaclier as well as the interaction paradiçm amonç students. It was in 

describing these negotiations that the acculturation process was found to be of significant 

importance in the Mathematical enculturation of students in a multicultural setting, 

leading to a suggestion of an investigation into Mathematical Acculturation. 

The conclusions sugjest we need to consider the repercussions of a change to a 

cultural view of Mathematics in ternis of curriculum, instruction, teacher training, and 

research into multicultural Mathematics education. 

Rob Sims O A u ~ u s ~ ,  2000 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Overview of Chapter 1 

This chapter is intended to provide an introduction to the thesis. First, the purpose 

of the study is given. Next the background of the researcher and the context from which 

the study developed are discussed. Third, relevant terminology is discussed as a rneans of 

clariQing the usage of terminology that may be variously interpreted. Subsequently, the 

theoretical framework for the study is offered. Finally, an o v e ~ e w  of the remainder of 

the chapters in the thesis is presented. 

Purpose 

This research explores the relationship between culture and mathematics and the 

creation of a specific Mathemati~al~ culture within a classroom. In particular, it 

examines a specific interval of time in what Alan J. Bishop (1988) has termed the 

"Mathematical enculturation" of a group of hiçh school students in a small international 

school set in Indonesia as a means of examininç the applicability of the theory, and the 

eficacy of the process. Mathematical enculturation is the process by which a 

Mathematical culture preserves and redefines itself. "Enculturation . . . is a sreative 

interactive process engaging those bom into it, which results in ideas, noms, and values 

which are sirnilar from one generation to the next but inevitably must be different in 

some way due to the re-creation role of the next generation" (Bishop, 1988, pp. 88-89). 

Because of the transient nature of the school's student body and teaching statf, the 
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enculhiration process is not only centrally important, but accelerated as each new 

generation, or individual, who joins affects the process. 

The research also examines the impact the acculturation process - the process 

whereby interacting cultures affect and recreate each other (Jandt, 1998; Berry, 1997; 

Herskovits, 1958) - has on the Mathematical enculturation of the students and the role it 

plays in the development of the resulting Mathematical culture within the classroom. The 

students' Mathematical beliefs, as influenced within this dynamic, are also examined in 

relation to the cultural patterns evidenced in the findings of the Third International 

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), the Second International Mathematics and 

Science Study (SIMSS), Stevenson and Stigler (1992) and others. 

Finally, the study is intended to provide a vehicle for the voices of the students 

central to the process of Mathematical enculturation. By observing their daily activities 

within the Mathematics culture, questioning their perceptions of these activities, and 

discussing the process together we hope to have offered some insights into a siçnificant 

segment in their Mathematical enculturation. 

Bac kground 

My voice cornes from across the oceans regardless of where you are as you read 

this research. Not so much because of where i t is being researched, or where it is being 

wntten, but rather because of where it has found its roots. Over the past nine years I have 

become a member of a unique culture. 1 have becorne an international teacher, one of 

those vagabond gurus who travel the world from country to country, culture to culture, 

teaching the children of expatriates and host nationals while trying to make some sense of 
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the people, places, languages, and rituals we encounter along the way. This variety of 

experience and flooding of cultural differences has impacted many of rny own beliefs and 

perceptions, not only in the redm of Mathematics. It is a thought-provoking lifestyle and 

one which constantly calls into question the fabric of one's penonal upbringing and 

belief system. 

Over what must seem like a short time to most, this fabric has become Iike a 

tattered, well-used sail. It has been tom and patched and mended, taking pieces from 

each place 1 have found haven. It has even been held at half mast for a while in order to 

weather sorne of the stronçer tempests. The winds which took me from Canada, to 

Colombia, to Taiwan, to Indonesia have been at times warm, and at times cold, but 

always unpredictable. Regardless, they have taken me places that have changed and 

formed everythinç 1 believe and al1 that 1 do. They have fonned rny relationship with my 

wife, and my friends, and they have led me to the birth of my daughter, and pending birth 

of her sequel in a place as far from my own upbringing as they could possibly get. They 

have molded my professional beliefs and tempered my persona1 perceptions. If 

Tennyson was right when he wrote, "1 am a part of al1 that I have met" then I must be a 

kind of harlequin of cultures. 

Since this research deals with the Mathematical enculturation process, the process 

by which a Mathematical culture is formed and maintained, perhaps it is best if 1 stick 

with only that facet of my character as researcher. My own Mathematical enculturation 

began in Canada, where 1 was bom, raised, schooled, and generally led along into the 

realms of acceptable behavior and acceptable thinking. (Indeed, it still hurts a little to 

leave the "u" out of words like behavior.) The Canadian education system trained me to 
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be a conservative mathematical thinker and to believe in the supremacy and undeniable 

universdity of Mathematics. It was the most critical of dl of the filten and the rnetre 

stick by which one measured intelligence. 

When 1 began school, 1 tmly enjoyed the puules it seemed to present. 

Calculation seemed an arcade game of speed and accuracy and problem solving some 

f o m  of riddle and answer challenge. Mathematics had a beauty built of simplicity and a 

certainty and correctness that was inspiring. When exactly this perception changed 1 

don? recall. 1 can say, however, that as the concepts and potentidities got broader, the 

freedom I was allowed in my explorations çot narrower. Like many of my students, in 

my original Mathematics enculturation, 1 found the joy of Mathematics slowly taken 

away from me as 1 wound my way throuçh the Mathematical labyrinth. Too many times 

1 heard (or eventually said) "We'll get to that later." Or "There's a better way to do it." 

Or, worst of d l ,  "It's right there, just follow the example." That my Calculus teacher had 

been using the same overhead transparencies for 15 years, a fact he presented to us 

proudly, was indicative of al1 of these things. Instead of being liberating, more 

knowledge became stifling as 1 was funneled into the "correct" way of thinking. Walls 

were going up al1 around me. My voice echoed off of them, but no one seemed to hear. 

Mathematics seemed to be a series of dead, unapproachable voices echoing from the past, 

trying to dictate my future. 

To escape, 1 gravitated to English with its vasaries and ready acceptance of 

diverse approaches. I reveled in the freedom to explore topics that had a sense of 

immediacy for me while only sampling those that did not. This maze had sliding doors 

and I could go where 1 chose. The voices from its past seemed more conversational and 
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open to debate. 1 took the energy created by my enthusiasm for this new world and 

channeled my efforts and abilities into literature. Ultimately, this led me to a Bachelor of 

Arts degree in English. I oniy continued on in Mathematics because it was expected and 

1 understood its importance as a critical filter. I needed a second teachable subject in 

order to teach hiçh school in Ontario. Every time 1 tned to l ave  math behind the 

demands of the culture loorned overhead to force me to continue. Would 1 have 

continued on if the expectations or restrictions had been diKerent? 1 don't know, but 1 

doubt it. 

By the time 1 had fumbled my way through the undergraduate program to my 

final year in the Faculty of Education, 1 had lost that awesome respect for Mathematics 

that had been the driving principle of my early education. Coming from the Concurrent 

Education program at Queen's, 1 had already had a number of experiences teaching both 

English and math and 1 had discovered that I was not really a Mathematics teacher. 1 was 

an English teacher who occasionally had to teach math. To be in a class for Mathematics 

teachers, and yet feel you are not, strictly speaking, a Mathematics teacher is an 

interestinç expenence. It's like beinç the only rugby player in a çame of American 

football. You can play it, but the set plays don? always make perfect sense, and the 

smiling, perfectly toothed quarterback won't believe you. This excerpt from an 

assignment 1 completed in an earlier course should explain it: 

Once açain, 1 found myself sitting in rny teacher training class 
staring at a retumed paper with the dreaded words "Redo" scrawled across 
the top. Once again, 1 asked the professor what was wrong with the paper. 
Once again, he told me that what 1 had proposed would not work. "Math 
is not taught like that." Once again 1 played the game and handed in what 
he wanted rather than what I believed in. Once again, having leamed how 
to think "correctly" 1 passed. This happened açain. And again. And 
again. Eventually, 1 became so good at thinking "correctly" that I became 
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a math teacher. Consequently, I became so good at being a "correct" math 
teacher that I started disliking my own classes. 

This is not to say that I do not again feel a profound joy in Mathematics and 

tremendous satisfaction and pleasure in teaching it. Forced into teaching math by a fickle 

job market - positions teaching English were simply not available - 1 had to corne to 

terms with both Mathematics, and my relationship to it. I stniggled with the pains that 

Mathematics brought me and explored the aspects that encouraged and intngued me. My 

students led me into facets of Mathematics that I had left unexplored and their enthusiasm 

and joy inspired me. Students who had waIked in waving a banner of "1 hate math" 

reveled in their freedom to question and explore. Toçether, we found ourselves walking 

throuçh doonvays of our own design. The path down which they have led has me 

enjoying and appreciatinç Mathematics more than 1 had ever thought possible. 

I don't believe for a moment, however, that 1 have found a "best" way to teach 

Mathernatics. In fact, 1 very much doubt that there is one. I am told, by both my students 

and my peers that I make the subject enjoyable, and fun, and educational, in my love of it 

and in how we approach it. 1 am told that the students feel corn fortable and that much of 

tlieir anxiety disappears because I have faith in their ability and interest in their ideas. 1 

am not told that 1 have found anything new, or remarkable or Earth shattering in my 

approach. I don't think that 1 have. 1 am not applauded as a revolutionary teacher in 

either my approach or my ideas. 1 don3 suspect 1 ever will be. What happens is different, 

but the differences can not be found in teaching methodology. The factors that create the 

culture in my classroom are cornplex, and varied, and a credit to the students who 

maintain and influence it. 
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What has become most interesting in my informa1 observations of my classes is 

the process by which the Mathematical culture of the class is created, retreated, and 

sustained. In each school, and in each classroom, the way in which the Mathematical 

culture has manifested itself has been unique to the members of the class. Students who 

enter into the class are rather quickly acculturated to the group, and in response, the 

group reacts to each new addition. "Acculturation comprehends those phenornena which 

result when groups of individuals having different cultures come into continuous first- 

hand contact with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either or both 

groups" (Redfield, Linton, & Herskovits, 1936, p.149). In the current context, the 

process is greatly accelerated due to the rapid turnover of expatriate families living in 

Indonesi a. 

Moreover, 1 have become intrigued by the dynamic created by individuals from 

differing cultures coming together in a relatively undefined Mathematical setting 

students are forced by circumstances to come to terms with their own beliefs and 

The 

preconceptions in the light of some very different belief systems held by their peen. The 

acculturation process whereby they draw upon each other7s cultural experiences in order 

to create, understand, and maintain their new Mathematical perceptions creates a cunous 

dynamic and one that highlights the benefits 1 believe to exist in learning from and 

drawing upon the strengths of other cultures. 

It is for these reasons that 1 see a need to formalize these observations and, in 

doing so encourage others to listen to the voices of these oRen içnored members of 

Mathematical culture. It was only by reacting açainst rny own Mathematical 

enculturation and following the lead of my students that Mathematics has become 
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something different for me, something unlike what I experienced as a student or began 

with as a teacher. Through them, I have rediscovered the childlike wonder of 

Mathematics and the coy challenges it presents. Having evaded the barriers of 

"correctness" and embraced Mathernatics on fiendlier tems, 1 am now free to explore 

and enjoy al1 of these challenges, confusions and complexities. It is an inuiguing garne, a 

End of performance art that offers a wealth of possibilities. 1 have been granted a kind of 

Mathematical rebirth and given the opportunity to explore and enjoy Mathematics. Now, 

1 feel it is my responsibility to share the voices of some of those who have led me through 

the labyrinth in the hopes of understanding how they perceive, experience, and recreate 

Mathematics. 

Terminology 

It is important to discuss some of the tems that will be frequently used in this 

shidy to encourage an understanding of their intended meanings throughout. While many 

of the terms central to the discussion of Mathematics, ethnomathematics, and 

Mathematical enculturation are discussed in detail within the study, some of the tems on 

which these theories are based, as well as some of the ternis which are more marginal, 

though still salient to the discussion, need to also be discussed as well. The t e m s  culture, 

propriospect, acculturation, and Third Culture Kids need to be put into context 

Before beginning with a discussion of the term culture, it is important to note that 

no definition that 1 have found, nor any definition that draws upon the existing 

discussions of the term would ever truly prove satisfying to me as either a researcher, as a 

teacher, or as a participant in intercultural experiences. To define it in any way imposes 
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cultural suppositions from either myself or the members of the academic comrnunity 

upon whose theories a definition would be based that would inevitably skew its rneaning. 

As Heinrich Bauenfeld (1998) explains: 

We run into difficulties as soon as we interpret the term "culture" . - - 
Culture, like instinct, context, intelligence, leaming, and many other terms 
in frequent use, serves as an explanatory principle. It would be 
worthwhile for more than one doctoral dissertation to analyze the many 
different uses in education, and in mathematics education in particular. 
An application of Derrida's (1977) method of 'deconstruction' would 
promise helpful insights into many contradictions, inconsistencies, cloudy 
extensions, and even suppressed meanings and distortions . . . Generally, 
every attempt to amve at the precise definition of any concept ends in 
hopelessness or circularity . . . (p.375). 

That said, as Bishop's (1988) theory of Mathematical enculturation is central to 

much of what will follow, perhaps it is best to begin from his initial definition, taken 

from Tylor's 187 1 work. "Culture, or civilisation, taken in its wide etlinojraphic sense, 

is that complex whole which includes knowledçe, belief, art, morals, Iaw, customs, and 

any other capabilities and habits acquired by man [or woman] as a member of society" 

(as quoted in Bishop, 1988, p.4). This broad ranging definition Bishop chooses to narrow 

and focus throuçh other definitions later in his work (Kelly, 1955; Davies, 1973), but it 

remains relatively unaffected: culture exists as a complex network of relationships in 

which we participate. 

Compare this to a more recent definition offered by Haviland (1993) in which 

culture is viewed as a shared set of ideals, standards, niles and beliefs "by members of a 

[group] which, when acted upon by the members, produce[s] behavior that falls within a 

range of variation the members consider proper and acceptable" (p.30), with actions 

outside of the nom viewed by comparison to this set as well. Culture by this definition is 

seen as a means of interpreting individual action and determining its nature in reference 
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to an ever-changing, dynamic cultural set determined by the actions of the individuals 

who constitute and construct it. 

In the former definition, culture is the product of historical and ancestral 

influences upon a person, defining that person's actions; in the latter, culture is a means 

of interpreting behavior so that it can be contextualized, analyzed and appropriated or 

rejected. Neither seems complete although both seem to bear witness to some of the 

nature of culture as it will be used in this study. To prelude later comments, Tylor's 

definition seems to do justice to the canonic, knowledgeable pasf Haviland's to a 

dynamic, progressive future. The present must somehow balance between and draw upon 

the two, and it is this dynamic that constitutes the view of culture that will be used in this 

Given the above discussion of culture and the emphasis it allows for the role of 

the individual, it is important, as well, to define the relationship between the individual 

and the culture especiall y in di scussing cul turai transmission and cultural acquisition. 

For this relationship the study employs the theory of propriospect as defined by Wolcott 

(199 1) in relation to the earlier theory of Goodenough (197 1): 

Goodenough defines propriospect as the totality of the private, subjective 
view of the world and its contents that each human develops out of 
personal experience (197 1 :36). Propriospect, then, points not to Culture in 
an abstract, collecuve sense but to the zririqlie versioii of czrZture(s) each of 
us creates out of individual experience. More than thaf however, 
propriospect refers to the aggregated versions of a2Z the cultural settings or 
activities of which any one human is aware (p. 258) 

Propriospect allows for a variety of experience and interpretation by individuals 

participating toçether in a common cultural experience. Culture can be experienced and 
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known partly in cornmon, but is also open to variation in interpretation and application 

given the individuality of its participants. 

Acculturation, as it will be discussed in the study, is used as defined by 

Herskovits (1958) and later explored by Berry (1997): 

Acculturation comprehends those phenomena which result when groups of 
individuds having different cultures corne into continuous first-hand 
contact with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either 
or both groups (Redfield, Linton & Herskovits (1936) as quoted in 
Herskovits, 1958, p. 10). 

It is important to note as well, as do both Herskovits (1958) and Berry (1997), that 

acculturation should be distinguished from terms such as inteçration, assimilation, and 

cultural diffusion, althoush these processes may be related. Acculturation is a process of 

mutual influence and chançe among members of different cultures, pursued in a 

multicultura1 setting, having an impact on not only the cultures involved, but, from the 

perspective taken within this study, on the propriospects of the participants as well. 

Given the discussion of propriospect and culture as presented, acculturation 

would form a part of the participants' overall enculturation as well. Propriospect, beinç 

individual, would argue that the enculturation process does not end when one enten a 

new setting, rather, its boundanes merely expand and include an acculturative element in 

response to the added cultural contact In tems of this study then, the acculturation 

experience of the students involved is a part of the Mathematical enculturation process 

for the participants within the multicultural setting under investigation. 

The need to define the final tem, Third Culture Kids (Useem, Useem, & 

Donoghue, 1963; Cottrell & Useem, 1993; Cottrell, 1993; Useem, 1993), is in response 

not only to the above definitions, but because of the unique nature of the participants in 
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the study as well. As Gordon (1993) defines a Third Culture Kid, "a TCK is an 

individual who, having spent a signifiant part of the developmental years in a culture 

other than that of their parents, develops a sense of relationship to both. These children of 

business executives, soldiers and sailon, diplomats, and missionaries who live abroad, 

become "culture-blended" persons who often contribute in unique and creative ways to 

society as a whole" (p.8). These unique contributions corne from the strengths inherent 

in being a TCK: adaptability; open-mindedness; acadernic and professional ambition; 

problem solving ability; global-mindedness; and cultural syrnpathy (Useem, Useem, & 

Donoghue, 1963; CottreIl& Useem, 1993; Cottrell, 1993). 

Theoretical Frarnework 

There has been considerable interest over the past three decades in the cornparison 

of performance levels, attitudes, and leaming patterns of students from different cultural 

backgrounds (Beatty, 1997; Benjamin, 1997; Gerdes, 1997; Liston & Zeichner, 1996; 

NCES, 1996; Stevenson & Stiçler, 1992). The research has focussed directly on the 

vanous education systems, especially with respect to Mathematics and Mathematics 

leaming as well as on the performance and attitude patterns of students from the 

different cultures. "A number of international comparative studies conducted in recent 

years, as well as other evidence, have shown that education systems Vary substantially" 

(Beatty, 1997, p.1) as do the performance levels and belief systems of students from these 

diverse backgrounds. Large-scale studies such as the Second International Mathematics 

and Science Study (SIMSS) and the Third International Mathematics and Science Study 
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(TIMSS) have been invaluable in establishing general cultural trends and performance 

pattems. 

Further, culture is being exarnined more and more as a sdient feature in 

Mathematics and Mathematics education. The theoretical fiamework of 

ethnomathematics, and the cultural anthropology of Mathematics and Mathematics 

education, have caused a change in the perception of Mathematics as a set of absolute 

tmths distinct from culture. Mathematics researchers are becoming very much concenied 

with the vanous cultures influenced by and influencing Mathematics especially as they 

relate to the adoption of c~rriculum and multicultural classrooms (Ascher & Ascher, 

1997; Barton, 1996; Borba, 1990; D' Ambrosio, 1985; 1997; Gerdes, 1996; 1997; Joseph, 

1997; Powell & Frankenstein, 1997). In terms of classroom culture and the development 

and/or transmission of knowledge, there is also an increasing interest in culture in terms 

of Mathematics and the negotiation of meaning within the classroom (Cobb & Yackel, 

1998; Voigt, 1998; Wasrhesio, 1998). How meaning is agreed upon within a 

Mathematical situation and what constitutes agreement are both questions worthy of 

investiçation. B y examininç the performance pattems of vanous nations, distill inç these 

pattems through a sieve of cultural research and comparing both aspects to the beliefs of 

the students involved, we may be able to identify and explain some of the relevant 

enculturation patterns that exist among them. 

To help in  understandinç the patterns and conclusions that corne of the larçe scale 

studies it may be valuable to examine them from a more focussed perspective as well. 

"Supplementing the large-scale studies with in depth small-sample research should 

provide further i nsights into the factors that contnbute to di fferences in mathematics 
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learning within as well as among groups and should lead to more constructive ways of 

counteracting them" (Leder, 1994, p. 6 17). By focusing on a small sample the research 

shodd be able to supplement the large-scale research projects that already exist helping 

to find resolutions to the problems they have suggested. A look into the process from the 

perspective of the students involved could prove important. 

While there is a fair amount of research conceming culture in Mathematics, 

ethnomathematics, and Mathematical enculturation, the voices of the students who live 

the culture and drive the enculturation process are conspicuous in their absence. To 

better understand the process it would seem essential to look at it through their 

perspective, and listen to their voices: 

Voice is meaning that resides in the individual and enables that individual 
to participate in a community . . . The struggle for voice beçins when a 
person attempts to communicate meaning to someone else. Finding the 
words, speaking for oneself. and feeling heard by othen are al1 a part of 
this process (Britzman, 199 1). 

The study has a unique oppominity to contribute to the existing research in this 

way in that it is studyinç a group of students interacting in a forum that does not maintain 

an obvious dominant culture. The school in which the research took place has no single 

"passport " culture which constitutes more than 30% of the school population. Thus, 

among the students, there is no single obviously dominant cultural group as there is in 

most acculturation and enculturation situations. Even the Mathematics cumcuIum that 

will guide the course for the year is not taken from any single country, drawing elements 

from the NCTM standards, the International Baccalaureate programme, and from other 

international cumcula. These circumstances should provide a unique opportunity for the 
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students to present their voices and explore the acculturation process in relative cultural 

freedom. The Mathematicai culture that forms should truly be unique to its participants. 

The ultimate goal in this process will be to understand the importance of students, 

cultural divenity, and teachers with respect to the creation of what Bishop (1 988) calls 

the culture of Mathematics and to assert the implications this culture has for Mathematics 

and Mathematics teaching in the future. By examining a Mathematics culture that is 

created and recreated in relation to his theory we may gain insights into not only the 

process of Mathematical enculturation, but the effects that individuals from various 

cultures c m  have upon each other as well. Bishop's presentation of a theory of 

Mathematical enculturation may not address every element within their expenence. 

"Nevertheless, the topic of Mathematical encul turation is an important one, and Bishop's 

essay, at the very Ieast, reminds us of that fact. The time is ripe for other scholars to 

jump in, unpack some of Bishop's ideas, critique them, research thern, and ponder their 

implications" (Stigler, 1989). 

Overview of the Chapters 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on the relationship between 

Mathematics and culture that was considered reievant to this study. Chapter 3 details the 

design and methodology of the study, providing a rationale for the approach, the research 

questions, the selection of participants and the collection and analysis of data. Chapter 4 

presents the data in  an attempt to both portray the Mathematical culture under 

investigation and the role of the acculturation process within this culture. Chapter 5 

provides an analysis of the data in reference to Bishop's (1988) theory of Mathematical 
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enculturation. A brief discussion of the findings, and a discussion of the implications 

arisinç from the thesis are discussed in the final chapter, as well as the presentation of a 

conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIELW 

The educational and academic significance of this thesis relates to its shidy of the 

relationship between mathematics and culture and how this relationship is presented 

through a theory of Mathematical enculturation. First, a justification for the research is 

provided through an examination of the cultural differences indicated by comparative 

cultural performance research in the TIMSS study. Next support for the theory of 

mathematics as a cultural phenornenon is examined through the theory of 

ethnomathematics. Research concerning specific cultural attitudes of some of the 

relevant cultural groups is then explored. Finally, Bishop's (1988) theory of 

Mathematical enculturation is explored as a means of resolving tensions expressed in the 

previous sections and as a means of providing the theoretical base for the later analysis of 

the data. 

Performance and the TKMSS Results: 

There have been a number of research projects conducted in recent years with the 

goal of companng student achievement data in mathematics by different nations 

throughout the world. A series of such studies has been conducted "under the auspices of 

the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement [the EA]" 

(Beatty, 1997, p. 1). "With data on half a million students from 4 1 countries, the Third 

International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) is the largest, most 

comprehensive, and most rigorous international shidy of schools and students ever" 

(NCES, 1996, p. 3). The scope of the study was and is enormous, though their goal 
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remains relatively straight-forward: "to leam more about mathematics and science 

cumcula and teaching practices associated with high levels of student achievement in 

order to improve the teaching and the leaming of mathematics around the world" 

@obitaille & Gordon, 1996, p.15). 

Interpretation of the data has begun and, while initial findings lead to some rather 

strong implications in tems of both cur~iculum and instruction, the researchers present 

their findings with reservation. Because the results of the achievement study are based 

on only representative samples from each participating nation, "the test produces only an 

estimate of the range in which the country's real score Iies"(NCES, 1996, p. 19). 

More importantly, while the research cames some strong implications for change, 

cornparison of the data among nations has "failed to produce a 'silver bullet' that will 

magically transfonn mathematics and science education . . . for every Iikely looking 

connection between achievement and a variable such as amount of homework, or class 

size, TIMSS showed counter examples" (Beatty, 1397, p. 8). The data indicate a number 

of relevant features, but no one feature by itself could be statistically demonstrated to 

make the major difference. While the study reveals a number of relevant factors in 

mathematics education, reform will not be a simple task with a simple remedy. 

With this reservation in mind, we must still accept that the data reveal a wide 

range of performance in which there are marked differences between the higher and 

lower performance levels of the different nations. Regardless of how the data are 

compared, countnes such as Singapore, Japan and Korea performed well above the 

international average in mathematics. The U.S. showed a significant decline in 

performance as its students move throuçh the grade levels with each subsequent year 
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faring worse than the previous ones. European nations such as Belgium, the Czech 

Republic, France and Switzerland also fared well, though still statistically below the 

aforementioned Asian nations (NCES, 1996, Figure 1, p.20). Canada also performed 

statisticdly better than the US, but its performance was still well below that of the Asian 

nations. Germany did not score significantiy higher than the US, despite testing "older- 

than-specified students" @CES, 1996, p. 22) and fell well below the Asian nations as 

well. Even when only the top 10% of the results are compared in order to identify "those 

who are likely to become the next generation of mathematicians" (NCES,1996, p. 25) we 

find the Asian nations dominating the group. Forty-five percent of Singaporean and 32% 

of al1 Japanese eighth grade students would fit the criteria as compared to only 7% of 

Canada's eighth grade students, 7% of England's, 7% of France's, 6% of Germany ' s, and 

5% of the US'S eighth graders. In terms of performance, however the data is sifted, the 

Asian community cornes out weil ahead of the rest. 

Given that there is no single rnagical explanation for this pattern of performance, 

we must turn to the other TIMSS data to find reasonable explanations. For the 

comparison of cumculum, teaching, teachers' lives, and students' lives, the TIMSS study 

focussed on three countries considered representative of di ffering methodol ogical views, 

paying detailed attention to comparing the three countries of Germany, Japan, and the 

U.S.. To ensure a broad, comprehensive comparison, TIMSS relied not only on existing 

cumcular documents and questionnaires, but on videotapes of instruction and 

ethnographie case studies as well. The results point toward some intriguing patterns in 

the data. 
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In the area of curriculum, the most obvious difference among the three countries 

is in how the cumculum is governed. In Japan, curriculum is maintained at a national 

level, in Germany at the state level, and in the U.S. at a local level. It would be easy to 

reach the conclusion that the governing of curricdum within a country by "nearly 16 000 

districtsyy (NCES,1996, p. 36) independently, as in the US., would create some lack of 

regularity. Perhaps as the state by state data are analyzed such a conclusion will becorne 

supported. Proponents for a standardized curriculum would certainly hope it to be so. 

Unfortunately, a direct correlation between national control of the cumculum and success 

was not established with some of the most poorly performinç nations maintaininç a 

national cumculum as well. What cm be stated is that both the U.S. and Germany are 

atypical in not having a nationally determined C U ~ C U ~ U ~  (NCES,1996, p. 35). Japan, on 

the other hand, not only has a nationally controlled curriculum, but nationally approved 

text books as well (NCESJ996, p. 36). 

What cornes as more of a concern is not so much who controls the curricula as the 

quality that each curriculum maintains. "The evidence from a vanety of TIMSS sources 

reinforces the tinding that [the U.S.'s] curriculum is less focussed than the C U ~ C U ~ ~  of 

other nations, if focus is defined as number and variety of topics in the intended and 

implemented cu~culum" (NCES, 1996, p. 37). 

While the U.S. covers more topics than either Germany or Japan, its mathematics 

curriculum, however, is not as advanced as those of the other two nations. Further, the 

U.S.'s textbooks, wanting to market to as many of the 16 000 different districts as 

possible, also contain a wider range of topics than those of either Germany or Japan. 

This indicator becomes even more relevant in comparison to the statistics of textbook 
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use. "Video tapes of mathematics classes in Gemany, Japan, and the US. showed that 

textbooks were used during class in dmost half of U.S. Iessons and a third of Geman 

lessons, but in only 2 percent of Japanese lessons" (NCES, 1996, p. 37). The picture we 

get in looking to the U.S. is one of a nation that is rushing through a variety of topics, 

using an unfocussed resource, and using it often. The impact this would have on teaching 

and learning should be obvious. 

Finally, through andysis of written summaries of the vanous mathematics lessons 

in the three countries, a quality analysis was conducted, rating lessons as either high, 

medium, or low in the quality of mathernatics contained as defined through the NCTM 

standards of mathernatics. Not surprisingly the ratinçs reflected the performance levels 

of the students in the assessment results as well. Japanese classes had a much larçer 

percentage of hiçh and medium quality lessons (30 and 57) than either Germany (23 and 

37) or the U.S. (O and 13), with the U.S. results falling drastically lower than the other 

two. Only 13 % of Japanese instruction time was seen as being occupied by lower level 

lessons. Compare this to 40 % of German lessons and a remarkable 87 % of American 

lessons and what we discover is a huge difference in the quality of instruction, and level 

of mathematical thinking in the various nations directly correlated to their performance 

on the TIMSS assessments (NCES, 1996, p. 45). Students in Japanese mathematics 

classes are expected to use mathematical reasoning with much greater frequency, an 

observation reflected in the studies of Benjamin (1997) and Stevenson and Stigler (1992) 

as well. 

While the impact that national control of the curriculum has on teaching practice 

is questionable, there c m  be liale argument over the impact of cumcular quality. When 
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students are not expected to actively engage in higher level mathematics in the classroom, 

we should not be surprised that they are unable to engage in similar thought processes on 

these assessments. nius, MO of the main factors in national success, as defined by the 

TIMSS, are instructional quality, and currïcular focus, however these are maintained. 

Before continuing, it is important to note that while the Asian schools performed 

well in the TIMSS assessment, they were not paragons of mathematical virtue. True, 

their standings academically were exceptional, and the quality of education presented by 

Japan in the video study was impressive, but the student responses to attitude questions in 

Japan were disturbing. Forty-seven percent of Japanese students indicated that they 

disliked mathematics or disliked it a lot. Similarly, 45% of German students responded at 

these levels, with even a larger percentaçe choosing the most critical "dislike a lot" 

category (23%). Compare this to only 29% in the U.S., and 26% in Canada and it seems 

Japan is not purely exceptional (NCES, Table 4.1 1). In fact, one of the greatest concerns 

about their system is the pressure it places on students throughout their schooling 

(Benjamin, 1997), which may be a salient factor in their attitudes. Singapore, which was 

exceptional in terms of performance, however, also fared extremely well in terms of 

attitude factors with a remarkable 82% of their students liking math or liking math a lot. 

It seems it is possible to both do well at mathematics and enjoy its pursuit. 

We should not at this point, however, feel that any one nation has the answen we 

are seeking. "Every single participating nation (including those that performed well on 

TIMSS) is decidedly dissatisfied with the status of its own approach to mathematics and 

science education"( Beatty, 1996, p.21). In the case of Japan, its main concem is with the 

creative thinking abilities of its students, a concem reflected in Asian newspapen and 
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reports (Akiyama, 1997; Benjamin, 1997). In the US. and Gemany the concems are for 

a prepared workforce with higher levels of mathematical skill. The concerns were polar 

in their focus but reflective of generally held beliefs. 

Mathematics education is often said to be in a state of crisis. Those in the 
western world observe a 'crisis of skills' and make unflattering 
cornparisons with the relatively high levels of computational dexterity 
found in school populations in the Far East But countries of the Pacific 
Rim also perceive themselves to be in mathematical crisis - a 'cnsis of 
creativity' (Hoyles et al., 1999). 

Regardless of the reasons, mathematics educators recognize a need for irnprovement. 

Culture and Ethnomathematics 

That different nations have performed in significantly different ways in the 

TIMSS and oiher studies would be difficult to challenge at this point. The area of 

discussion that remains open concems the factors which detemine various successes 

experienced by the different nations and the means by which these successes are 

maintained. Many corn parisons were put fordi by the studies and significant progress has 

been made in identifying factors which may contribute to the academic success of nations 

such as Japan, Singapore and Taiwan, or the attitude successes found in nations such as 

Canada, the US, and Singapore, but these studies do not claim to address the significant 

cultural features that may also be relevant to each nation's successes. Ethnomathematical 

research, with its focus on the importance of culture in Our cognitive approach to learning 

and the formation and implementation of knowledge offers an approach to this aspect of 

Mathematical knowledge. 
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Ethnomathematics is the study of the "cultural anthropology of mathematics and 

mathematics education" (Gerdes, in Bishop et al. , 1996, p. 909). It attempts to challenge 

the traditiondly accepted idea that mathematics is a collection of absolute truths 

independent of the distinct cultures found throughout the wodd. Researchers such as 

Powell and Frankenstein maintain that "mathematics is a cultural product and, therefore, 

is created by humans in the interconnected midst of culture. The interactions are 

dialectical: people's daily practice, langage, and ideology effect and are effected by their 

mathematical knowledge" (Powell &Frankenstein, 1997, p. 1 19). It is this interaction and 

interdependence between Mathematics and culture that is the province of 

ethnomathernatics. Ethnomathematics supporters do not believe that Mathematics is a 

collection of absolutes divorced from the cultures in which they evolve and exist. Like 

ethnographic researchers in general, they maintain that we can only know of something in 

the context of our own culture and the culture from which the idea spnngs. 

However, in knowing Mathematics in this way, we are open to more than simply 

the technical aspects of Mathematics as a discipline. It should also influence our beliefs 

and perceptions concerning Mathematics as well as Our attitude towards what constitutes 

both Mathematics and aesthetically valuable Mathematics: 

Even a humanist like Bertrand Russell would Say that 'Mathematics 
possesses .. . suprerne beauty - a beauty cold and austere, like that of 
sculptureT'. Naturally, everyone leams in school the fundamentals of 
mathematics - the basics! - that have, in such a cold and austerely precise 
way, produced bombs and destructive technology. Ethnomathematics may 
help us in Our quest for the affection and love in this sculpture 
(DYAmbrosio, from the fonvard in Powell & Frankenstein, 1997, p.xvii). 

Furthering such a quest is well worth any effort, and if ethnomathematics is a 

means to this end it is certainly worthy of investigation. 
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Support for an ethnomathematical approach through various evidence of 

Mathematics as a cultural product is quite substantial. Anthropologists have examined 

Mathematics in reference to a number of different aboriginal groups and maintain that 

their understanding and approach to mathematics is unique to their cultures. 

". . . Nathematical] ideas exist in al1 cultures, but which ones are emphasized, how they 

are expressed, and their particular contexts will Vary from culture to culture (p.187).. ." 

(As quoted in Powell & Frankenstein, 1997, p. 5). Each group approaches, produces, and 

is affected by or, as Powell and Frankenstein would maintain, effected by, mathematics in 

a way unique to their own culture. 

A clear example of this relationship is supplied by Gerdes (1997) in his discussion 

of "alternate axiomatic constructions of euclidean geometry " @p. 228-23 1). In his 

discussion, Gerdes compares Alexandrov's constnict involving Euclid's fifth postulate in 

determininç a rectangle using equal sides intersecting a third at riçht angles to that of 

Mozambican peasants who determine a rectangle using paired bamboo sticks of equal 

length and two ropes of equal length tied at their midpoints to determine the diagonals of 

the rectangle. While they arrive at the same mathematical constnict, they do so in quite 

different, though equally valid ways. There is a cultural element to the mathematics as 

determined by elements of the culture, the possible choices of axioms, and the material 

environment. 

This is not to say that there are not any shared rneanings and conclusions among 

cultures. As Bishop (1988) maintains in his explanation of his belief of a common set of 

universal Mathematics: 

The growth of Mathematics (as the intemationalized discipline we know) 
is the result of developments both within cultures and between cultures. 
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Mathematics (with a capital 'M' as [we] shall now denote it) is certainly 
not the product of one culture, nor is it the result of the activities of one 
cultural group (p. 57). 

Cultures have been bot-rowing Mathematics from each other and building on each other's 

understanding for centuries. "Ethnomathematics keeps its own life, evolving as a result 

of societal change" @'Ambrosio, 1997, p. 21). The result may differ from culture to 

culture, but there will also be a significant amount of shared meaning that increases as the 

cultures become more connected. Studies like the TIMMS do much to ensure that this 

can and should happen. 

From this premise, that mathematics is a cultural phenomenon, ethnomathematics 

researchers draw attention to many of the cultural failings of a patriarchal, Eurocentric 

system that ignores its diverse cultural roots and current participating members. 

When we look at public school instruction, it is evident that cultural 
awareness and instructional practices are not mixing well together . . . But 
in order for good teaching to exist, teaching and culture have to inform 
one another. It seems so obvious. Teaching is communicating and any 
adequate communication must create meaningful interactions. Culture is 
the medium through which meaning and meaningful relationships are 
created. In order to teach well, cultural features have to be considered. 
Teaching, learning, and culture are inseparable (Liston & Zeichner, 1996, 
PW 

To borrow from Fasheh (1997), "It should not be understood from the above that 

math should or could be taught within one culture separate from other cultures. 

Advances in thought in one culture should be understood and welcomed by other 

cultures. But these advances should be 'translated' to fit the 'borrowing' culture" 

(p.284). Cultures do not and should not exist in isolation from the other cultures of our 

world. Indeed, as our classes become more and more rnulticultural, this would seem an 

impossibility. Japan, as one of the most successful nations in the TIMSS study pndes 
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itself on its borrowing abilities (Benjamin, 1997, p. 216). If achievement results are any 

indication of success, Japanese Mathematics education appears to be very effective in 

educating Japanese students to a high level of performance in Mathematics, a system that 

is in essence "borrowed" from a western concept of education based on early French and 

American models (Benjamin, 1997). What made the Japanese adoption of a Western 

system effective from an ethnomathematicai point of view is the respect they maintained 

for their own cultural perspective. They realized that their traditional system based on 

hereditary occupations and apprenticeship would not sufice in a modem society. They 

did not, however, reject the underl ying princi pl e, central to Japanese society , that 

experiences dictate development, not innate differences (Benjamin, 1997). 

The Japanese education system helps to mode1 what Haertel, one of the TIMSS 

presenters, refers to as "the range of the possibley' (Beatty, 1997, p.27). While 

ethnomathematicians would caution us in the process, it is possible for one culture to 

adopt the ideas and practices of another. From the success of the Asian community in 

adopting a western cumcuium it even appears to be desirable. What we must first do is 

"[investigate] the ethnomathematics of a culture to construct cumcula with people from 

that culture and [explore] the ethnomathematics of other cultures to create cunicula so 

that people's knowledge of mathematics will be enriched" (Frankenstein & Powell, in 

Gerdes, 1997, p. 346). Adopting the ideas and approaches of others appean not only to 

be wise, but in a globalizing world, it may be essential. 
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Cultural Specifics 

Given that culture and mathernatics are inseparable, it would take a precise 

evaluation of every culture in the TIMSS study in order to confidently identify the 

cultural factors which lead to success universally. 1 certainly would not daim to be able 

to do that in my lifetime, let alone in this paper. Researchers have, however, focussed 

some of their attention on the success of Asian students in mathernatics, and tried to 

isolate the factors which lead to their success. While many of these factors are societd 

and beyond the control of the teachen commonly held responsible for the success or 

failure of our students, Stevenson and Stigler (1991), in their analysis of Arnerican, 

Japanese, and Chinese cultures do point to a basic difference in belief between the Asian 

and American cultures. 

As Stevenson and Stigler maintain, "Amencan children, teachers, and parents 

emphasize innate abilities as a component of success more strongly than their Chinese or 

Japanese counterparts doy' (Stevenson and Stigler, 199 1, pp. 94-95). They go on to argue 

that this fundamental difference in our beliefs about the major factors leading to 

academic success or failure has a profound impact. "Beliefs about effort, ability, and 

achievement . . . have far-reaching consequences for leaming and for the organization of 

educationyy (Stevenson 8: Stigler, 199 1, p. 95). The Western belief that ability is a 

determinant factor in success, they argue, impacts Our teaching structure and practice in 

very fundamental ways, leading to a perceived need for streaming, individualized 

programs, and ability grouping that does not dominate Asian educational thought 

(Stevenson & Stigler, 199 1). 
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The most frightening implication that cornes from the different beliefs about the 

importance of innate ability, however, is the impact they have on success paradigms. If 

we agree with Stevenson and Stigler that Asians maintain a Confucian belief that 

"Achievement consists of never giving up" (Stevenson & Stigler, 199 1, p. 97) then 

success or failure cornes under the control of the students. If we maintain the Western 

belief in "innate ability" (Stevenson & Stigler, 1991, p.96), however, success factors are 

beyond the control of students, teachers and parents alike. As Stevenson and Stigler 

claim, "Ability models subvert leaming through the effects they have on the goals that 

parents and teachers set for children and on chi1drenys motivation to work hard and to 

achieve these goals" (Stevenson & Stigler, 1991, p.106). Under an ability model, the 

student is either capable, and therefore need not make any great effort, or incapable, and 

any effort would be wasted. 

Other research conceming the effect that such facton have on attitude would 

açree that an ability based rnodel results in lower motivation. Weiner (1979) identified 

three dimensions of confidence that show distinct differences in their impact on 

motivation levels in students: locus of causality; control; and stability. According to 

Weiner (1979), intemal, uncontrollable, stable facton such as ability result in lower 

motivation patterns. This well known pattern of "learned helplessness"(Wol1eat et al., 

1980) can be directly linked to a belief in an ability, or rather inability, in Mathernatics. 

The question naturally arises conceming the impact American abiliîy beliefs may have on 

mathematics anxiety (Tobias, 1978) and self efficacy (Hackett & Betz, 1988; Leder, 

1994) as well. The speed with which Amencan students are willing to give up on a 

problem (Stevenson & Stigler, 1991) would imply that both are impacted greatly. 
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Unfortunately, Stevenson and Stigler also avoid one of the major implications 

centrai to an effort based mode1 of education - the psychological stress inherent in 

success or failure. Knowing that "Asian parents regard doing well in school as the single 

most important task facing their children" (Stevenson & Stigler, 1991, p. 93) and that 

"failure to do well in school will bring shame on the family" (Stevenson & Stigler, 199 1, 

p. 90) through the Asian concept of "face" it is difficult to believe that the students do not 

feel a high level of pressure. The authors bmsh this possibility aside having "found no 

evidence that the emphasis on schoolwork took a psychological toll" (Stevenson & 

Stigler, 1991, p.57) while at the same time discounting the obvious stress that cornes in 

the upper years of Asian high school. Benjamin (1997) on the other hand, points out not 

only the stress this system puts on the student, but on the Kjoiku marna as the tutor 

responsible for the studentys success as well. Mastery of matenal and success may 

"enhance their self imagey' (Stevenson & Stigler, 1991, p. 57) but what Stevenson and 

Stigler seem to dismiss is that face would also entai1 hiding any anxiety that may result 

from the demands of acadernic ngor. 

Stevenson and Stigler also rather tactfully avoid the paradox found in the creative 

abilities of each society7s mathematicians. They touch upon creativity and its link to 

skills and the teaching of routines, but do not address the dichotomy found in their own 

argument. If "creativity in a domain depends on mastery of basic skills" (Stevenson & 

Stigler, 1991, p. 92) then Asian rnathematicians, having a better demonstrated ski11 base, 

should be at least as creative as Western mathematicians, if not more so. And yet one of 

the basic cnticisms of the Asian education system concems the lack of creativity of its 

graduates, "a characteristic Asians believe is more prevalent in Arnerican students than in 
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their own" (Stevenson & Stigler, 199 1, p. 19). If we are to accept an Asian, effort-based 

mode1 then, we would be able to do so only if we could ensure it would not be at the cost 

of the main perceived strengths of our own system, the development of creative thinking 

skills. 

Stevenson and Stigler draw attention to many factors which would affect the 

education of our students. Teacher training and teaching preparation time are worthy of 

discussion in their own right, as are some of their concems regarding the structure of 

class schedules and curriculum. Centrai to dl of their discussion, however, is the 

polarity between the Asian and Western view of human capability. Unable to deny the 

successes that Asian students (and teachers) have achieved it appears that there is some 

ment to a system based on effort rather than ability, with high level, challenging goals set 

for everyone. "Until Americans [Westerners] change their self-defeaîing beliefs about 

the Iimits innate ability places on achievement, we have little hope for improving the 

quality of American [Western] educationy' (Stevenson & Stigler, 199 1, p. 1 12), and little 

reason to try. This does not mean abandoning Our own system in favor of theirs. What 

we must do instead is l e m  from their success and adopt, as well as adapt, the culturally 

sustainable portions of their ideology within an ethnomathematical paradigm, while 

maintaining the strengths ofour own system in terms of creativity and attitude factors. 

Mathematical Encuituration 

One of the biggest difficulties facing an ethnomathematic education paradigm is 

the cultural divenity that faces many education systems. In a single classroom in 

countries such as the U.S. or Canada, there can be a very diverse student population and 
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there c m  be no way to approach the cultural heritage ofevery student al1 the time. In an 

international school classroom, this diversity is al1 but inevitable. Further, beyond 

cultural noms, each chiId is an active individud member of his or her own culture with 

beliefs, attitudes, and understandings that may be a product of that culture but each will 

be unique due to individud experience as well. How can we possibly approach such a 

diversity ? 

The argument heard from conservative education proponents is that we should 

absorb the different cultures into a common one. For example, Liston and Zeichner point 

out that the conservatives would uphold that "if teachers and schools do not emphasize 

our common heritage, we will fail both as a nation and as a people" (Liston & Zeichner, 

1996, p. 56). They would have us homogenize our students into a common heritage as 

dictated by the existing dominant culture. 

The loss of culture this would entail, 1 would argue in agreement with the more 

radical views such as are held by Liston and Zeichner (1996), D'Ambrosio (1997), 

Joseph (1997), and others, would be devastating. How can the answer to dealing with a 

wealth of cultural diversity be to destroy it? Further, "we need to understand that our 

cuniculum constiiutes the accumulation of knowledge that represents solutions to past 

human problems and that the child is actively engaged in solutions of his or her own 

problems" (Liston & Zeichner, 1996, p. 76). We are not simply dealing with cultural 

containers, but with individuals who constitute and create cultural views. To ignore the 

unique needs and possible contributions of each student seems a vast waste of human 

resources. If we are to accept the arguments of ethnomathematicians, teaching without 

cultural connectivity would be impossible anyway so the effort would be pointless from 
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its onset (Powell & Frankenstein , 1997; D' Ambrosio, 1997; Bishop, 1988, 199 1; Cobb 

& Yackel, 1998; Voigt, 1998; Waschescio, 1998). 

In offering a solution to this paradox, I would suggest focussing on Alan J. 

Bishop's concept of Mathematical enculturation (Bishop, 1988). His theory when viewed 

through various theories of acculturation (Berry, 1997; Herskovits, 1958; Jandt; 1998) 

and current research into classroom culture (Cobb & Yackel, 1998; Voigt, 1998; 

Waschescio, 1998) could provide a bridge between our converging and diverging cultural 

traits, paying equal respect to both. 

In his book, Muthema~ical E~~czdtz~ra~iuii: A Ctiltural Perspeciive 011 Ma~hematics 

Edzica~io~t, Bishop (1988) seeks to examine the culture of "Mathematics" and to define an 

approach to cumculum and teaching based on his perception of Mathematics education 

as an enculturation experience. As he explains: 

[his] aim is to create a new conception of Mathematics which both 
recognizes and demonstrates its relationship with culture - the notion of 
mathematics as a cultural product, the environmental and societal 
activities which stimulate mathematical concepts, the cultural values 
which mathematics embodies - indeed the whole cultural genesis of 
mathematical ideas (Bishop, 1988, p. xi). 

Through his emphasis on Mathematics as a cultural product and cultural influence, he 

draws a number of conclusions conceminç the roles of the various members of the 

culture of Mathematics. It is through these roles that we are able to accommodate a 

variety of cultural histones within a culture of mathematical leaming. 

To begin his analysis of culture, Bishop borrows from the theories of Kelly (1955) 

and Davies (1973) as a means of defining his own idea of what constitutes culture. 

"Penons belong to the same cultural group not merely because they behave alike nor 

because they expect the sarne thing of othen, but especially because they continue to 
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constnie experience in the same way" (Kelly, P.94 - as quoted, p. 84). He takes this 

definition and expands it using Davies (1973) three levels of culture, the informal, the 

fornial, and the technical. Each level impacts what Our Mathematical culture is and how 

we relate to it, b u ~  Bishop argues, "it is the formal level of Mathematical culture which 

is of prime significance to us in education" (Bishop, 1988, p. 87). This is the level which 

draws on the other two and "is at the core of Our society's valuing of Mathematics" 

(Bishop, 1988, p. 87). More importantly, however, the formal level is the level at which 

we as educators, or to use his term, as enculturators, can most effectively perpetuate and 

improve upon the Mathernatics culture, as it is the level at which cultural noms and 

traditions are made specific, examined, and passed on with direct intention. 

Of utmost importance to his theory are the roles of student and teacher in this 

systern. 

Cultural leaming is no simple one-way process from teacher to leamer. 
Enculturation, as it is more forrnally called, is a creative, interactive 
process engaging those living the culture with those bom into it, which 
results in ideas, noms, and values which are similar frorn one generation 
to the next but inevitably must be different in some way due to the re- 
creation role of the next generation7'( Bishop, 1988, pp. 88-89). 

Both teacher and leamer are responsible for and responsible to the culture of 

Mathematics. It is a dynamic relationship in which the participants have the power to 

impact and change the culture in which they participate. In this way, they are free to 

function from a personal cultural perspective while gaining from and adding to the 

Mathematical culture of the classroom. 

Ethnomathematics research would seem to agree with this perspective. 

"Ethnomathematics keeps its own life, evolving as a result of societal change" 

@'Ambrosio, 1997, p. 21), taking on a character that reflects its long heritaçe as well as 
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the cultural players who interact with the heritage. Powell and Frankenstein (1997)' 

reflect a sentiment similar to Bishop's when they "suggest coinvestigation between 

çtudents and teachers into discovering each other's ethnomathematical knowIedge9' (p. 

322). 

nius we find a dynamic in which the culture of Mathematics as the focus, the 

culture of the teacher as enculturator, and the culture of the students as active participants 

ail corne together. "Enculturation, equally, has a responsibility to both child and culture, 

respecting the individuality and personality of children as well as the characteristics of 

the culture. To ignore the first would lead to indoctrination, while to ignore the second 

would lead to anarchy" (Bishop, 1988, p.81). It is the responsibility of the teacher, and 

one could argue the cumculum, within this dynamic, to balance the tensions this process 

creates. The tensions among cultural responsibility toward a canonic, knowledgeable 

past, cultural understanding conceming the demands and attitudes of the present, and 

cultural change toward a progressive future must al1 be maintained within the dynamic. 

"Enculturation, in these terms, is a certain kind of dynamic relationship between 

the constnicting-idea providing, adaptive leamer, and the pressunzing, encouraging, 

restricting or freeing social environment, in which the teacher plays a significant role" 

(Bishop, 1988, p. 127). Curriculum is viewed as the vehicle through which Mathematical 

heritage can be maintained, allowing that a natural process of change will keep it 

dynarnic with aspects being added and subtracted continuously. What we must alfow for 

is the "internai revolutions in ethnomathematics which result from societal changes as a 

whole" in which the old foms "go into oblivion" (D'Ambrosio, 1997, p.21). 
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There is also a burden of responsibility placed on teachers as enculturators in the 

process. As Bishop so honestly admits, "a focus on these people demands a high price 

from them in terms of knowledge, commitment, expertise, and professional 

responsibility" (Bishop, 1988, p. 160). Further, it requires a moral responsibility in their 

function as enculturators and facilitators. The role of the student in the culture is also 

emphasized, however, encouraging - no, demanding - that they be active, creative, 

productive members of the Mathematical culture. For Bishop, students need to be "active 

leamers, engaged in developing their cultural knowledge through social interaction with 

other people within the cultural group, who are camers and bearers of ideas, noms, and 

values of that cuIturey~ (Bishop, 1988, p. 88). 

The process of Mathematical enculturation may be difficult and demanding on 

students and teachers and cumculum alike, but the results could well be wonh the effort. 

Enculturation allows us to reconcile some of the tensions found in ethnomathematica1 

research. Culture need not be a barrier to understanding within this system. Rather, a 

diversity of culture within a classroom, if each culture is respected and encouraged, 

should lead to a greater depth of Mathematical understanding by everyone involved. By 

rejecting the idea of Mathematics as a univenal set of pinciples to be instilled in Our 

students we are allowed the freedom to explore Mathematics in al1 its diversity. "Instead, 

mathematics should be thought of as a process in which the starting point would be the 

ethnomathematics of a given group and the goal would be for the student to develop a 

multicultural approach to mathematics" (Borba, 1997, p. 267). "As a result, no two 

people will develop an identical conception of their shared culture" (Bishop, 1992, p. 88) 
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but each will develop an understanding of, and appreciation for, the culture of 

Mathematics. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is in four parts, outlining the design of the research and thè 

methodology undedying this design, The first section details a conceptual framework for 

the design and methodology, grounding the approach in existing theory. Next a 

justification for the selection of participants is provided. Data collection techniques are 

discussed in the subsequent section followed by a final discussion of the approach to the 

analysis of the data. 

Conceptual Framework for the Design and Methodology 

Before detailing the methodology, it is important to make apparent the theories 

that form the staning points for both my thinking and the research itself. 

Whether it is called theory, conceptual framework, explanatory model, or 
something else, our observations as researchers are framed in some ways 
rather than others, which makes perception itself theory - laden. Theory 
allows seeing what we would othenvise miss; it helps us anticipate and 
make sense of events. (Thomton, 1993, p.68) 

Not to belabor them too heavil y, the theories of enculturation, ethnomathematics, 

and acculturation will naturally play a large role in my perceptions and observations, as 

well as offenng direction in terms of the creation of questionnaires and i n t e ~ e w  

questions. To deny the fact would be to deny that 1 have any structure to my thinking, a 

claim 1 hope never to have to make. However, as I have already çiven these theones due 

consideration it is perhaps better to focus on the theories of data collection and 

interpretation that have also played a significant role in the formulation of this thesis. 
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The research has been approached as an ethnographic study exarnining the 

changes in behavior patterns, attitudes and beliefs in a group of students as they became 

acculturated into the Mathematical culture created within a grade 10 AIgebra 2 class (a 

second level Algebra class pattemed after an American progression through Algebra 1, 

Geometry, Algebra 2) set in a srnail international school in Indonesia. 1 chose to work 

within an ethnographic paradigm for two principal reasons. Fint, ethnography is a well- 

accepted means of collecting and interpreting data on cultural groupings as established by 

anthropological research traditions. Because of these traditions, "ethnography with its 

inherent sensitivity to people, culture, and context, offers one approach to providing 

valuable new insishts that can contribute to educational imp&vement and reform" 

(Zaharlick, 1992, p. 122). Further, ethnography allowed for a richness of data that would 

lend itself well to the exploration of culture related research. "Not only does 

ethnographic fieldwork provide anthropology with its best source of data for 

undentanding the cultures of groups throughout the wodd, but the descriptive data 

collected through ethnographic fieldwork provide anthropolo~ with its best source of 

data for comparative studies and analysisy' (Zaharlick, 1992, p. 1 18). 

Second, and perhaps more important1 y, ethnographic traditions al1 owed me to 

pIace myself within the research itself and, by so doing, I was able to offset some of the 

power structure issues that anse from my position as researcher, teacher, and principal. 

"It is essential to state your assumptions and thereby contextualize yourseif in the 

research. By doing this, you change the traditional power dynamics or the hierarchy 

which tends to exist between the researcher and those who are being researched" 

(Zaharlick, 1992). It was essential that the students feel free to interact and express 
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themselves with a sense of importance and equality in the process. If anything, they 

should have understood that they were in the superordinate position, acting as the experts 

in the process under examination. "The relationship between an ethnographer and the 

respondents is an asymmetrical one. Especially at the beginning of fieldwork, the 

researcher . . . is in a subordinate position as a leamer" (Zaharlick, 1992, p. 117). 

The second theory central to the data collection and evaluation process was 

interpretivism. "Thus which meanings become salient is a function not only of the 

quaiities "out there," but of which tools people bring to them" (Eisner, 1998). The 

collection, evaluation and presentation of the data were conducted loosely within an 

interpretivist paradigm, in recognition of my inability to ever wholly understand the 

interactions 1 was observinç or the comments the students were offering beyond my own 

connection to them. "To be human in this world is to interpret: to assign meaning to 

experience and view that meaninç as objectivey' (Bradley, 1993, p. 433). 

It is for this reason that this thesis began with an identification of my voice as 

researcher in the background. "Since al1 research is done by someone, it is essential that 

that 'someone' is identified in some way and accounted for in the research" (Kirby & 

McKenna, 1989). In this way, my interpretation of the events and interviews could be 

placed in context. However, as Eisner (1998) reminds us, "The presence of voice and use 

of expressive lançuage are also important in fùrthering human understandingyy @p. 36- 

3 7). 

The identification and presentation of voice is especially important when working 

within an interpretivist paradigm, as the meaning that is constmcted relies both on the 

researched and the researcher. 
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One of the most crucial philosophical realizations of the past 40 or 50 
years is that no knowledge or observation can be theory free . .. Almost 
everyone now agrees that ail observation is intluenced strongly by the 
interests, purposes, and values of the observer . .. Interpretivists are the 
most aggressive in pursuing the implications of this realization. For hem,  
when this idea is taken to its logical conclusion, it undermines key 
elements of both quantitative enquiry and many forms of qualitative 
enquiry - in particular the doctrine of realism (Smith, 1992, p. 100) 

Interpretivist researchers recognize that their conclusions are subjective, in the 

traditional definition ofthe terni, and that what they are concluding is determined in part 

by what they already know and believe, and therefore not a reflection of reality so much 

as a perception of reality. As Eisner (1998) writes "The means through which such 

knowledge is made possible are the en1 içhtened eye - the scene is seen - and the ability 

to craft text so that what the obsenrer has experienced can be shared by those who were 

not there" (p. 30). 

In an interpretivist paradigm the terms "objectivity" and "subjectivity" take on 

meanings closer to "meaning agreed upon" and "meaning that is arguable", rather than 

holding their traditional implications of a conclusion - reality connection. "Objectivity is 

best thought of as an expression that denotes that agreement has been reached arnonç 

inquirers . . . subjectivity denotes disagreement or the concem that someone has 

introduced considerations that one thinks are beside the point" (Smith, 1992, p. 101). As 

1 was trying to make sense of an interaction between cultures foreign to each other and 

my own, to make any claims that appeared to be other than interpretive would be at the 

very least arrogant and at most misleading. Any conclusions 1 was able to offer would 

naturally reflect my own perspective on what the students had said, and written, and done 
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within the fmmework of my own experiences. The objectivity for which 1 have aimed is 

that of the interpretivist. 

Selection of Participants 

The students for the study were selected using purposeful sampling to find 

information-rich cases for in-depth study. AI1 willing students participated in the 

questionnaires and informal interviews, as well as in the focussed group interviews, with 

a select few asked to participate in the longer focussed interviews as well. 

As the study attempted to examine the Mathematicai enculturation process 

involving a diverse cultural grouping, educational history was seen as important in 

identifying the various backgrounds of the participants. School records were consulted 

and the decision made to focus on the Grade 10 Algebra 2 class as a çood representative 

sarnple. The students had remarkably different Mathematical histories rançing from 

Asia, to Europe, to the United States. They also had a range of time spent at the school 

and overseas in general and were therefore wide ranging in their Mathematicai 

enculturation at the time the research beçan. 

Further, the selection of a group of students in an international school setting was 

central in evaluating the process as it allowed not only for what was expected to be a less 

dominant host culture surrounding them, but indicated they were likely to be expert 

participants as well. Third Culture Kids, or  TCK7s as they are known, have been 

identified as having many unique, identifiable traits (Useem & Useem, 1963; Useem, 

1993a,b,c; Cottrell, 1993; Cottrell & Useem, 1994; Fail, 1995), some of which should 

make them expert at the acculturation process. 
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In selecting specific participants for the focussed group i n t e ~ e w s  it was 

important to represent the make-up of the class as fairly as possible. At the sarne tirne, 

because of the need for an ability to articulate thoughts clearly in English, the English 

lanyage ability of the members of the class to be individudly inteMewed had to be  

taken into consideration. Representatives of 3 major cultural groupings, each with 

fluency or near fluency in English were chosen. The detemined cultural groupings 

followed those of the video study of classroom practices used in the TIMSS (NCES, 

1999). In its research, the TIMSS selected Germany, Japan, and the US as 

representatives of three diffenng methodological approaches to education. The tnalectic 

proposed to reflect these three approaches involved, the Traditional Westem (European), 

the Asian and the Young Westem (North American) cultural groupings. Acknowledging 

that no groupinç reflects perfect conçruency among its constituents, this one, at the very 

Ieast, seemed to be a reasonable starting point in trying to identify the resultant 

Mathematical culture that formed among them (see fig. 1) within the grade 10 class. It 

was the grouping that was generally recognized by the students and members the school's 

comrnunity al thouçh mernbers would readily admit that while it was a useful shorthand 

for discussing the community, it was nof by any means, an exhaustive description. 

ASIAN 

YOUNG 
WESTERN 

Fig. 1 
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Before any investigation into the histories of the students or the administerinç of 

tests and surveys, permission was obtained from the various gatekeepea. The School 

Board and Director of the School were consulted for permission to both review records 

and conduct the research. They were given copies of the thesis proposa1 so that they 

could make an informed decision. Permission was readily given with the understanding 

that articles regarding the research should be written up later and submitted to various 

international magazines with participant permission. 

As well, fomal permission was obtained from the parents of the participants (see 

appendix 1 a,b,c). Before such permission was obtained the participants and their parents 

or guardians were informed of the purpose of the study, informed of their rights as 

participants, and guaranteed their anonymity. They were informed of their ri@ to access 

to the research upon its completion, and that any concems or questions during the 

research would be dealt with openly and honestly. To overcome the distance between the 

goveming university and the participants, email addresses were supplied for al1 of the 

relevant persons afiliated with Queen's university, including the thesis cornmittee, the 

Coordinator of Graduate Studies and Research, and the Dean of Education. They were 

informed of their riçht to withdraw from the research at any time. They were also 

informed of my background, but not informed of my biases or beliefs, although it is 

reasonable to assume they had some idea of both. To ensure there was no confusion over 

their rights and the purpose of the study, tmslated versions in Mandarin and Japanese 

were made available for the students who needed them (see appendices Ib and Ic). 
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Versions in French and German were not viewed as necessary as the parents from these 

countries were fluent in Engiish. 

The students participating in the midy corne from a variety of backgrounds from 

around the world but were al1 resident in a city on the island of Java in Indonesia at the 

time of the study. They were in grade 10 (according to a North Amencan grade system) 

and rnembers of an Algebra 2 class, in an international school which, by policy, was a 

non-profit, non secular school owned and govemed by a foundation consisting of the 

parents and faculty. It offered a western style education and openly encouraged the 

respect and understanding of the varied cultural representatives who made up its 

community as well as the host culture of Indonesia. 

Data Collection 

Before subject selection and data colIection started, 1 began a joumal and 

recorded my biases, history and beliefs. This was intended to help in understanding what 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) refer to as my "conceptual baggage". Throughout the project, 

1 rnaintained a response joumal in which 1 recorded observations and field notes, hoping 

to evaluate my conceptions or misconceptions as they formed. This disciplined 

subjectivity was intended to allow me to constantly reevaluate the research process and 

help to ensure credibility (Bradley, 1993; McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). 

At the start of the year the Initial Survey for General Information (ISGI; see 

appendix 2), attitudes, and beliefs was completed by al1 the students in the shidy. 

Questions were derived from the document "International Versions of the Background 

Questionnaires", as published by the TIMSS (NCES, 1999, wi th additional questions 
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added in relation to enculturation and acculturation theories and as well as current TCK 

research. Its purpose was to provide basic background information, give an insight into 

the initial beliefs of the participating students and to provide a starting point for 

discussions in the focussed interviews that were to follow. 

In addition to this survey, Collier's (1998) Acculturation Quick Screen (AQS) 

was rnodified and used to provide some insight into the level of acculturation the students 

had aiready achieved with the school's culture. The AQS evaluated factors such as 

English proficiency, native language proficiency, ethnicity of oriçin, time spent in the 

dominant culture or similar cultures, and bilingualism in determining the students' levels 

of acculturation to date. 

A selected group of students from the cIass, representative of a range of cultures 

and temporality with the school, were then interviewed in a one-on-one, focussed 

interview setting. Al1 interviews were recorded using a tape recorder, and later 

transcribed. Field notes were also taken dunng the interviews. This was intended to 

increase trustworthiness as well as provide context for the responses (Elradley, 1993; 

McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). Interviews were conducted in the school setting at 

times that were convenient for the students, generally during their lunch period. 

Interviews were supplemented with informa1 conversations throughout the year as the 

need arose. By speaking with each student several times the students had the opportunity 

to clarify their comments and explain specific incidents that arose, leading to further 

questions that were previously not considered. The purpose of this format was to help 

ensure that a tmstworthy presentation of their voices was given (Bradley, 1993; 

McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). When one-on-one interviews were corn pleted, the 
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records of the interview syntheses were reviewed with each individual pariicipant, to 

ensure partici pant-interviewer agreement and increase credibil ity (Bradley, 1993; 

McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). In this way it was hoped that insight might be gained 

into their interview responses. Post interview comments were later added to the notes so 

that they could be easily connected. They were recorded in itdics and labeled P V  to 

ensure their distinction fiom the original transcriptions. 

An interview guide was set up as an outline for each interview, although an 

attempt was made to keep it from restricting flow. It served as more of a check-list to 

detail which topics of interest were covered and in a given session. The students were 

asked a variety of questions related to their beliefs conceming Mathematics, their culture, 

and the culture of the classroom (see appendix 3). 

Further questions naturally arose from these basic starting points, and the students 

were encouraçed to lead the interviews in the directions they chose. The voice 1 was 

looking for came from them. Through the students having the freedom to speak as they 

pleased 1 felt 1 was more likely to discover their vanous standpoints. "The purpose of in- 

depth interviewing is not to get answers to questions, nor to test hypotheses, and not to 

evaluate as the term is nonnally used. At the root of in-depth interviewing is an interest in 

understanding the experience of other people and the meaning they make of that 

experience" (Seidman, 1991). This could best be accomplished by allowing them a 

ceriain control over the experience. 

Once these questions were explored in individual settings, they were then 

explored with the whole class in a final focussed group setting. As there were only eight 

students in the class by this point in the year it was a manageable group and not so large 
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as to intimidate the participants. The foaissed group i n t e ~ e w  followed the same basic 

format as the individual i n t e ~ e w s ,  however, because of the nature of the type of 

interview, they were much less interviewer directed, allowing for a freedom of interaction 

among the participants. 

As a forrn of qualitative research, focus groups are basically group 
interviews, although not in the sense of an aitemation between the 
researcher's questions and the research participants' responses. Instead, 
the reliance is on interaction within the group, based on topics that are 
supplied by the researcher, who typically takes the role of moderator 
(Morgan, 1998, pp. 9-10). 

It is hoped that peer support and interaction would reveal any beliefs, possibly 

socially supported, that were not discovered in the individual interviews. "By creating a 

social environment in which group memben are stimulated by die perceptions and ideas 

of each other, one can increase the quality and richness of data" (McMillan & 

Schumacher, 1993, p. 432). Data collection was again done using a tape recorder and 

field notes, with a participant review of the interview synthesis upon its completion. This 

was, again, intended to increase the trustworthiness of the results. 

Participant observation also played a role in the data collection process. As it was 

participation in the classroom that was to form the basis for much of our interviewhg and 

questions, it was essential that 1 understood and could represent the events of which the 

students spoke. Throuçh field notes which became incorporated into a research journal, 1 

recorded observations throughout the year, trying to present scenes of their performance 

and interaction within a dynamic setting. This is not to Say that these observations were 

photographic in quality, systematic in their regularity or without direction from my own 

perceptions and beliefs: 
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Researchers must see what is to be seen, given some frarne and some set 
of intentions. The self is the instrument that engages the situation and 
rnakes sense of it, This is done most oAen without the aid of an 
observation schedule; it is not a matter of checking behaviors, but rather of 
perceiving their presence and interpreting their significance (Eisner, 1998, 
pp.33-34). 

The final form of data came in the form of artifacts. Aside from the initial 

surveys, the students were asked to complete a free response questionnaire (see appendix 

4) that preceded the focussed group interviews. This was intended to allow the ESL 

students in the class time to formulate and express more complex thoughts, and it becarne 

the interview guide to ensure that they felt connected to the conversation that ensued. 

Grades and assiçnment data, as well as lesson plans were also coilected. Finally, my 

response journal contained notes on patterns found within their in class work, behaviors 

and assessments as wel1 as detailing our informal discussions. 

Approach to Analysis 

Ultimately, my interpretation of the data combines a number of aspects from 

various theories, thouçh as previously explained, it is both ethnographic and interpretive 

regardless of which theories followed beyond those broad cateçones. The phrase 

Flinden and Mills (1993) use when describing Joyce L. Henstrand's approach echoes 

with rny thoughts: "theory seem[s] to play a less scripted role, raising questions and 

suggesting points of view, but rarely serving as the last word on any particular matter" (p. 

49). The last word, instead, cornes from a need to present the voices of the students in as 

clear and representative a fashion as possible, my primary concem being the honor of my 

interpretation of the voices involved. 
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My approach to understanding the students' voices is primarily interpretive, as 

already established. "Guided by the philosophical tenets of interpretivism, qualitative 

evaluators expect a pluraiity of program experiences and hence diversity in the meanings 

constniaed from these experiences" (Greene, 1993). Or, as Eisner (1998) would put it 

"If description can be thought of as giving an account of, interpretation can be regarded 

as accounting for. Educational critics are interested not only in rnaking vivid what they 

have experienced, but in explaining its meaningyy (p.95). The meaning 1 have attempted 

to constnict through my analysis of the data is a synthesis ofmy understanding and theirs. 

While this understanding may not entirely engage the uniqueness of the students' 

experiences, or their cultural distinction from my own, that does not invalidate the 

interpretation. It rather serves as a representation of the cultural dynamic under 

investigation as perceived by one of its participants. "The only reality that interpretive 

anthropoloçists daim is that of their own interpretation of what they are studying" 

(Henstrand, 1993, p.90). 

Also, as the presentation of my voice hoped to show, and as the data somewhat 

indicates, I share a common ground with the students who have participated in the study, 

a decided advantage in trying to honor their voices (Bradley, 1993). It is their 

participation in the process of Mathematical enculturation, their response to the 

acculturation process, and their cultural perspectives on Mathematics that 1 have t ~ e d  to 

represent, not their culture as a whole. I hope that their voices will speak enouçh of the 

uniqueness of their experiences both beyond and through my interpretation. 

Unavoidably, 1 have little doubt that through the creation of this interpretation 

other questions have ansen and my original preconceptions have been altered. This may 
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lead to new theories and has certainly led to new understanding (if only my 

understanding). If, as David G. Smith explains, "Hermeneutics is about creating 

meaning, not simply reporting on it" (1994, p. 126) my research inevitably contains 

aspects of that theory as well. 

Finaily, insofar as I have tried to present the voices of the students in the study, 

the work can be considered narrative. "It is in the context of dialogue and conversation 

(not in the search for essence or foundations) that knowledge is to be understood" 

(Schwandt, 1993, p. 18). The meaning ofwhat the students have said, in an ethnographie 

sense, reflects the world that they understand and believe in. Their voices, and their 

understanding of their world, should emerge naturally through what they have said. This 

is in essence* the purpose of every story. 

Ultimately, 1 am not concemed with which windows I am looking throuçh, so 

much as 1 am concemed with the walls that surround each (see Eisner, 1985. pp. 64-65). 1 

find myself especially concerned with fallinç into the critical traditions. "The interest of 

the critical tradition is not just persuasion but a predetermination to shape the social order 

in fixed directions" (Smith, 1994, p. 117). While 1 have beliefs about changes I think 

should be made, 1 do not think the purpose of this research should be to put forth my 

predetemined social order. It should be to explore the voices of the students in the study 

in the effort to understand thern. Through this undentanding, change may be indicated, 

but that conclusion should not be mine. "My ideas are candidates for others to entertain, 

not necessarily as tmth, let alone Tnith, but as positions about the nature and meaning of 

a phenornenon that rnay fit their sensibility and shape their thinking about their own 

inquiries" (Peshkin, 1985, p. 280). 
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Specifics of Data Analysis 

"Data collection and analysis is indeed an ongoing process that can extend 

indefinitely. T!we is almost always another person who could be interviewed, another 

observation that could be conducted, always more documents to be reviewed. When 

should the researcher stop this phase of the investigation and begin intensive data 

analysis?" (Memam, 1988, p. 125). Data collection, in tems of observation, began in 

August 1999 and continued throuçhout the year endinç as the school year ended in June 

2000. The decision to end the interviewing process and finish with the written surveys 

was made as the data began to indicate a redundancy of pattern and point toward some 

ernergent patterns. These criteria follow what Lincoln and Guba (1985) term the 

exhu~~s~ioi~ of sources, the satzrrafioi~ of calegories, and the emergerm of regrlnrities. 

From here, a case record was established as a means of organizing the data 

collected throughout the research process. "Developing a case record involves some 

fairly simple sorting of all the data. The goal is to be able to locate specific data during 

intensive analysis" ( M e ~ a m ,  1988, p. 126). Categones for organizing the case record 

were established using the theoretical framework as a basis, as well as patterns as 

recognized during the data gathering process. Examples of enculturation with various 

subheadings such as student role, teacher role, and cumculum role were established as 

well as aspects relating to acculturation and facilitating or debilitating factors which 

appeared. References to the subjects' "identifying cultures" and to the host culture of the 

school were also used as possibly salient organizers, especially in relation to the TIMSS 

and other culture specific research. As well, some emergent catesories became relevant 
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as the analysis continued. Categories such as propriospect, multiple worlds and 

negotiated meaning were discovered as relevant although not originally considered pt-ior 

to starting the study, the latter topic relating to ethomathematical categories as weil. As 

this listing indicates, the organization of the data was done topically with the belief that 

this would provide the soundest basis for analysis. Chronological organizations were 

also made for individual students who were new to the group as a means of identiQing 

any changes that had occurred through the acculturation process throughout the year as 

well. "Devising categories is Iargely an intuitive process, but it is also systematic and 

infonned by the study's purpose, the investigator's orientation and knowledge, and 'the 

constructs made explicit by the participants of the study' (Goetz and Lecompte, 1984, 

p. 191 as quoted in Merriam, 1988, p. 133). 

Once the case record was established, the intensive analysis process (Memarn, 

1998) began. This is not to Say the data was not under examination throughout the 

process. As my journal notes indicate, there was continuous reflection on the meaning of 

the incoming data and observations. "Simultaneous analysis and data collection allows 

the researcher to direct the data collection phase more productively as well as develop a 

data base that is both relevant and parsimonious" (Memam, p. 145). At this stage, 

however, analysis became the primaxy focus. The individual interviews and documents 

were cornpared intemally, to see what beliefs and attitudes each student expressed 

consistently or inconsistentiy. These beliefs were then compared to those which surfaced 

during the focussed group interviews to see how they related and which patterns were 

maintained within the group as a whole. Discovered patterns were then compared 

laterally with the other participants to establish any relationships that existed among the 
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members of the cIass. Consistencies in their reactions and inconsistencies in îheir 

reactions were examined to see which beliefs and attitudes were and were not held by the 

group as a whole, as well as how their performance and beliefs related to the findinçs of 

some of the larger scale sarnples discussed in the theoretical framework. It is at this point 

that the various strands and voices came together into a synthesis representing the 

findings of research. Finally, the responses of the students were compared within the 

theoretical framework of ethnomathematics and Mathematical enculturation to see how 

well they corroborated these underlying theories. While speculations were eventually 

made based on these patterns, negative cases and discrepant data were also examined to 

ensure no false generalizations were being made (McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). 

"Speculation, however, is the key to developing theory in a qualitative study" (Memiam, 

1988, p. 141) especially as a means of advancing educational research. It is the need to 

suppon these speculations that, at this poict, leads us to the findinçs of the research. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE MATHEMATICAL CULTURE UNDER LNVSTIGATION 

Chapter 4 presents an organized account of the data collected throughout the study. The 

first section provides an introduction to the setting, and a description of the students as 

perceived by the researcher through a specific account of our first class together in the 

year of the study. It then goes on to offer a portrayal of the culture through the voices of 

the students and the interpretations of the researcher. Finally, it offen another view of 

the culture through a categorization relating to the process of acculturation. 

Introductions 

The Setting 

The students participating in the study came from a variety of countries from 

around the world but were al1 expatriates resident in a city on the Island of Java in 

Indonesia. They were in grade I O  (according to a North Amencan grade system) and 

members of my Algebra 2 class. The class took place in an international school which, 

by policy, was "a non-profit, non-sectanan school owned and governed by a foundation 

consisting of the parents and faculty, established to serve the educational needs of 

expatriate fami lies temporarily resident in Indonesia" (School Philosophy S tatement). It 

offered a western style education and openly encouraged the respect and understanding of 

the many cultures represented within its community, the host culture of Indonesia, and 

other cultures throughout the world. The population of the school was diverse, having 

representation from 38 nationalities with no single nationality constituting more than 

30% of the school population at the time of this study, the exact figures changing as 
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families entered and exited the school throughout the year (Statistics taken from the 

school document "Financial Statement, December 1999"). 

As my journal entry begun before the start of school indicated, many of the 

students were already known to me before the start of the year of research: 

The group of students with whom 1 will work are, for the most part, 
fmiliar to me. Many of them were in my grade 8 Algebra 1 class. With 
the exception of students who will be new this year, they were al1 
members of my Earth Science class last year as well. We have a history. 
One of them 1 taught in Taiwan in grade 6 as well and I am a fiiend of her 
family . 

We had a shared history, to a certain extent, and had already been involved in the 

enculturation process together in the previous year(s). In fact, my students knew me 

perhaps as well as many of my close friends and famiiy. In some aspects, more: 

The students know my wife and my daughter as well as my personal 
history and personal beliefs. I know much about their individual histories 
and have met al1 of their parents, many in social situations as well. They 
know 1 love mathematics and they also know that 1 hope they share this 
love. They also know that I realize some of them don't, though 1 haven't 
given up hope yet. They are allowed to hate mathematics in the same way 
they allow me to dislike gangster rap or electronically re-dubbed Bob 
Marley songs. We al1 have our individual preferences, and we keep trying 
to sway each other. 

Because of the economic and political crisis that rocked Indonesia in 1998 with 

the repercussions that had followed, the population of the class had declined since my 

arriva1 that grade 8 year. In grade 8, the group was a class of 16 students. A dramatic 

decline in enrollment (from 260 students to 12 1) following the forced resiçnation of then 

President Soeharto and the related riots and economic crisis, had their class leveled out at 

9 students in their grade 10 year. In such a small group, each individual was quite easy to 

get to know and each played a significant role in the developing of the culture of the 

classroom. The uniqueness of a class of only 9 students is not to be overlooked. For 
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these reasons, 1 think it is important to present my perception of each of them at the start 

of the year as a means of understanding the discussion of the cultural dynamic to follow. 

Perhaps the most effective way is to begin with an introduction through the same project 

that introduced - or reintroduced - the members of the class to each other, a project 

called "Connections" (See appendix 6a ) 

Connections 

The "Connections" project was one I used in Algebra 1 and Algebra 2 each year. 

It was approached in a slightly different way in each of the classes, the main purposes for 

the Algebra 2 class being to get an idea of the students' backgrounds in  pattem seeking 

and applying Algebra skills. By having them map out their connections and then work 

through the patterns of numbers of connections between different numbers of people, 

they were encouraged to explore pattern seeking and the use of algebra in representing 

these patterns. Throuçh their participation, it provided me with some insight into their 

understanding of the process of Mathematical investigation, their ability to orçanize 

simple data, and their ability to produce a formula from this data. 

It was an active participation project in which the students had to move around the 

roorn, talking and getting cornmon threads with each other. Just to be overly metaphonc, 

the threads were put on a large circle of their names on the back board using colored 

yam. The final product of the project was a web of connections and an algebraic 

representation for the number of connections. The algebra and purpose of the project 

were relatively straight forward as explained in my journal: 

We are doing a project for algebraic pattem seeking 1 cal1 connections. 
Simple really like the standard hand shaking questions leading to a 
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formula for the number of connections between "n" people. It helps give 
me an idea of their comfort and ability with Algebra at the start of the year 
It also facilitates the students getting to know each other a bit and feeling 
less different than each other. They all find at least one thing in common 
with each other and with me. Further 1 make it so they cannot use the 
same connection with more than one person just to keep it interesting. 

The project also served to set a tone of exploration from the onset of the class and, 

as the students needed to get up out of their chairs and move around, a dynamic that aiso 

helped to counter any expectations the newer members may have had regarding 

traditional Mathematics classrooms. In here, they would be active. 

The patterns that 1 observed during this first class of the year were fairly 

indicative of the character of the class and the differing strençths and weaknesses of its 

memben at that time. As the class was smali enough, 1 will introduce them one by one in 

the order in which I made my connections. The names used are pseudonyms, despite 

their wishes to be presented with their own names. 

Ceilidh was one of our two remaining American students, however, because of 

her background, she was very much a Third Culture Kid (TCK) as well. 1 first met 

Ceilidh while teachinç in Taiwan. Her parents had been working at the school there for 

two years when we arrived and then lefl for Indonesia the following year, one year before 

1 would also leave for Indonesia. During that year in Taiwan, we became family friends, 

and the chance to teach Ceilidh and her older sister Morgana again was one of the 

motivations for our move to Indonesia. In grade six, while an enthusiastic student in 

general, Ceilidh did not particularly like math and had some problems with basic 

computational skills. As she explained, "So about in, well, it was fifth grade, 1 didn't 

learn anything and so when you came in I had huge problems. 1 didn't know how to 
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divide or anything like that." She had changed greatiy since grade six and at the time of 

the research was a straight A student and a mode1 for Mathematical inquiry and effort. 

Her performance during the project was no exception: 

Ceilidh was, as she tends to be, very enthusiastic and aggressive in her 
attack on the project. Almost before I had finished the explanation of the 
exercise, she was trying to make her connections. She also acted as a 
translater for Ayo, a Japanese girl, and Nero, a French boy, to help them 
understand what was expected of them. Although she speaks neither 
French nor Japanese, 1 suspect Ceilidh takes on this rote so easily because 
of her history and helpfùl nature. She has lived in the US, Japan, Taiwan, 
and Indonesia and is the daughter of 2 teachers at the school. She has 
been in international schools her whole life and is used to new, language 
challenged students. She is able to switch into simplified English and has 
a very patient manner when explaining to ESL students. Our connection 
was that we both had been to Golden Buddha Beach in Taitand (afier all, 
we went together with her farnily and my wife.) 

The next student I made a connection with was Chi Liu, an ESL student from Taiwan. It 

was her first day in the school. As the year continued, 1 was to discover that she was a 

very adept mathematician, however at this time I had no idea of the fact. 1 would also 

leam that she had a joyfui sense of humor and at one point, she earned the name 

"Chippy" from me, in response to her swollen face when her wisdom teeth got infected. 

She liked the name, although it was hard to expiain to her what a chipmunk was. This 

first day would show the pattern for the first few weeks, but, as anticipated, it was a 

pattern that would change. 

Chi Liu had many questions at the start, which she quiedy asked of Ko 
Chi and Hsu Hao. 1 suspect she had trouble following rny instructions as 
she does not have very much English language ski11 at this time. She 
would not ask me and was nervous when 1 questioned her directly. She is 
very quiet for the moment. I Say for the moment, because the general 
pattem for Asian students as they enter the school is that they begin very 
quietly but usually open up as the year progresses. It is a product of both 
their language difficulties, being new to English, and their cultural 
heritage. As 1 hope the i n t e ~ e w s  will show, in Taiwan (as in Japan) 
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students do not speak out in class. They also express an initiai discornfort 
with asking questions. They tell me it was seen as a failing in Taiwan to 
ask questions. They were made to feel it made them look different and 
stupid. ARer dl, no one else is asking questions. 1 wonder how much of 
it comes down to the face of the teacher as wefl? If the Iaohshir (teacher) 
has taught properly, there should be no questions. To ask would be to 
imply the teacher had made a mistake. 

1 asked Ko Chi and Hsu Hao about this idea and they looked at each other, 
thinking on it. "1 don? know, maybe." was Hsu Hao's response. Ko Chi 
just shrugged. "But they get mad." was Hsu Hao's next line and we al1 
laughed. 1 think they may agree but would never have thought in those 
terms. 

Regardless, once Chi Liu had quietly cleared up her confusions, txying not 
to disturb or stand out, she began working and settied into the project now 
that it was clearly enough defined. Our connection was that we had both 
been to Kenting, a beach in southem Taiwan. 

Hsu Hao was another ESL student originally from Taiwan. She had joined Our 

school in grade 8 and, while she was still participating in our ESL progamme, she had 

developed much stronger language skills. In Mathernatics, as in al1 of her classes, she 

always appeared to be working hard and had maintained a B average over the past two 

years. She had also become much more vocal in class over the preceding two years and, 

as 1 would discover this year, loved to lauçh and taunt her friends. 

Hsu Hao also had some questions, but she asked them of both me and Ko 
Chi without hesitation. Having been in the school for a while she knows 
the need for questions and that they are encouraged. As she asked me her 
first, 1 could see Chi Liu watching her closely, Iooking back and forth 
between us. She seemed to be partially trying to follow the conversation 
and partiail y watching how I reacted to being questioned by a student. I 
asked Ko Chi to explain that 1 expect them to ask questions. Hsu Hao 
nodded and looked to Chi Liu. Chi Liu bowed and dropped her head 
"Hao" [good, or more precisely in this situation O.K.]. It was obvious by 
her mannerisrns she wasn't comfortable with the situation yet. 

For her part, Hsu Hao was chatting with everyone, getting her connections 
and conversation in. She was less comfortable with the new members of 
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class, with the possible exception of Chi Liu whom she had been helping, 
but that's to be expected. She made her connections with the Asian girls, 
Ceilidh and Craig easily, but seerned to struggle with Nero, Madeleine, 
and Rudy. Our connection: We both love "Swei Jao" [Chinese 
dumplings]. 

The next student with whom 1 connected was Ko Chi. She was also Taiwanese, 

however, she had been in Our school since kindergarten and, Like Ceilidh, was more 

accurately narned a TCK. This was a relationship Ceilidh would agree to as well: "Me 

and Ko Chi. Because we've both been overseas for so long but we're from different 

countries." She was a mode1 international student, intelligent, charming, perfectly 

bilingual and seemingly bicultural. That said, she still spent her time working with Chi 

Liu and Hsu Hao and, when she entered class, automatically sat with the Taiwanese 

students as well. 

Ko Chi stayed in one spot, beside the desks where she, Chi Liu and Hsu 
Hao had begun the class and as people revolved past, she would ask them 
for a connection. Oddly, I didn't hear her ever offer a connection. When 1 
approached her 1 made a point of asking her for one. She thought for a 
while, then gave me with a mile "We both lived in Taiwan". She knew it 
was the obvious one, but we accepted it. She waited until she had al1 of 
her connections before she put them on the bulletin board at the back of 
the room. 

Craig was an American boy who had been in Our school since grade 8. He lefi, 

briefly, at the start of grade 9 to go to a rnilitary boarding school in the US, but retumed 

before the first quarter was out. He stmggled with math but had made sporadic efforts 

over the previous two years to improve his performance. Despite his struggles in the 

subject, he and 1 had a good relationship, and I often found rnyself counseling him 

regarding his persona1 and academic life. 
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When he entered the school, he was a walking stereotype of the Amencan 
teenager: Loud; football jersey; anti-education, definitely anti-math; 
untmsting of teachers (myself included). He avoided his homework and 
did the minimum to keep dad at bay. He has changed somewhat since 
then. He has proven to be very articulate, especially in social studies and 
now has goals of going to Annapolis to study political science. He still 
"parties fint and works second" (as he puts it) but he daims to recognize 
the importance of his education now. He is also now very comfortable 
with teachers and cornes to me ofien with his personal problems and 
concems. 1 probably know more about his personal life than his father at 
this point who is often away on business. 

Rudy was a German boy who had spent a large portion of his life oveneas as 

well. He was bom in Indonesia to expatnate German parents and had lived in Germany, 

Nepal and Indonesia. In this way he was very much a TCK, like CeiIidh and Ko Chi. He 

demonstrated ability in Mathematics in his in-class work and on projects such as this but, 

unfortunately, he also had an historical apathy toward academic work of any kind. He 

was rebellious and liked to challenge authority, striving to be the one to find the loophole 

in the rules or the flaw in the systern, nurturing a hip-hop rebel image despite himself. 

We had had more philosophic conversations on life, its opportunities, and its 

consequences than 1 care to count, sometimes in response to a disciplinary need, but more 

often just out of his questioning and cunosity. He was, what Our headmaster refers to as 

"One of [my] boys", one of the ones 1 watch over in an older brothedy way. 

Rudy and Craig snick together for the most part. They would approach 
each person in tandem. Rudy was asking odd questions, trying to find 
things others wouldn't think of. Craig did the same, but I got the feeling 
he was mimicking Rudy. They would occasionally hit each other in an 
adolescent boy kind of way, but they got their connections worked out. 
They also tried to include Nero, with Rudy talking to Nero in French and 
Craig trying to pull him in in English. Rudy and I both play basketball as 
a connection. Craig and 1 went with "Don't like soccer." mostly to get to 
Rudy who is a fanatic. 
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Madeleine, originally from France, was a new student this year as well, although 

she was somewhat known to us having attended one of the other schools in the city and 

partici pated in some of our invitational events. She had lived in France, Germany and 

Indonesia. 1 had a conference with her mother near the end of last year regarding her 

mathematics history as she had moved around a lot and there was some question 

regarding her placement into grade 9 or 10. As the year went on 1 discovered her math 

anxieties and her life anxieties, and together we tned to çet her throuçh both. 1 think we 

found more success with the latter than the former. 

Madeleine has a history of trouble with math and her mother was very 
concemed about her chances for success. We talked, and a big part of my 
task will be assessing her gaps and trying to help her to fil1 them. Because 
she has changed schools many times, she seems to have missed much. 
Fottunately, the start of Algebra 2 is a review of Algebra 1 concepts. so 
we will have good oppominity to do this. She seems intelligent and 
articuIate, so if she is also motivated we shouId be fine. 

As the project began, 1 noticed Madeleine making an effort to connect 

with the other members of the class in a social way as much as within the 

Mathematics aspects of the project. She never appeared to make any real effort at 

finding the formula, following along with Ceilidh and Nero instead. 

Madeleine went about makinç her connections fairly easily for the most 
part. She seemed more concemed with makins the social connections, 
even though she knew most people in the class already anyway. She 
cornes to us from another school in the city, the German school, which is 
not weathering the economic crisis quite as well. Their high school will 
likely close as we absorb the last of their students. She has a sense of 
social desperation about her and seems desperate for a fnend. That will 
come in tirne. Our connection: "We've both been to Octoberfest." 

Ayo was a Japanese girl who had been living in Indonesia for the past 8 

years. She spent the fint 6 of those in a Japanese school in Jakarta before coming 
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to our xhool at the start of grade 9. She vocally and vehemently disliked 

Mathematics, often screaming out "1 haie math!" in class, finding the opportunity 

throughout the previous year even in our science class. She was a very emotional 

student, never fearing to show how she felt, and spent more than a few occasions 

in my ofice crying in rage about another teacher, or screaming about math, or 

laughing about life, depending on the day. 

Ayo made her way around the class easily making connections with 
everyone. When she retumed to her desk to figure out the mathematics of 
the relationships she didn't so much give up as not start. She chatted, 
waiting for someone else to find the formula, finally asking Ceilidh what it 
was. Ayo clairns to dislike al1 mathematics with the possible exception of 
Geometry which she said she was good at last year. Our connection was 
"We both have been to Bali" 

The final member of our class was Jee Yin. She was a very articulate and 

intelligent Korean girl who, unfortunately, left us at the end of the week. It was a shame 

as she had a curious mind and an almost child-like wonder for thinçs. 

Jee Yin was very chatty, finding connections easily. She spent a lot of the 
time talking to me about astronomy (deciding our connection was we both 
liked science), something she developed a passion for in Earth Science last 
year. It's truly a shame she is leaving. 

Portrayal of the Resultant Mathematical Culture 

While it would be misleading to suggest that the Mathematical culture that 

was manifested within the classroom was able to represent the Mathematical 

propriospects of the students involved in their entirety, it is still important to 

represent this culture as a means of understanding the Mathematical enculturation 
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of the students. It serves to relate at least some ofthe attitudes and beliefs held by 

the students regarding Mathematics. 

The patterns that are represented through this section are by no means 

exhaustive of the data. They were chosen for two principle reasons. The fint was 

their relationshi p to Bishop's (1 988) theory of Mathematical enculturation and 

their portrayal of the Mathematical culture as it was represented within our 

classroom. In analyzing the data 1 found a need to develop some focus and, as 

Bishop's (1988) theory was considered central in developing this investigation, it 

provided a starting point from which to begin. That this led to a consideration of 

Berry's (1997) theory of acculturation as well was resultant from the data itself. 

The second factor in presenting the data and patterns as they are was the 

guidance offered by the voices of the students themselves. In interpreting their 

discussions and responses, I found myself inextncably guided in certain 

directions. The students had things that they wanted to say and the data clearly 

led me to some of these things again and again whether 1 was inclined to follow or 

not. They had very strong voices and rnuch of what follows is the result of the 

power of them. 

Initial Patterns from the Surveys 

The class had only 10 members, including the teacher, at the start of the 

research. It still, however, consisted of a diverse multicultural group, as indicated 

from the discussion of their backgrounds above. Four of the students (excluding 

Jee Yin) were from Asia; three of the students were from Europe; and two of the 
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students and the teacher were from North Amenca. As well, regrouping some of 

the participants, 5 of them and the teacher had lived overseas for a significant 

portion of their lives. This certainly qualified the classroom as a multicultural 

setting unique in size as well as in its lack of an obvious dominant cultural group. 

The unique quality of the group does not end here, however. 

From the students' responses to the "Initial Sunrey for Generd 

Information" (ISGI, see appendix 2) it became apparent that they were 

academically motivated, economically privileçed and culturally very aware. They 

ail held the belief that they would be going on to university and had at least one 

parent who had done just that. Further, the majority of them held the belief that 

this was an expectation of them maintained by their parents, teachen, and friends 

as well. They also al1 had at least one translatinç dictionary in their home, which 

would indicate a multilingual population. In conjunction with this idea, only Chi 

Liu indicated less than two languaçes were being spoken in her home at least 

often. As they al1 maintained a household staff of at least two employees it would 

be a safe assumption that they were in the upper class of Indonesian society as 

well. They also al1 had the basic materials for studying in terms of a desk, 

cornputer, calculator, and Ençlish dictionary. In terms of social privilege and 

educational support, they were remarkable. 

In terms of their attitudes toward Mathematics, with the exceptions of Ayo 

and Madeleine, they a11 agreed or strongly agreed that Mathematics was important 

for their lives and the lives of others. Five of them agreed to the statement "1 

would like a job that involved Mathematics directly" and six agreed to the 
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statement "1 am usuaily very cornfortable with mathematics". Six agreed to the 

statement "1 have usually done well in mathematics yet only two agreed to the 

statement "Mathematics is an easy subject? Six of the students disagreed with 

the statement "Mathematics is boring", but two of them stronçly agreed with the 

statement as well. To the statement "1 enjoy leaming mathematics", only four of 

them agreed. In terms of attitude and beliefs about their performance, the results 

were rnixed with some positive and some negative factors, but the general 

disposition toward Mathematics within the culture was certainly more positive 

than negative. 

Supporting the idea of Mathematics as a cultural phenornenon, in response to the 

statement "'Mathematics is tauçht the same in every culture" every student either 

disagreed or disagreed strongly. The majority of them (6 of 9) also disagreed or strongly 

disagreed with the statement "Mathematics is the same in every culture". Compare this 

to their results on the Acculturation Quick Screen (AQS), as modified from Collier's 

(1998) version (see appendix 5). Three of the students scored as "Highly Acculturated", 

five as "In Transition" and only one, Chi Liu, as "Less Acculturated". They came into 

the situation already disposed to the notion of the cultural aspects of Mathematics, and 

socially acculturated to an international school setting. 

Perceptions of Curriculum 

The class functioned within a Western cun-iculum created in response to 

the NCTM standards, the IB Programme's standards, and the other international 

curricula from the region. As explained through this interaction between myself 
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as the i n t e ~ e w e r  and Ceilidh regarding our C U ~ C U ~ U ~  as compared to other 

international schools' cumcula, it was not recognizably unique in ternis of its 

content or format, at least as represented by the resources: 

CC: 1 think it is the same cumculum and the same books and things like 
that, 
1: Why do you think that? 
CC: Because every school I've been to has been the same. 

It should not have been unique, as it was created only two years before to be 

consistent with other schools' cumcula by two teachers who had been in the 

region for a combined 25 years. 

There were, however, numerous distinctions perceived between our cumculum 

and those of the students' home countries. Al1 three of the cultural groupings, the Asian, 

the European (Older Western), and the Amencan (Young Western) commented on the 

level of Mathematics that was found within the class' cui-riculum in cornparison to their 

home curricula. Dependinç on the cultural çroupinç from which the students came, their 

perceptions were rnarkedly different, placing ours between the more and less advanced 

cunicula as they understood thern. 

Arnerican students, unique from the other groupings, perceived Our curriculum as 

advanced beyond that in their home countxy, a view supported by the usual advanced 

placement of our students when they re-entered an Amencan high school system. In the 

Initial Survey for General Information (see appendix), for the statement "Mathematics in 

my home country was harder than it is here" Ceilidh disagreed and Craig strongly 

disagreed. As Ceilidh explained: 
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C: Urn. Well talking to rny friends it is a much higher level than in 
Amenca but 1 don't know first hand. And 1 just think it is much broader 
and you get to do a lot more. 
1: What do you mean? 
C: We get to do a lot of projects and things like that which, from talking to 
people, it doesn't seem to be very personal in a big classroom in America. 

In the case of the Asian nations, Our c ~ r r i c ~ l ~ m  was perceived as being 

academically below that of their home countrïes with both their C U ~ C U ~ U ~  viewed as 

being advanced beyond ours, and their work within that curriculum seen as more 

challenging. "Because in Taiwan we always do hard way. Hard! Hard! And then teacher 

Say that in future you can easy and you will know. You will think too, much more. But 

here it's always in base . . . basic. So I can know all" (Chi Liu). However, as Chi Liu 

ais0 pointed out, while the cumculum may not have been as difficult as that found in 

Taiwan, it was still challenging: 

1: Do you find the math here easy? 
CL: No. 
1: Why not? 
CL: Because it's complicated. 
CC: But when you first came you were ahead yes? 
. . . 
1: Do you find it harder than Taiwan or easier than Taiwan? 
CL: Easier than Taiwan. 
1: Yea. But still hard? 
CL: Sometimes. On word problems. 

A similar perception was held by the European students, as voiced by Nero, when 

asked to compare our curriculum to their home countnes': 

Uhh, less here. Because in France li ke the teacher not care about you and 
give you lot of homework and have lots offormule, and actually we don't 
almost like here. Here is like grade 10, and in France same thing is grade 
9 so . . . but 1 think is better here because you are more relaxed to 
understand the formule and the math stuff than in France because they 
didn't explain actually, just like give you the formule and just make it. 
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Our curriculum is perceived as being a year behind that of France, a belief held in 

cornparison to most of the European nations having heard sirnilar comments from 

Belgian, Dutch, German and Yugoslavian students and parents as well. 

Roles of Student and Teacher 

What is most cunous about the references the students made to the 

advanced nature of their home country systems was the emphasis they placed on 

the role of the teacher in each case. For both Nero and Chi Liu, the advancement 

of the cumculum was viewed as showinç less respect for them than for the 

Mathematics or some future need. Curricular advancement was perceived as 

coming at the cost of student understanding. Madeleine echoed a similar 

sentiment: 

Uhm 1 think that the French system is much more difficult because it's .. . 
they don? go further to expiain it to you. Like 'Please can you explain it 
to me because 1 didn't understand it?' 'No 1 don? have the time .. . 

While our curriculum may have been viewed as standard in relation to 

other international schools, the students saw a marked difference in the teaching 

methodology in Our class as compared to that of their home cultures, especially in 

terms of the relationship between the students and the teacher. The most 

pronounced difference was expressed by the Asian students: 

CL: Because in Taiwan always do hard, hard, hard and then fail. Always. 
And then will teacher say, "Why you fail? Why you fail? You don't 
understand blah blah blah!" And sometimes Pya Pya (slapping motions). 
1: For those who don? know "Pya Pya" is a Taiwanese comic book word 
for smacking somcbody. 
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RR: Sometimes they hit you? 
CL: Yes always 
NA: Oh yea? 
AH: The math teachers in Japan do the sarne. 

Our culture, in contrast and as shown through their willingness to express thoughts such 

as this without fear, was perceived as much more understanding and sympathetic. 

The Western students also expressed a feeling of being disconnected from the 

teachea in their home cultures, placed in an unfairly asymmetrical or insignificant role: 

NA: I feel like that Because here it is like more friendly. And in France 
its like "I'm the teacher. I'm the best. And you're the student" ... Umm. I 
don? know. 1 don't like this way because 1 think everybody is equal and 
you can't 1 don? know. In France if you just like tell a joke to the teacher 
he just like put me away and from the door 1 have to wait and wait 1 hour. 
And here it's just like oh yea just like like normal. We can talk and ask 
help. The teacher's not like "1 have a programme to follow." 

How accurate their perceptions of their home systems were is open to debate. That they 

maintained these beliefs - that curriculum was a controlling factor, that teachers were 

disconnected and condescending, and that they were of no importance in the culture - 

and held them to be cultural noms, however, is a disturbing thought in its own riçht. 

The testing environment was also cited as an alienating factor making the students 

feel as if their understanding was irrelevant, especially among the Asian students: 

KC: In Taiwan 1 think X would faiI math. 
1: Why? 
KC: Because it's just read there and you study there and then take the test. 
And if 1 don? understand then maybe 1 won't ûy hard to understand and 
then just continue to fail anyway. 
1: O.K. Then how is here different? This is what I don't understand. Why 
here do you study and work hard, but there you wouldn't? 
KC: Because there you feel if you don? onderstand, it's not important that 
you have to. If you don't understand then you don? understand it. But 
here it's always like if you don't undentand then you have to ask 
questions you have to understand it. That's how it is. 
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They also related this testing environment to fomulae and rnemorization, believing that 

they were in class, in their home countries, to l e m  the formula, use the formula, and then 

subsequently forget the formula. 

AH: We just had tests yea? So we only can study for the test. The test is 
al1 for us. So that's going to be like crazy crazy . 
KC: That's the same in Taiwan. You study the formulas, to do the tests 
not to learn the math, 
RR: Yea. 
1: And what do you do when the test is over? 
KC: You study more formulas and you do more tests. 
1: And what do you do with the formula when you're done the test? 
KC: You forget it. 
RR: It sounds Iike a waste of time. 

A mathematical culture in  which testing was central was perceived by the students 

in a negative light. They believed the emphasis on testing should not have been as 

central to the Mathematical culture as understanding. That's not to say the environment 

they were in  in our school was devoid of testing. Students received rqular assessment 

having between 4 and 6 tests in a quarter as well as two semester exams. They also, 

however, had opportunities for alternative assessment opportunities in terms of project 

work and grades for the Mathematical process, accounting for 25% to 30% of their 

semester grade. It is doubtful that this was enouçh of a factor to convince them that ours 

was not a testing environment. More likely it stemmed from the emphasis that was 

perceived within the system. 

No test was ever given without a review penod also being allotted. Further, the 

day of a test, 1 was always available before school, at break, and at lunch to help with 

their inevitable last minute questions. They made comments conceming this availability 

throughout Our interviews, usually as a cornpanson to the apathy of their home culture 
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and usually as an example of what they refer to as the caring nature of our environment. 

1 viewed it as a reinforcement of the importance not only of the process of leaming the 

math, but the importance of putting an effort into demonstrating your understanding and 

ability in Mathematics as well. If they were willing to take the extra time and effort, as 

the enculturator, I felt bound to honor that effort. 

Curricular Freedorn 

Beyond their perceptions of the teacher's role in terms of the Mathematical 

teaching and leaming process there was also a certain uniqueness in the amount of 

cumcular freedom as recoçnized by the students. As Nero explained in cornparison to 

how he felt in France, "The thing 1 think in France is like with the text book we, I don? 

know, we have to be in time al1 the tirne. But here we just like yes, we just take your 

time and after we do project." Rudy offered a similar sentiment in his description of how 

the cumculum flowed, "We don? go as fast a Pace as they do in Germany . If someone is 

left behind then we wait and we help and blah blah blah. In Germany we just keep 

moving". The students held a belief that any cumcuIum in our Mathematical culture was 

secondary in importance to the needs of the shidents. That there was a cumculum, and 

the fact that as the teacher 1 was expected to help the students to complete it, was not a 

part of the students' voiced perceptions. 

Teaching Methods 

As was mentioned earlier, the cumculurn of the class was not unique. In 

terms of how the cumculum was presented, a mixture of methods were 
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incorporated. Project and investigation work accounted for 44 of the 180 school 

days. Each of these was a long term activity lasting from 7 to 15 in-class work 

days and fell between units so as not to disrupt another Mathematical leaming 

process. Shidents were expected to work on the assignments outside of class 

time as well, completing much of the project at home. Assessrnent was ongoing 

for the projects with 40% to 60 % of the grade going toward the process in each 

case, with at least a 20% portion of the grade given up to the category 

"Aesthetics" as well. (see appendix 6b for sample). Tests, quiues and exams 

accounted for 23 of the days. Review for assessrnent took up 27 days. The rest of 

Our tirne together used teacher directed lessons and proofs, student directed 

proofs, group textbook exercise work and discussion. Students were assigned 

hornewc:k on a daily basis for these times and were expected to complete it, 

although checking homework was not a reçular occurrence. 

In commentinç on the different techniques, the students showed some 

variety in which approach they found most appealing, and which methods worked 

best for them. The greatest support fell behind teaching on the board as the 

method that helped the majority of the class to best understand the work, although 

not everyone was in agreement. There was some support for both textbooic 

exercises and project work as well. It was not, in their perception, however an 

either-or relationship. The end of the discussion, reflected the attitude toward 

class activity that best suited Our culture with its varied propriospects. 

1: Teaching on the board? So 1 should just throw out the text book, not do 
any more project work with you and just stand at the board and teach you 
al1 day long? 
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MT: No that would be terrible 
CC: No, because what we need is a mixture of al1 of it. If you teach us on 
the board and then we go home and we can use the textbook as backup, 
but we aiready have a general idea of what we're doing. And then we can 
get exercises and practice and that would be fine. Do al1 of it. 
CL: No more projects. 
1: No more projects? W h y  not? 
CC: We have to have projects! 
. . . 
CC: Because you can, what we were saying before is that in other 
countries you don't undentand how you cm apply math and that's what 
the projects do. 1 don't think you cm do ail projects, because then you 
wouldn't understand any of the practical math. But. Because otherwise, 
people wouid get bored of it, because they think that "What's the purpose? 
1 don? need math to do m y  job." If you do projects you can understand 
where you might need it. 

How putting on a play called "A Fractal Fairy Tale" helps you understand where 

you might need Mathematics is beyond me, but Ceilidh's summary of the 

discussion certainly shows an amenable balance, paying respect to different 

means of approaching the cumculum. 

Class Size 

The students also focussed strongly on the size of the class in Our 

interviews. The fact that they were in a small class took precedent in many of 

their views regarding the successes of the class and was central to Our discussions 

on the acculturation process as well. Most importantly, they saw it as a 

facilitating factor in their in-class interactions, allowing more contact time not 

only with the teacher, but with each other as well. 

1: 1 know what you mean by the smaller class but how does that make it 
different? 
K: Cause then the student can interact easily 
1: With whom? With each other? 
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K: With each other and the teacher. 

Class size was also credited with allowing time for extra help, individual 

attention, and my knowledge of their learning styles, strengths and weaknesses. 

CC: 1 think the class size is really, really important Especially in Math. 
1: Why? 
CC: Because if you don? understand sornething you can't just make 
something up in Math. You really have to know how to do it. And if you 
don't have contact with a teacher or someone who understands and often 
people - parents don? understand. So if you can't talk to your teacher 
personally then it is pretty much impossible to leam. 
. . - 
CC: Weil people like Liz [an Arnerican girl], who always needed, Craig's 
sister, who always needed your help so always came in in the moming and 
everything but if she had to be forced into a Canadian system she wouldn't 
be able to survive. But you're encouraçed to do that here. And 1 think it's 
also having to do with how small the classrooms is. You can get to know 
every person individually and then you know which way they leam best. 
Yea. Like that, 

Having fewer students faciiitated not only getting to know their learning styles, 

but their personalities as well. Rudy made comment of this in relation to his knowing 

that we cared about his future and were actually real people just like him. It would seem 

the small class size worked for more than just time to tutor. 

R: 1 don't know it is just that now 1 listen to my teachers, like you, 
basically in a different way cause. 1 mean, now 1 know that my future is 
very important to them. And like here I ta1 k to people, 1 talk to teachen 
not just in school, just in class, but also outside of class. 
1: About what? 
R: Like with Teriy. Sometimes we sit at Gambrinus and just talk about 
Me. Or Mr. Montaud. 1 ta1 k to him once and a while. Er01 at the canteen. 
1: Why do you think you are free to do that here and 1 donTt think this has 
anything to do with my research nght now 1 am just curious. Why do you 
think you are free to ta1 k to the adult world - basically is who you are 
talking about - here whereas you don? feel that in Germany? 
R: Cause the teachers in Gemany are underpaid and they don't care 
about the students. And here - I mean, even if I try to talk to a teacher at 
home it'd be like, "Oh that's great." depending on the teacher though. But 
most of them would probably be like "okay 1 gotta go" - but you guys will 
like take your time, sit down and talk to us about whatever. 
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Class Atmosphere 

The interpersonal nature of our relationships might have accounted, in 

part, for the perceived atmosphere in the class as well, although there is no reason 

to propose it as the sole factor. Regardless of the cause(s), the students saw the 

classroorn as inviting to new ideas and new members and respecful of each of 

them as individuals. As Madeleine explains: 

The people are really easy. It is like it is a community. Everyone is - it is 
huge you know - it's peace, it's no conflict. When you corne in you can 
feel that there is a relaxed atmosphere. It is very, I don't know. 1 can't 
explain it. It is very wam. It's a very warm atmosphere. 

Or, more directly related to the Mathematical aspects of the group, they felt a 

respect for their ideas and a freedorn to discuss and then choose which method 

and form they would use in a given situation: 

CC: Well, as soon as we discover we're doinç it in different ways, we 
discuss it and talk about it and figure out which way we want to do it, but 
we're still open to use whichever way we want. 
RR: We decide it. 
CC: Every time somebody cornes up with, like when you Say "Hey, 1 use 
a comma there." Everyone's iike "Oh really, 1 use a period." And then . . . 
MT: Or like if Ceilidh uses in math, for example, she uses another way to 
do something - a question, a type of question - and I do another way and 1 
go up to her to check the answer I so "Oh, why did you do it that way?" 
and then 1 get it so I do it this way. 

Both socially and Mathematically, the students felt cornfortable interactinç and 

expressing themselves, as well as with choosinç which aspects of the Mathematics they 

would accept. 

Beyond simply being an inviting atmosphere, it was also perceived to be 

one encouraging academics: 
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C: 1 think we are quite different than then Arnerican Schools because for 
one here everybody actually wants to leam and, in America, school wasn't 
really taken so seriously . 
1: Why do you think it is taken more senously? 
C: Because of the environment. Everybody is encouraged to learn. 
1: By whorn? 
C: By teachers, and parents, and everyone. 
1: What about each other? Do you have ... what impact do you have on 
each other? 
C: Uhm. 1 think there is less of the 'if you are smart you are not cool' 
thing. 

The members of the class believed that they were both encouraged to leam and 

allowed to study. This rneant that they were free to pursue Mathematics without a social 

cost in terms of their peer group. The reasons are likely more complex than the one 

offered by Ceilidh, but the perception was certainly real and universal amonç the 

members of the class. "Probably because you can do sports and study at the same time 

... Because the school is small enough. You can do anything you want. Haha!" Likely, 

it is culturally facilitated as well, with the  lack of a dominant culture allowing for a 

greater sense of social freedom. Rudy explores this idea in our first interview: 

RR: 1 think it is partially because it is such a srna11 community and so 
there are not as big groups and it is really an expat life. Since we are from 
different countries we don? act like the locals. So you have to like find 
your, like, own li ttle group, whereas in Germany 1 am the local. 

This is a good reflection of the malleable nature perceived in a third culture Iife. The 

context is il1 defined enough that you can recreate the context - or at least you feel that 

you have a freedom to recreate the context - and find a group that is open to your values.. 

Propriospects and Cultural Groupings 

From the preceding description, it should not be understood that the Mathematical 

culture within this group was simple and approached by al1 of its members in the same 
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way. They each maintained a propriospect that was, in part, related to the culture(s) from 

which they came and in part related to their own personalities as well. Further, they were 

well aware of their digerences and did not expect others to necessarily share in these 

di fferences. 

MT: Its kind of weird, because we don't have a defined culture, its al1 
mixed up. 
RR: Yea, 1 don? think really think . . . 
MT: 1 can't redly explain it because we al1 have our individual culture. 
It's not like one culture for the whole class, evelyone has their own 
culture. 
CC: Yea, and 1 think math is an individual thing too. 

Within the class, however, small cultural groupings regularly formed with 

the students gravitating toward others of a similar backçround or gender. 

1: So describe your math class. The people in it and how they a11 interact 
and relate. 
M: Weil, we have actually we have kind ofsometimes we have groups in 
our class because now that we oniy have two guys, the guys are dways 
together and the girls always together. But there is a special group in our 
class. The Taiwanese with Hsu Hao, Ko Chi and Chi Liu. Their taiking is 
really funny to hear them talk like that, but they are really, really nice. 1 
really appreciate them in my class. And there is Ceilidh and Ayo who 
always screams. Uhm and most of the time 1 manage to sit together with 
Nero because he speaks French and so Rudy is at the very end because 1 
guess he misses Craig a lot and yeah. But sometimes al1 the çroups are 
corning back together and blah, blah, blah , blah, blah but sometimes it 
depends on the mood you know. 
1: Uhum. 
M: Sometimes you just go there, go there, you change. 
1: And it is alnght to change between the groups? 
M: Oh yeah definitely. Because then it wouldn't be an international 
school . 

Rudy's perspective is similar, although while he recognizes the dynamic nature of 

the groupings, he sees them as somewhat more stnictured, relating to the 

personalities and backgrounds of the members of the class. 
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RR: Like we would al1 work together in a group. And then over eiçhth 
grade me and Craig drifted away from them. And then Ceilidh made her, 
made their own iittle group with the - mainly the girls. 
1: Uhum. 
RR: Then HH and KC son of by themselves and then CL came and she is 
Taiwanese as well and.. . 1 don't know it is just like we form groups, 
change groups. People just . . . 
1: What do you think determines how the groups fom? 
RR: Personalities. Like if you have a good fnend of course you are going 
to work with them. Like Craig he always came to me for help. Or the 
Taiwanese girls because they are a11 good friends. They corne from the 
same country, the same education system. 
1: Uhum. 
RR: So they do their own thing. 
1: Do you find that you end up gravitating to people that are from the 
same background as you are? 
RR: Yeah. 

This sirnilarity in "background" was recognized b y the other interviewees 

as well. They perceived both cultural groupings and groupings due to personality. 

As evident in our focussed group interview, however, there was some argument 

over how to define the çroups, possibly helping to account for some of the fluidity 

in their structure. 

1: . . . If you were to take this class and split it up into groups of people, 
what goups would you make that are similar or that are different from 
each other. 
RR: Me, Madeleine and Nero. 
1: Why? 
RR: Because, 1 don't know, we're friends, personalities, and we always sit 
together. 
CC: Me and Ko Chi. Because we've both been oveneas for so long but 
we' re from di Rerent countries. 
1: Yea. So why do you think you two can connect still even though you're 
from different countries. 
CC: Because we've both grown up in international communities. 
: Me and Chi Liu. 
1: (to Hsu Hao) Awww, you have nobody. (Laughter) 
RR: No, she's definitely with Ko Chi and Chi Liu 
CC: 1 don? think she's like Ko Chi at al1 though, because Ko Chi has 
grown up in Indonesia al1 her life. 
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AH: Chi Liu and me growing up in Jakarta She, like 1 was in the Jakarta 
Japanese school she was Taipei school. And we came to this school in 
high school. 
1: Both from your home culture school that was set in Jakarta. So where 
does Hsu Hao fit in al1 this? 
HH: (Smiling) I'm the only one different. (cheering and laughter) 
1: And pmudly so. 
RR: No she's with the Taiwanese 
1: W h y ?  
RR: (Whistling noise and the helicopter finger motion)(laughter) 
1: How do you spell that when I'm transcribing this tape? 
MT: Yea really. They can't see your face they can only hear you so. 
AH: We can make many groups European group, Asian group, .. . 
PV: III the purticipaiiil veri&atioit stage, Ayo added "rhe America~z 
Groirp " to finish her stateniieizt 
NA: Yea. 
KC:  Yea 
CC: I don't think it necessady has to do with what country you come 
from. 
MT: Yes, 1 think it's just something that matters about personalities and 
what you like and what we like to do you know I think that's al1. 1 think 
it's just something we al1 share. 
CC: That's why 1 think those two [Chi Liu and Ko Chi] definitely don? 
fit with each other more than anyone else. 
RR: 1 think that's part of it. 1 think we share a lot more, us three 
[Madeleine, Nero, and Rudy] share a lot more things than 1 share with Ko 
Chi. 
1: Why? 
MT: Because we have different personalities. 
RR: We come from the same surroundings. She grew up in Germany, 
France isn' t much different. 
1: So you think it's cultural? 
RR: Yea, 
NA: Yea 
MT: 1 think it has to do a lot with personality as well. 
CC: 1 think it has to do with your environment. 
RR: Yea. 

The students also grouped themselves according to academic motivation to a 

certain extent. The Taiwanese girk sat together in part because of their common 

language and culture, but also because of a common work ethic. For similar reasons, 

other members would move between groups, joining the more academic grouping 
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centered around Ceilidh when they wanted to focus academically, joining other groups 

when they wanted to focus socially. I made a similar observation in my journal. 

The clusters in class have changed slightly again as well: 

Ceilidh, Ayo and Madeleine sit together each day occasionally joined by 
Craig when he feels like working. Madeleine has moved away from Nero 
and Rudy in the hopes she can focus and do beîter. It was a conscious 
choice and she had explained the reason why to me. 

Ko Chi, Chi Liu and Hsu Hao sit together each day. It is their "han" and 
they help each other through the langage and the math. Rudy and Nero 
sit together at the back of the class with Craig usually beinç the al1 too 
often third member of the group. 

These groups, aside from the three Taiwanese girls are far from static. 
There is movement in and around on a daily basis, Madeleine often 
joining Rudy, Nero and Craig, Ceilidh often joining the Taiwanese girls. 
They have very dynamic relationships with each other. The movernent is 
partially determined by academic choices, but also by social ones. 

The desks in my room move about almost with a will of their own. One 
student last year, Rudy Schmidt, in making a compuier simulation of the 
school, had perpetually movinç desks in my room in the graphic. They 
know things move and they often recreate the room themselves in various 
forms. 

The grouping of the students, as the data imply, was both complex and 

dynarnic. Certainly, the simplified çrouping presented earlier in this thesis does 

not do its dynamic nature justice. In part the groupings reflected relationships 

between their parent cultures with students from European countries, students 

from Asian countries, and students from Nonh Amencan countnes each coming 

together. Groupings were also seen in terms of past experiences as long standing 

TCK's or cities in which they had mutually grown up. In part, however, the 

groupings also reflected the personalities of the students involved as well as their 
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gender. To imply the groups were entirely culturally defined by country or region 

would be misleading. To state that the parent cultures of the students played a 

part in the dynamic, changing groups that formed and reformed in the class, 

however, seems well supported by both the regularity with which these types of 

groups formed, and with the emphasis placed on cultural history - what they cal1 

"environment", or "surroundings" - by the students as well. 

Common Ground 

While they recognized these differences, however, they were also conscious of 

their sirniladies. There was a commonality brought on by their interaction within the 

constmct of the Mathematics we approached together, and there was a social- 

psychological connection throuçh their mutual dislocations from their home cultures into 

the expatriate culture they now shared. 

1: So we have no common ground at all? 
CC: The school is . . . 
RR: Well we al1 do the answers to the questions 
1: In the same way? 
RR: Well we get there eventually. 
MT: Not always. 
..* 

CC: There is common ground because we al1 live here. That's what's 
common about it. 
1: In what way? 
CC: Well, we've al1 been in this situation, this environment for at least a 
littIe while. 
MT: We moved to this environment and in that way that's what's cornmon 
for us. 
1: So what's this environment? 
MT: Its ... things like music, food, the lanyage, coming to this culture 
from other cultures . . . 
1: And has everyone moved from one culture to another? 
MT: Yea. 
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CC: Yea, 1 think that's what's common is that eveiyone cornes from a 
different place and we've al1 moved here, we've corne here. 
1: But Ko Chi has been here since kindergarden. 
CC: But she's still from a different culture. She still goes home to her 
parents' culture each year 

Being memben of a Third Culture grouping formed a part of their identity 

within the Mathematical culture that they shared in Our class. In this way, they 

saw their diverse backgrounds as a sirnilarity. They were al1 participahg in a 

culture distinct from that to which they were born - their parents' cultures. This 

relationship when placed in the larger construct of expatriate children growing up 

in Indonesia is an easy one to see. They had to relate to both the culture of their 

parents, and the culture of the country. In response, they developed their persona1 

propriospect or third culture similar to, yet distinct from, both. In tems of their 

exposure to a culture of Mathematics somehow distinct from their home cultures' 

Mathematics, this relationship may not be as apparent - especially with the 

histoncal prejudice of Mathematics as a universal truth - but as these students 

represent, it did exist. 

CC: I've noticed this thing though, even if we do bring different things 
from Our cultures, with al1 this, we haven't become the same, but we've al1 
become cornmon now and it's so much easier. 

Mathematical Acculturation 

Following the preceding description of the cultural make-up and cultural 

contact prevalent in the classroom under investigation, an argument for its 

acceptance as a rnulticultural setting should be unnecessary at this point. A 

further aspect of the cuiture that needs to be considered, however, was the regular 

entry and exit of memben into and out of the community. At the start of the year 
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in question, 4 students from the previous year did not retum. As well, Craig lefi 

at the end of the first semester. In the opposite direction, 3 new members joined 

the class as the year began. With the exception of Ko Chi, no student had been in 

the school for more than 3 yeso. In ternis of the Mathematical culture that 

existed within the class the process of acculturation was enacted regularly and 

therefore rnust be considered as central to its formation and regeneration. 

Acculturation, as defined by Redfield, Linton, and Heskovitz (1936, 

p. 149) and quoted in Berry (1997), "comprehends those phenornena which result 

when groups of individuals having different cultures corne into continuous first- 

hand contact with subsequent changes in the original culture patterns of either or 

both groups" (p. 7). As a theory it helps to interpret the complex relationships 

between members enterhg a new culture, the enculturating group, and the 

existing culture. Its appeal as a theory in our given situation is in its recognition 

that the process can have an impact on both the acculturatinç çroup, and the 

existing culture. As Beny (1997) explains, however, "in practice, acculturation 

tends to introduce more change in  one of the groups . . . than in the othef' (p. 7) 

with vanation occumng between individuals within the process as well. While it 

was not the purpose of this research to explore the acculturation process directly, 

its significance became apparent as the process unfolded. 

The Dominant Culture 

The students recognized that in entering the classroorn they were exposed 

to new cultures and new values, many of which were distinct from that of their 
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home culture. They also recognized the existence of a dominant culture and its 

relative power in the situation unless there would be a major shift in make-up of 

the population. 

1: What about each other? What impact do you have on each other? 
CC: Uhm. 1 think there is Iess of the, "If you are smart you are not cooly' 
thing. So 1 think if a whole bunch of people came from like America and 
considered themselves very cool and they didn't study hard or anything 
like that I think it would totally change everything and everybody would 
think that is what school should be like. 
1: Kas anyone corne in who has done that? 
CC: Yes, but they were immediately changed because the population who 
wanted to leam was much higher 

When prompted for an example, Ceilidh's description related back to grade 7. 

Savanah Schnider - who was very, very Amencan and did not want to 
study or anything like that - and a11 of us were fnends with her and we 
were quite different and she first thought that we were losers you know 
cause we worked hard. But then she realized that you don't have to be 
uncool, you don? have to be an outcast or anything like that. You can ni11 
be accepted even if you study hard. 

This power within the dominant culture was predominantly discussed by the 

students in terrns of attitudes toward Mathematics and academics such as this. There 

were also adjustments that needed to be made in terms of form and process, but they 

seemed to be less dificuit. Rudy dismissed the process off handedly as easy, although 1 

suspect some of the ease he experienced came from undertaking the process several 

ti mes: 

1: And what do you think changing from each system has done to you in 
terrns of mathernatics? What you think about it? How you leam it? What 
you leam in it? 
RR: 1 think it sort of adapts to wherever 1 go. Like last summer when 1 
was back in Germany I went to school for awhile and then 1 adapted to 
their system and then when 1 came here 1 just adapt back. 
1: How do you adapt? What do you mean? 
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RR: Just, 1 do it like the others. Like 1 don? write . . . for one thousand I 
don't write "one comma zero zero zero" , 1 wrïte "one dot zero zero zero". 
Simple, littie things. 
1: So the changes aren't that big? 
KR: No. 

Like Ceilidh, however, he also recognized the more diffcult social changes involved in 

acculturating into a new Mathematics culture. 

1: Do you see any big differences between here and there? Things you 
have to adapt to? You Say you have to adapt when you get into each 
system are there any big things you have to adapt to? 
KR: Well, mainly teachers. As in like they don't take as much time. 
1: What about the students? 
RR: They don't care 
1: There or here? 
RR: There. 
1: And what about here? 
RR: They do care. A lot more. 
1: Do you have to adapt to that as well? 
M: Yeah. 

The dominant Mathematics culture of our situation was perceived by the students and 

they reacted to it. The reactions were generally positive, viewing it as a culture to which 

they enjoyed belonçing, represented throughout the interviews as caring, open, respecful, 

and engagi ng. 

The Acculturating Croup 

In talking of the acculturating group, 1 find myself reiating to a11 of the students 

as, with the exception of Ko Chi, they did al1 have to undergo the acculturation process 

frorn this perspective when entering the school. It needs to be understood, however, that 

at some point they would change place in the process, becoming part of the dominant 

culture in the dynamic. 
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Rudy was typical of many of the Western students who had entered our school. 

He came into Our culture with an idea of Mathematics as something to be detested and 

academic effort something to be avoided, something only for social outcasts. The social 

dynamic with his peers that led to this belief leaves little doubt as to one of the factors in 

its formation. The change in his behavior within our culture was aiso evident. 

RR: . . . 1 never Umm asked anyone in Germany - like any of the teachers 
after school or before school - to explain something that I couldn't 
understand in class. 1 wouIdnYt bother and . . . 
1: Why do you do that here? 
RR: Because 1 don't have to be ashamed. 
1: Why not? Why do you have to be ashamed of it in Gemany but not 
here? 
RR: Because none of my friends do it and it's just I don? know ... I'm 
cool. 
1: Ha. But you are cool here or you are cool there? 
RR: Well it doesn't matter. No one really cares that much here you know 
'cause people understand that the education is more important than being 
cool. 

The dominant culture, it needs to be stated, was not without some of this peer 

harassment regarding academic enthusiasm. S tudents were ofien singled out as 

overachievers and Rudy was çenerally one of the first to step in and point out the fact. 

Ceilidh was happy, as always, pleased with her performance and her 
grade. "Geek." Was my comment to her, a runninç joke between us and 
one of my uitimate compliments, as they well know. Whenever a student 
does exceptionally well on a test the "Geek." comment is put by the grade. 
That would have been incredibly demotivating when 1 taught in Canada or 
Colombia, but not here. She smiled and walked back to her desk under 
mild harassment from Rudy. 

Perhaps this hazing came through differently in  our Mathematical culture because 

those doing it had their beliefs known as well. While Rudy may have taunted Ceilidh as 

being a "geek", his respect for her as one, and his understanding of the need to study 

were both also weil known to the class. 
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RR: Uhh. I think from Ceilidh, the same as Nero 1 leamed how to work. 
She makes us 1 don't know with her it seems like she makes people want - 
me to put my standard up. 

In fact, when asked for the factors in the culture which had changed people and 

their perception of Mathematics, Ceilidh's work ethic was mentioned not only by Rudy, 

but by every other mernber of the class in a similar way. Ceilidh, as a representative for 

the dominant culture, had an impact on the acculturating group through example. 

Academically achieving students may have been singled out, but that they were openly 

well respected may have changed how this pressure was interpreted. 

Ayo, like many of the Asian students joining Our school, expressed a similar 

sentiment in terms of a change in the social pressures she found within Mathematics. The 

most evident was in the change in social dynamic she saw within the classroom and the 

freedom of interaction it allowed. 

AH: 1 learn from everyone when I ask the question. 1 never ask the 
question in Japan. Because if 1 ask the question, 1 feel like stupid. 
Everyone know I don't understand. 
1: So here you can ask questions? 
AH: 1 don? worry any more. 

In a similar vein, our other Asian students al1 expressed a feeling of çreater 

freedom in tems of the approachability of the teacher. Hsu Hao explained in her 

Free Response Answers (see appendix 4)' "In here students are allowed to ask as 

many questions as they want. Here is different to Taiwan, and seems everyone is 

doing the same. I'm just trying to be one of them." 

This questioning, interacting environment was regularly cited as one of the 

most positive facets of our dominant Mathematical culture. What Hsu Hao 

represented was the ease in asking questions as facilitated by the culture. From 

Ko Chi, we can see the value they placed on this ease. "1 think I do better in 
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maths than a lot of the students in Taiwanese class. Here' if I don't understand 

something, 1 can have the chances to ask and interact with other members of my 

class until I understand". For some, the ability to ask questions of the teacher and 

of each other was seen as the most salient factor to their success. 

CC: Yea. I think the thing about my style of leaming is that it redly, 
really, really helps me to ask questions. 1 couldn't leam just from a text 
book because 1 wouldn' t understand and I'd give up you know. That' s the 
only way 1 can leam is to ask questions. 

Whether the beliefcame from being in a questioning environment or not could be 

debated. Her success, however, would argue that Ceilidh does Irani  well through 

questioning' a ski11 that was often cornmented on by her teachen throughout the 

year. 

The work ethic prevalent in the dominant culture also found its way into 

the behavior patterns and beliefs of the acculturating groups. In the focussed 

group interviews, when asked what they gained from the other members of the 

class it was the most consistently mentioned factor. Students such as Madeleine 

who had expressed an unwillingness to work noticeably chan~ed their work ethic 

in response to the other rnembers of the Mathematical culture: 

1: What about Nero and Madeleine now? Have they changed since they 
came in at the start of this year? 
CC: Yes. Definitely. 
1: Are they the same people? 
CC: Well, 1 donPt really know much about Nero. But Madeleine she has 
totally changed and now she really tries hard and she gets help from us 
when she doesn't understand and I've never heard her Say "1 hate math" 
again. 
1: Why do you think she changed so much? What are the things that 
tumed her around from being completely negative to positive? 
CC: Well, because everyone else in the class is not always positive but it 
is encouraged to be positive. 
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Even the students who came in with an ethic of hard work found the 

culture motivating in this way. They found that they were still willing to put in a 

concerted effort, but that the reasons had changed. In Chi Liu's case, for 

example, her motivating factors in Taiwan were based on fear of failure and 

subsequent reprimand (sometimes physical). Her motivation in this Mathematical 

culture was more socially supported, seen as a reaction to the success of others, a 

sentiment expressed very well by Hsu Hao: 

HH: And like some other people, they work so hard I want to be like them. 
1: Like who? Who works so hard that you want to be like them? 
HH: Chi Liu and Ko Chi. Whenever they fail their test, the next time they 
do welI. So that's how 1 feel. 

More than simply social motivators, however, the students had developed 

a sense that success in Mathematics was necessary for its own sake. Within the 

culture there was a belief that doing well on the test was secondary to developing 

understanding. Somehow, the students had corne to appreciate Mathematical 

understanding as a goal in its own right. As Ko Chi explained in cornparison to 

Taiwan: 

KC: Because it's just read there and you study there and then take the test. 
And if 1 don't understand then maybe I won? try hard to undentand and 
then just continue to fail anyway. 
1: O.K. Then how is here different? This is what 1 don't undentand. Why 
here do you study and work hard, but there you wouldn't? 
KC: Because there you feel if you don't understand, it's not important that 
you have to. If you don? understand then you don't understand it. But 
here it's always, like, if you don't understand then you have to ask 
questions you have to understand it. That's how it is. 
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While the students may not have been able to explain where this success paradigm had 

corne from, they did believe it to be a part of the Mathematical culture that had developed 

and that it somehow related to the questioning environment that existed. 

There were other changes brought on by the acculturation process beyond 

the social behaviors that the students felt free to exhibit. Positive changes in 

attitude toward the subject for members coming from al1 cultures were observed. 

Rudy gave a good example of the easiest of the attitudes to change, as the change 

was facilitated by the social freedom aiready discussed: 

RR: 1 like it, It's a different Iike than 1 had for it before. 
1: In what way? 
RR: Before it was, 1 liked it, but 1 hated that I Iiked it. 1 had my head set 
changed because 1 don? have al1 the distractions here so 1 can actually pay 
attention to it instead of jus< whatever, in class. So yea, 1 think its gotten 
a lot better. 

As was explained earlier, the Mathematics culture was such that academics were 

encouraged and not socially frowned upon. This allowed students entering the culture to 

openly exhibit their enjoyment of Mathematics, thereby encouraçing others as well. 

Another of the significant changes that occurred for the acculturating 

members was in their concept of what constituted Mathematics. They broke out 

of the confining idea of "book math" and began to perceive other aspects of 

Mathematics as well. 

M: Because it is something 1 didn't know. Like I... 1 mean 1 know that 
fashion involves mathematics but 1 never thought about doing a project 
about i t  1 never thought about like going further dom, like further in, to 
see what hides behind al1 those things like plants and a11 the projects the 
others did. It was wondefu1. 
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Similar sentiments were reflected by other members of the class when discussing 

project work and in response to the question "What is Mathematics?" in the free 

response questions. They believed math to go beyond counting, into the real 

world in some cases, into our constructed wodd in othen. 

Negative Effects on the Acculturating Group 

Before the pichire becomes blindingly bright, it is important to note that 

not al1 of the effects of this multicultural group going through the acculturation 

process together were positive. There were difficulties for the students in terms of 

adjustment and a Ioss of some of the positive factors that could be seen coming 

from their home cultures. Even though the students tended to view these changes 

in a positive manner, we must question the Ioss of some of the elements from their 

home Mathematical cultures. 

Because ofwhat Beny (1997) terms culture shedding, "the mleaming of 

one's previous repertoire" (p. 13) of cultural behaviors, the students also lost 

something from their home cultures. While the amount of culture shedding 

varied greatly among the students, they al1 agreed that it had happened to each of 

them to some extent. In responding to a question conceming changes in their 

Mathematical perceptions and beliefs, every student was able to provide specific 

examples of this happening and express their awareness of the impact the 

acculturation process had had on them. 

In terms of negative attitudes this culture shedding may have been a 

positive event. However, some of the losses to the students' home Mathematical 
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cultures may not be so easily dismissed. One such change was to the Asian 

students' work ethics. 

AH: 1 think 1 study less than before.. . 
AH: Because before, I was in Japanese school. The teacher was strict. 
And made work 1 have to do. If teacher says 1 have to do 1 don? want to 
do. So 1 hated math. But this schoo17 do myself. If 1 don? want to do, 
shidy don't study. 
1: Uh huh, and then . . . if you don't study 
AH: Fail. 
1: Yea. It's your choice. 
AH: My choice, but in Japanese school, no choice. Always have to get A. 
If 1 can't out of school. 
1: And did you get A's in Japanese school? 
AH: Sometimes 

While Ayo phrased the loss in a positive light, we should still question how much 

the loss of effort was worth the gaining of a different work ethic. 1 would argue 

that the value of gaining a sense of responsibility justified the loss of forced 

effort, but that would be opinion. If our criteria for success were to be focussed 

on academic proficiency, however, and ignorant to attitude factors, this loss 

would inevitably have to be viewed as negative. 

The other risk in the system was in alienating students from the culture 

who could not find a way to positively acculturate. This, 1 would argue, was the 

failing of myself as enculturator and of our culture of Mathematics with 

Madeleine- In an accu1 turation paradigm, if the ultimate goal is integration 

between the acculturating group and the dominant culture, then there is also a risk 

of either segregatingheparating or marginalizing the acculturating group. In 

Madeleine's case, she was not able to successfully participate within the culture 

because of too many problerns with the necessary cultural tools of Mathematics. 
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MT: Well, I don't really enjoy math because of the fact that I've missed so 
much. But 1 know if 1 wouldn't have missed so much and 1 wouldn't be 
so lazy to study, I would be, 1 think 1 would like math. I think 1 would. 
But right now it's too hard for me to like it because 1 was stniggling and 
stniggling to become at the level 1 should be right now and its really, 
really hard. 
1: Yea, you told me on your questionnaire that, because you're moving 
around al1 the time, that you've missed a couple of years of math and had 
to catch up. 
MT: Yea, I've missed a lot actually. I've missed the basic skills and now 
I'rn totally lost. And 1, this year I'm not going to hide it but 1 failed my 
whole test even if I've been studying because I'm preparing for my tests 
its just I've been failing al1 of them. I'm not going to hide it because you 
d l  know that, but i've been failing most of them. And even if 1 get a C I'm 
happy because I know 1 did it you know and its more than an F or a D. 1 
mean, maybe one day I can do it 1'11 be on a good level, but right now I'm 
just be on a low level. Right now 1 dislike math a lot. It's my enemy. 
1: It's in my way! 
MT: Yes. 
1: Did that change at al1 coming here or did it just get worse having to 
move again? 
MT: Moving again made it a11 worse because it's much more different 
than the Gerrnan way. Even the teacher has been different, the whole 
environment, the school, the way we leam, and al1 of those things and 
Umm (the bel1 rings) the American system, from the German, I missed 
again. 

As enculturator, I had failed to help Madeleine to catch up with the skills 

necessary to function in our culture and had also failed to find a way to invite her 

into the culture. Our Mathematical culture failed Madeleine as well, being 

unwilling or unable to accommodate her needs despite her efforts and the efforts 

of her peen. While Madeleine had some success with changes to her attitudes, it 

was obvious from her comments that she still felt segregated from Mathematics, 

and therefore outside of Mathematics as a culture. 
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Changes to the Dominant Culture 

While changes to the attitudes and beliefs of memben of the class were quite 

prevalent on their entering the culture, in order for the experience to be truly considered 

an acculturation experience, there needs to be change in the host culture as well. These 

changes were expressed by the students in terms of social and attitude factors, as well as 

in terms of process. 

When new acculturating groups entered the class their effect on the social setting 

and attitudes within the class was evident to the existing members. Often, a single 

member could have a profound effect on the dynamic. 

RR: 1 remember when Heather came in. 
Rht Hea~her was an Americm girl who came in. Sl7e wcis, as Rudy 
explnins, very lorici She ,vas also iioï,ncaJemic andjelt school was 
prin~ariiy a suciai groz~i~d 
1: Uhum. 
RR: Everyone was going psycho she was pretty loud. I think that changed 
a lot. 
1: And did it stay that way? 
RR: No. 
1: What happened? 
RR: Everyone got used to it. 1 think the class overall got a lot louder but it 
wasn't like the first day. People got used to it you know. 

Incoming members had an effect, but it was seen as somewhat moderated as the 

acculturating actor integrated with the dominant culture of the class. 

They also perceived gradua1 shifts to the cuitural make up of the class as a factor 

in the Mathematics culture that existed. Depending on the class composition, certain 

cultural groups either came fonvard or declined in their influence within the class. 

CC: But Ko Chi even changed since being here. I mean 1 remember two 
years ago she was so quiet but not any more. 
1: And why have al1 these people changed? What brings on the changes? 
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RR: Ko Chi changed because more Taiwanese. So she had more people to 
talk to in her own psycho language. No I'm serious it is quite psycho.. . 
CC: Yea 1 think it depends on which people are in here. 1 think before 
maybe there was such a high percentage of Amencans that the few Asians 
were at a . . . confidence that that they couldn't use it (Nodding from Hsu 
Hao and Ko Chi) 

As Ceilidh indicated, as the make-up of the class shifted, the Asian influence had 

gained greater impact, no longer having a large, dominating American group with whom 

to compete. With this change, they also had more of an influence on the Mathematics 

culture as well, some of what the students perceived as Asian beliefs becoming central to 

the Mathematics cuIture of our class. 

CC: The standard is higher 1 think. In there, in other countries, people 
expect you to get B's. Here they expect you to get an A. Anything lower 
than that, 1 mean, you're still undentood, but you're still encouraged that 
you should be gettinç an A. You know and try harder. 
NA: Yea 
AH: It's Asian. If you do a good job you can get an A 
1: Do you think that's an Asian idea? 
AH: Yea. 1 think is. 

The effect of this perception on our Mathematics culture was not entirely positive, 

however. One of the factors arçuably associated with the Asian success paradigm is the 

stress that cornes with it. In discussing the need for book exercises, teacher directed 

lessons and project work, it became apparent that this stress was manifested in Our culture 

as well. 

1: Who Ends the projects easy? (hands) Rudy. Nero. Hsu Hao kind of 
sometimes maybe? Who Ends them really hard? (hands) Eveiybody else 
finds them hard. 
AH: Not like hard, just like stress. 
1: Not hard but . . . 
AH: Because I have to do perfect, 1 have stress. 
1: But you don't think you have to do the book work perfect and you don't 
think you have to do your homework perfect? 
AH: But it's same like that thing. 1 always think 1 have to be so perfea 
and 1 think so much that 1 don't sieeping like 2 days. 
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MT: I think the thing is that you have to do al1 of the things perfect, 
because in France 1 . . . no one is doing it so you don't wony about if but 
here its like you have to do it perfectly 

In a similar way, some of the attitudes of the Western shidents affected aspects of 

the culture. Through them, the students perceived that they were individuals, and 

encouraged to peform in ways that were unique to each of them, at least academically if 

not socially. 

RR: But I think Math-wise, Craig didn't do anything. 
CC: 1 think the thing with Americans is that every single person is 
individual. It's not - you're encouraged to be individual, well sometimes. 
But its not like in an Asian - in Japan or something - where everyone is 
supposed to be the same. 
1: And does that happen here? Are you encouraged to be individual or are 
you encouraged to be the same as everybody else? 
CC: 1 think you're encouraged to be individual, but we are al1 teenagers, 
we're trying to be the same. 
RR: No way. Everything -- If you look at the social life here it's dl, "Be 
with us!" or . . . 
CC: That's what I'm saying . . . 
1: What about your academic life? Are you al1 expected to Iearn and act 
and perform in exactly the same way? 
RR: Not exactly, no. People have normal differences. 
CC: Because you understand that someone is not that type of learner or 
something like that? They just get it differently than someone else. 

Differences were expected and understood to be a part of the culture, althouçh the peer 

culhue was seen as more pressuring socially. In the Mathematics culture, however, this 

Arnerican influence manifested itself in terms of a freedom of leaming styles and fonns 

of participation. 

Much of this integration of cultural traits from the various groups came about 

naturally, with little need to overtly discuss the cultural noms in the classroom. By 

participating in the Mathematics culture together they observed and emulated each 
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other's strengths and weaknesses sometimes consciously, and sometimes not. The 

difficulty Rudy had with explaining how it happened helps highlight the latter aspect of 

the process. 

1: Yeah. What about the people in class? You told me you al! come from 
reall y different backgrounds. 
RR: Yeah. 
1: How do you manage to find that common ground that you al1 agree on 
where you corne from? 
RR: By talking. Seeing how we' re like each other. 
1: So you sit there with Ko Chi and Ceilidh and discuss whether or not it 
is okay to do your homework? 
RR: No. 
1: What do you mean? 
RR: It just you notice little things over the years - over the months and the 
years. Like when you fint come you notice Iittle things. 
1: Like what? 
RR: Uh. Ko Chi always gets A's, Ceilidh always gets A's. I don't. 
1: Ha ha! So as you notice these things what happens with you? 
RR: 1 don? know. Like with Craig I Iike in the end 1 felt like 1 was 
becominç like Craig. 
1: In what way? 
RR: Character wise, 
1: Which of Craig's character traits were you starting to get. 
RR: Uhm. I can't explain. 1 don? know how to explain. 

Other times, the presentation was overt, especiall y when, as the Mathemati cal 

enculturator I perceived a need to make clear something within the culture. This journal 

entry provides an example of one such case. 

Today's planned lesson was thrown out the window. When they came in, 
Madeleine began a discussion on why she could do well in everything 
except maths, upset and complaining. After a Iittle "Math-Bashing" 
between her and Ayo, and Rudy's comment that "1 do al1 my work in class 
and still get a Cm, 1 started talking to them, and eventually the whole class, 
about metacognition, and the need to think about what you are doinç. To 
show what 1 meant, we mapped out the thinking process for factoring an 
equation using a cornputer algorithm schematic: decision boxes, action 
boxes, loops, end points. This is a process I use with grade 8 to help them 
understand the choices and to figure out where they went wrong. 
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They seemed absorbed by the discussion. I've noticed students like to 
know how it al1 works, how they are thinking. A big term like 
"metacognition" makes them feel powerful. As we talked, I became 
cunous which of them actually asked "Why?" when they did something or 
"Why?" a process went a certain way. Ceilidh did, not surpnsingly as it 
was a ski11 we had worked on together when 1 met her in grade 6. Ko Chi 
"Kind of? The others seemed oblivious to the idea 1 was surprised that 
Chi Liu hadn't thought in these terms as she questions me dong these 
lines often. Perhaps she does it without realizing it. 

When we ended the discussion, 1 had them look at the homework from the 
day before and see how the process fit. Where were their problems and 
what had they understood, or misundentood. There was much less 
anxiety in the room than at the start of the class. 

The students could not observe this aspect ofthe Mathematics culture without it being 

overtly demonstrated, yet, in heginning a discussion on the topic, and so closely 

following the discussion that followed, they demonstrated concern for the values and 

practices which would Iead to better performance. What they needed was for these things 

to be made explicit. Thus it became my responsibility to model the process for them so 

that they could decide on its value. 

In Our Mathematics culture, this was the role assiçned to me as the Mathematics 

Enculturator, the representative of the canon of Mathematics: moderator in discussions of 

and model for the values and processes within the Mathematical culture. 

1: So what's my role in this whole process? And this is a question 1 asked 
you on the sheet as well. Ifyou're welcome and open to choose anything 
you want any time you want, what's my part to play in this? 
CC: Explainhg everything. You have to lead it. We need somebody 
because othenvise we would just be arguing and yelling and screarning at 
each other al1 of the time. There has to be somebody there. 
1: And why me? 
MT: Because you've been studying math and that you like math and that 
you choose to be a math teacher. 
1: 1 never said that. Because I'm here and they pay me. 
MT: Only because you're Mr. Sims. You were rneant to be our math 
teacher. 
1: Is that a11 it needs? Just to be Mr. Sims? Why do you believe me? Why 
if 1 say, "This is probably a better way." Do you tend to believe me? 
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CC: Because we've known you for a long time and I think we've come to 
mist  you in math now. 
MT: Well, I've only known you for one year, but 1 mean why wouldn't 1 
trust any math teacher? 
CC: There've been math teachers 1 didn't trust. 
RR: 1 didn't trust Mr. Nixon. 
1: You didn't trust me when 1 first came in. 
RR: Not really . 1 thought you were wack (laughter). 
1: And has that changed? 
RR: (Shmgs) 
CC: No comment 
(laughter) 

The students expected me to be able to represent thinking processes and values 

within Mathematics, not simply the overt computing processes they needed to apply. 1 

was seen as representative of the ideas and values within Mathematics and expected to 

help hem in their process of discovery. 

1: Why? 
R: Cause. 1 don? know. But that's why. That is just how it works. 
Cause you are the person who teaches it to us. Like you. 1 don? know 
how to explain this. 1 just feel that ... It's like you are the guru of my 
math world. 

Having both been in Asia for a considerable time, we understood the term guru to go well 

beyond the normal, literal translation of teacher. Richard had not only placed a huge 

burden of responsibility on me, he had paid me the ultimate compliment in that one, 

simple statement. 

Negotiating Meaning and Method 

Because of the acculturation process, there was also a need to negotiate the 

specific cultural noms within the Mathematics culture as well. Because the students had 

come from a variety of backgrounds, there were often conflicting views of how an 
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exercise or concept in Mathematics should be approached. When these confiicu were 

perceived it was necessary to resolve the tensions. Often this resolution came naturally 

through the negotiation between the students. 

CC: Well, as soon as we discover we're doing it in diflerent ways, we 
discuss it and talk about it and figure out which way we want to do it, but 
we're still open to use whichever way we want. 
RR: We decide it 
CC: Every tirne sornebody comes up with, like when you Say "Hey, 1 use 
a comma there." Everyone's like "Oh reall y, I use a period." And then . . . 
MT: Or like if Ceilidh uses in math, for example she uses another way to 
do something a question, a type of question, and 1 do another way and 1 go 
up to her to check the answer 1 so "Oh, why did you do it that way?" and 
then 1 get it so 1 do it this way. 

A specific example of this process was reflected on by Rudy and Ceilidh in 

reference to their grade 8 experiences. They recalled an episode in  which we neçotiated 

the method for prime factoring. 

1: Can you give me an example from in here of that happening? 
CC: Like when we did fractions and learning .. . 1 mean factoring. 
RR: We leamed the Taiwanese way and the Western way. 
CC: Yea, like the factoring tree and then the little cross thingy-majiggy 
1: The little cross thingy rnajigsy. 1 understand that. 
CC: Yes exactly. 
1: And which way did people decide to use? 
CC: Well the cross thingy majiçgy. 
1: Why? 
CC: Because you explained that it was a better way. (laughter) 
1: And you believed me? 
CC: Yea, because you proved it. It wasn't that you said "Use this way." 
But we tried out different ways on the board and it actuaily was a better 
way. At least that's what 1 thought. 
1: is there anyone who wanted to do it a different way and didn't. 
CC: I don't think in that case. 

These nesotiations were frequent and didn't always result in a culture shedding of 

the method originally used by the acculturating individual. Often they would retain their 
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method, even when it was in conflict with those represented in the cumculum by the 

textbook, or those represented from the dominant culture by the teacher. 

1: We just had that over repeating decimals. 
RR: Yea, I've never seen that before. 
1: There was the way the textbook was doing it. There was the way Chi 
Liu was doing it because she'd already Ieamed that, and there was the way 
1 was doing it. Everyone chose either Chi Liu's method or the text book's 
method. And completely rejected my method. So 1 made a point . . . 
(laughter) no. So. And that's that was never a problem. So, how is it 
decided that it's O.K. to completely reject the teacher's method or 
completely reject the textbook's method, and decide we'll use Chi Liu's 
method? 
RR: Because you're not going to fail us on a test just because we use our 
own way. 
CC: Because we already know that it's open, our choice so we're of 
course we're going to choose whichever is better. 

In our Mathernatics culture, different approaches and methods were perceived as 

welcome, without the dominant Mathematical culture feeling a need to enforce certain 

methods. What rnattered was which rnethod was the best for the situation, or most 

effective for an individual. 

It should not be understood from this exchange' however, that there was a 

Mathematical free-for-all. Circumstances naturally arose in which the values of the 

dominant culture needed to be maintained. It was then, in my role as Mathematical 

enculturator, that I had to negotiate and moderate between the acculturating group and the 

Mathematical culture. One of the instances this year where it became necessary, was in 

word problems, as some of the form seemed central to communicating the process and so 

i felt a need to ensure we adhered to that aspect of the Mathematics culture. 

Word problems were the task of the day, and the suffenng on the part of 
the ESL students was obvious. This was Chi Liu, Madeleine, and Nero's 
first taste of things to corne in ternis of the language demands of 
Mathematics. Hsu Hao simply groaned and Ayo screamed. They would 
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al1 prefer that mathematics was just numbers, but unfortunately 
(fortunately?) it isn' t. 

The process for setting up the form was interesting and pretty typical of 
how things are worked out in class. We tend to negotiate ofien in regards 
to form and process. It was review for the old students, but new for Nero, 
Madeleine and Chi Liu. The process went dong like this: 

1 began by putting what 1 have corne to see as the standard fom on the 
board. Most texts I've seen cd1 it the 5 step process. 1 think step 1 is 
actually "rad the question" but that's fairly obvious I hope. I'm 
concemed here with the form more than the process. 

Let x represent . . . 
Formula 
Process of solving 
Solution 
:.the blah blah blah (units) 

This is an arguable form at best, though fairly standard. 

Rudy, acting in his usual anti-authoritanan fashion, questioned the need 
for the fom to be like that. We began with line 1. They agreed the 
variable needs to be defined, although the form should be flexible. The 
reader needs to know what you mean. With ESL students they decided 
diagrams are O.K. and therefore good enough for everyone an idea which 
came from Ayo. "Let x represent" can be changed to "Let x be" or "x is" 
as well in thei r view so we agreed to that. I had trouble with the "x is" 
but was pretty much voted dom. Since 1 feel the meaning matters more 
than the format, 1 didn't push it. 

The structure of formula and solution was decided as inflexible, mostly 
through my convincing them of the need for grammatical structure in 
math. "Store. 1 went. Milk, bought." Was my example of bad grammar 
that still conveys meaning. 1 used the Yoda voice and they laughed. 
"Yea, but you sound like an idiot" was Rudy's comment. Chi Liu gasped 
and Madeleine's eyes went wide with shock that he would talk to me like 
that. The others waited quietly as 1 paused. Rudy had made the point for 
us. "Yes, 1 do, and so would you if you wrote the answer with the wrong 
grammar." Sitting, leaned back, a m s  crossed Rudy agreed. Having 
learned more that one language already, they were al1 fine with that idea. 

The logical need for units was easily açreed to, leaving only the 
"therefore" symbol. "Can't we just write 'therefore'?" Craig asked? 1 
said sure, but pointed out half jokingly how stylish and pretty the three 
little dots were. "Therefore, dot . . . dot . . . dot". Later 1 noticed that in 
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their work, they al1 chose to use ".-.", even Craig. It would be partly for 
style, but also because it's simpfy quicker to &te. 

This supporting of elements of the Mathematical culture was essential, however 

this support was also viewed as potentially very damaging. When protecting aspects of 

the Mathematical culture, which is, 1 believe, what we are doing when representing 

certain aspects of it, the students believed that we also need to be careful that we are not 

also limiting their participation within and influence on this culture. As this exchange 

showed, the students did not always find the acculturation process successfil. 

RR: No, because when 1 came into 7" grade math, everything 1 leamed in 
Germany, the patiotic American told me was wrong. Mr. Nixon. "NO 
don't wnte a comma, write a punc.. . a put the period there!" Ahhgh! 
1: A decimal. And it drove you a little crazy? 
RR: Yea. Decimal. 
1: Why? 
RR: Because 1 didn't have a choice to do it my way. And he told me "Do 
that." 
CC: Yea 1 ... 
RR: So everything I'd learned from like grade 2 on . . . and he told me 1 
couldn't multipiy you know when you write 3 times 4 on one line instead 
of going d o m  1 .. . it just didn't seem loçic to me. 
1: And what did that do to your math leaming that year? Did you leam 
anything or did you . . . 
RR: No. I just tried to get away from doing the homework and always 
tellinç him "Oh yea 1 did it 1 just forgot it somewhere else and so 1 didn't 
bnng it." 

The main difference in these two examples, as perceived by the students, was in 

the role of the enculturator. Where the enculturator was seen as controlling without 

justification, the culture was rejected. When the enculturator was viewed as both 

reasonable and receptive, however, they felt satisfaction and importance within the 

process. To a large extent the success of the paradigm seemed to depend on the 

interpersonal connection between student and teacher. In trying to define my 
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propriospect, they explained the success in our relationship in terms of my connectivity to 

their multicuItural nature: 

CC: A Canadian style of teaching 
1: And what's that? What's a Canadian style of teaching? 
CC: 1 don't know. Laid back. 
AH: No, 1 don't think you have Canadian. 
1: You don't think 1 have Canadian. 
AH: No 1 think you have a . . . d l  no ... dl. 
1: So what else am 1. 
AH: Taiwan and everything, everywhere, European . .. 
1: Where did 1 get that from? 
CC: Frorn overseas. 
RR: Travel h g  
AH: From the ... countnes 
CC: Yea, 1 think you're the same as us having moved from one place to a 
different place. 
1: And does that make it easier for you to leam with me or harder? 
Group: Easier 
CC: Easier, because if we were to al1 go back to one specific country and 
be taught by a teacher who lived in that one country al1 their life, they 
wouldn't understand that we al1 corne from different cultures. They would 
want us to adapt to whatever culture we were living in then. 

From an acculturation view, the exposure to a variety of ideas and the freedom to 

explore them was central to the development of the Mathematical culture as it was 

exhibited in this class. In a similar way, as the enculturator, it was perceived as central 

that 1 not only be able to represent the dominant culture's perspective, but to entertain 

their multicultural propriospects as well. Within these experiences, there were various 

impacts on individuals within the process, as well as on the culture itself, but they 

universally valued this interaction and saw it as absolutely centra1 to the success of the 

Mathemati cal culture. 

CC: Yea, 1 think its better because then we get to experience what 
everyone thinks. You know you get a view from every different country, 
things like that. And if you're al1 from the exact same place then you al1 
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have been taught the same thing then there's no vanation, then when you 
meet someone from a different country you don't understand them and 
you don't see how they can be different from you. 

Summary 

In representing the Mathematical culture and the acculturation process of 

the students who were members of the culture, an abundance of data was 

necessarily explored. Revisiting the data in brief might be useful in facilitating 

understanding of the discussion that follows. 

The situation was presented as a unique setting in which there were 

students from a variety of nationalities, in an unusually small classroom, who 

were encouraged to interact with each other and the teacher reçularly to the ends 

of mathematical understanding and persona1 growth. Individual students with 

their various personalities and backgrounds were presented as a means of gaining 

insight into the dynamic that was found among them, the presentation of the 

students coming throuçh a description of an introductory lesson to the class. 

In discussing the factors that led to the resultant Mathematical culture, 

patterns found in the Initial Survey for General Information and the Acculturation 

Quick Screen (Collier, 1998) were discussed, revealing the students to be 

generally socially privileçed, culturally minded, and matheiiiatically receptive. 

Their perspectives on the nature of the cumculum and the roles of the students 

and teachers in approaching the C U ~ C U ~ U ~  were also explored, revealing a sense 

of importance and control among the students with cumculum viewed as being of 

secondary importance. This relationship was presented as positive in terms of 

attitude and understanding, but negative in t e m s  of cumcular progress. The need 
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for viuied rnethods of learning was also emphasized, inchding teacher-focussed 

instruction, textbook exercise work, and projects and investigations. In their 

discussions of the Mathematics culture under investigation the students made 

consistent reference to the cultures from which they had corne and the characters 

who had been members of those cultures. 

Data was presented reveaiing the existence of cultural and social 

groupings within the class as well as a respect within the culture for individual 

Mathematical propriospect. Students also discussed the need for the members of 

the class to undergo a process of negotiation in determining accepted practice 

within the culture, detailing that process throuçh their discussions. 

In relation to this idea, data revealing the process of Mathematical 

acculturation was also explored, showing perceived changes to both the dominant 

Mathematicai culture and to the attitudes and beliefs of the acculturating 

individuals in terms of work ethics, success paradiçms, and social pressures. A 

belief in an Asian ethic of success through effort was specifically mentioned, as 

was a belief in the respect for individuality from an Amencan system. Finaly, the 

data revealed an inteçration of the members of the culture facilitated by their 

common experience of living and growing in a culture different from their 

recognized home cultures. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MATHEMATICAL ENCULTURATION: AN ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 

In investigating the culture, as descnbed in this study, a large portion of the data 

was categorized according to an acculturation paradigm. This approach was taken as the 

acculturation of the students was viewed as playing an important part in their 

Mathematical enculturation, and many of their expenences could be expressed within its 

construct. To understand the significance of their experience more completely, we wili 

need to relate the data to Bishop's (1988) theory as well. 

This chapter is intended to focus the analysis through an evaluation of how 

effectively Bishop's (1 988) theoty of Mathematical enculturation is represented by the 

data. Further, it examines how effective the theoty is in explaining some of the patterns 

found in a rnulticultural Mathematical situation. In particula., it considers how well 

Bishop's theory relates the cultural paradigm found in the data, how this paradigm is 

related through the dynamic among teacher, student, and cumculum, and how effectively 

it represents the acculturative aspects of a multicuItura1 Mathematics environment. These 

critena are then applied to understanding the efficacy of the enculturation process in the 

culture under investigation. 
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Cultural Paradigm 

The fint question that needs to be addressed in analyzing the data concems the 

accuracy of Bishop's representation of Mathematics as a cultural phenornenon. How 

much of what has been represented by the data reveals a culture of Mathernatics? 1s the 

process of Mathematical education, as Bishop suggests, a cultural endeavor? The data 

would seem to argue both. 

The students, throughout the study, were unable to disassociate their comments 

regarding Mathematics from the countries in which they were initially enculturated. 

When asked to examine their current Mathematics culture, their compliments and 

criticisms came in cornparison to their home culture or the other cultures in which they 

had participated. Further, they openly expressed these cornparisons in ternis of the Qreater 

cultures in which they were situated, talking of the characters within the culture regularly. 

In so addressing their responses, in is evident that Mathematics was not seen as distinct 

from culture so much as representative of it and contained within it. The inability to 

divorce their concept of Mathematics from their original experiences in it would imply a 

connectivity, at least, between Mathematics and culture. Whether that im plies 

Mathematics is a culture in its own right, however, is still open to interpretation. It may 

only support the idea of Mathematics education as culturally associated. Mathematics 

was not seen as distinct from culture so much as representative of it and contained within 

it, 

Factors such as peer groups, parental influences, school culture influences, 

and Mathematics as relevant in its own riçht were also addressed by the students, arguing 

a collection of "Multiple Worlds" ohelan, Davidson, & Cao, 1991) impacting the 
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students' enculturation. As with their home cultures, Mathematics was not viewed by the 

students as divorced from these influences. Rather, it was seen in reaction to them and as 

either facilitated or hindered by the environment. The various influences the students 

perceived again argue for Mathematics as culturally influenced. 

The strongest support for the idea of Mathematics as a cultural phenornenon, 

however, was based in the students' inability to distinguish Mathematics itself from the 

characters of the culture and the perceived need to negotiate meaning with the other 

participants. Given that our use of culture in this thesis relies, in part, on the role of the 

members of any culture as creative and representative of the culture (Haviland, 19931, 

this would imply a perception of Mathematics as a culture as well. In talking of the 

Mathematics they had encountered, the students consistently related back to individuals 

who represented the values and processes, and their negotiation of meaning with these 

individuals. The dy namic they descnbed "represents children as active learners, engaged 

in developing their cultural knowledçe through social interaction with other people 

within the cultural group, who are the camers and bearers of ideas, noms, and values of 

that culture" (Bishop, 1988, p. 88). This was tme in terms of attitudes toward learning, 

attitudes toward mathematics, and the developing of Mathematical language, skills and 

processes. Their representation of this argument would strongly support the notion of 

Mathematics as a culture to be generationally passed on and renegotiated. 

A notion of Mathematical propnospect also came out through the data, further 

arguing for the cultural nature of Mathematics. In their presentation of varied outcornes 

among the individuals in the class, the students recognized individual perspectives within 

the group and related them to the cultural heritage and individual differences among the 
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members. This recognition, it could be argued, was what allowed them to entertain a 

diversity of approach within their Mathematics culture. In agreement with Bishop 

(1988) they would posit that, as Mathematics is culturally negotiated, it is open to a 

diversity of interpretations. "As a result, no two people will develop an identical 

conception of their shared culture" (p. 88). 

The data in this study thus supports the idea of Mathematics as a culture and 

therefore Mathematical enculturation as the process whereby memben of the culture 

developed their understanding. This does not mean to deny the possible existence of 

universal pinciples within Mathernatics. Rather, it emphasizes the cultural çenesis of 

Our understanding of Mathematics regardless of their existence. 

Concepts, meanings, processes and values are what are being shaped, and 
these belong to the leamer. They are developed by the learner, owned by 
the leamer, and therefore of course, shaped by the learner. Moreover, they 
are shaped in response to certain messages received not just from the 
teacher but from the whole environment, both physical and social (Bishop, 
1988, p. 126) 

The data generated by the leamers in this study certainly seemed to support this pnnciple. 

Dynamic of Relations hips 

Accepting that Mathematics is a cultural phenornenon, the asymmetrical role of 

student and teacher should have also proven central to the success or failure of the 

enculturation process. "1 cal1 this aspect asymmetrîcal because it descnbes the imbalance 

between teacher and learner's influence. It also reinforces the fact that it is the leamer's 

ideas which are intended to be shaped, not the teacher's although, as we shall see, the 

essential negotiating characteristic of the process means that the teacher's ideas cannot be 
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unchanging" (Bishop, 1988, p. 127). Note, however, that the asymmetry does not, 

necessarily, have to entail an enforcing of power and control. 

The students who participated in this study certainly held this belief to be true. 

Their cnticisms of the vanous Mathematics cultures they had experienced were ofien 

formed in terms of a criticism of the student-teacher relationship found in these systems, 

and the resentment they felt at being placed in a subseMent or irrelevant role. In 

contrast, they responded positively to a culture which, while maintaining the 

asyrnmetrical nature of expertise and power, did so in a way that was perceived as open 

and respectful. Their presentation of the two polar situations would encourage an 

interpretation of the need for "a certain kind of dynamic relationship between the 

constmcting, idea-providing, adaptive leamer, and the pressurising, encouraging, 

restricting or freeing social environment, in which the teacher plays a significant role" 

(Bishop, 1988, p.127). The dynamic they seemed to support was one in which they felt 

not only the guidance of the teacher as representative of the Mathematics culture, but the 

flexibility of the teacher as its representative as well. 

The data further supported an argument conceming the importance of the 

interpersonal nature of both the student-teacher relationship and the student-student 

relationship in a process of Mathematical enculturation. Value was placed by the 

students, again and again, on the need for easily available, corn fortable contact between 

members of the class with the teacher and with each other. Bishop (1988) argues a 

similar line in his view on enacting the teaching process refemng to "a collective and 

collaborative engagement involving al1 the members of the classroom group" (p. 13 1). 
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As the data supports, the students valued the opportunity to participate within the culture, 

especially when this participation was seen as interactive and socially engaging. 

This relationship also facilitated the exchanging of Mathematical values within 

the culture. It was through the interpersonal contact with the students that 1 was able to 

overtiy discuss things that Our Mathematical culture valued. Forma1 student conferences 

were one format, informal conversations another. Because of the srna11 number of 

students in the group, both of these situations were easily enacted. The ability to discuss 

the values of Mathematics directly could be seen as supporting the implicit values 

represented through the daily enacting of the culture as well. 

In the student-student relationship, this interpersonal connection was also viewed 

as a means of connecting to the Mathematical cultures of their classmates encourasing 

mutual understanding and acceptance of different views and processes. Further, the 

students viewed the opporhinity as empowering, allowing them to discuss and choose 

forms and methods, exercising control over their own Mathematical propriospects. 

In the student-teacher relationship the students viewed teacher attitude and class 

size as the prîmary factors facilitating this relationship. The longevity of our relationship 

also seemed to be a factor if only in establishing a continuum of trust and respect. It 

could also be added that this longitudinal relationship created a greater sense of 

responsibility toward the students in the teacher as weli, as represented by the out of class 

time dedicated to their needs both Mathematically and personally. In addition, the 

students perceived me as a member of their Third Culture grouping, afbeit an Adult TCK. 

The interpersonal connections between student and teacher, whatever the facilitating 

factors certainly came across as a salient cultural factor in the data. 
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The third relationship, that behveen the members of the culture and the restraints 

imposed by curriculum also needs to be explored. It holds implications not only for the 

nature of the interpersonal relationships, but for the method of instruction as well. 

Bishop (1991) supports a teaching methodology involving projects and investigations, 

the former relating to understanding society and the latter to investigating Mathematics 

for its own sake. "Thus by using discussions, small group work, mathematical projects 

and investigations, the tacher can create a variety of learning contexts in which the 

education of mathematicai values can happen" (p. 212). The students in the study, 

however, argued that the use of project and investigation methods would not be enough 

without the support of teacher-centered lessons and text book practice as well. "A 

thorough course of Mathematical modelling rnay be a veiy good Mathematical training, 

but it can never be a good basis for a Mathematical education." (Bishop, 1988, p. 146). 

Convenely, as presented by the data, project and investigation work rnay provide the 

opportunity for a very good Mathematical education in some respects, but they were 

rejected by the students in ternis of Mathematical training ability. The students would 

rather have had al1 aspects of the culture and a variety of enculturating experiences 

available to them. 

As detailed, Our curiculum was not unique, however, as the enculturator, 1 had a 

freedom to enact the cumculum in ways specifically intended to encourage the 

development of Mathematical values 1 held to be important. This freedom does not 

always exist especially in the case of overwhelming content or detailed cumcular control 

as described by the students. Perhaps, as Bishop (1988) explains, the fault when the 

students are excluded from the Mathematical culture also lies with Mathematics as it is 
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currently represented. "Impersonal leaming, as I said earlier, is based on the assumption 

that the view of the universality of mathematics implies a universality of mathematics 

education . . . B is not that the feacher does not recognize the humanity and persona1 

interests of the individual learners, but that mathemaks edrrcatiotl doesn't recognize it" 

(p. 12). 

Mu~ticultural Mathematics Culture and Acculturation 

The relevance of the Mathematical enculturation paradigm in terms of 

multicultural education was also made apparent throuçh the data. Viewing Mathematics 

as culhirally created and transmitted allowed for the use of strategies of acculturation in 

engaging and integrating new members. By taking away the idea of Mathematics as a 

universal truth and allowing for it as a culturally interpreted construct, we were able to 

appreciate the values brought in by acculturating groups. Through acculturation, the 

dominant culture was able to draw on the strengths of the acculturating group and vice 

versa. What we needed to rely on was the discretion of the participants in enacting the 

process and, specifically, the guidance offered by the enculturator. 

In discussing the formation oftheir culture, the students presented exactly this 

process. They recognized the impact of incoming members and either accepted or 

rejected the values that the acculturating group had to offer. In a similar fashion the 

acculturating members chose which aspects of the dominant culture they wished to adopt, 

which of them they wished to reject, and which of their own values they would not shed. 

What facilitated the process ofintegration was an environment conducive to the 

acculturation process, in which the students felt a freedorn in exchanging Mathematical 
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ideas, even when in direct conflict with those of the dominant culture, and a control in the 

development of their own Mathematical propriospects. 

While the integration of a multiculhiral community of learnen presents certain 

challenges, rather than this multiculturalism being viewed as a difficulty within 

Mathematics education, it was perceived as a strength within this system. The students 

made reference to drawing on the cultural diversity within their group as a means of 

gaining deeper understanding and wider perspective on Mathematics. There was an open 

acceptance for the strengths inherent to other systems which affected the Mathematical 

culture that formed. WhiIe the benefit of interaction between Mathematics students, in 

most learning environments, may be viewed as a separate issue from the acculturation 

process, in the case of a multicuItura1 classroorn it would appear to be central. 

EiFicacy of the Multicultural Mathematics Classroom 

The resulting Mathematical culture, 1 would argue, was somewhat different from 

the trialectic 1 proposed at the start of this research. In effect, it became much more 

complex and interdependent with factors such as their Mathematical literacy, cultural 

literacy, personal history, and peaonality also playing a role. The relationship between 

the long-term TCK students was also one that was unexpected. That is not to Say that the 

dynarnic did not appear to be culturally reflective. The students did perceive the cultural 

groupings that were initially defined. They did not, however, perceive them to be as 

distinguished as preserited with the longer term Third Culture Kids blumnç the lines 

somewhat. Thus while - to use their terms - the Amencan, Asian and European groups 

were viewed as significantly different Mathematical groups within the culture, long term 
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TCK's moved about in the paradigm more freely, less easily cateçoized by their peen. 

Perhaps this is an indicator of successful integraüon on their part into Our Mathematical 

culture. 

This moderation of attitudes and beliefs was reflected in the students' disparisr 

from the cultural norms represented in the TIMSS and other cultural studies as well. 

While the students did continue to voice some of the views of their home countnes they 

also expressed views that would commonly be associated with other cultures as well, 

some in complete contrast to expected noms. Further, the longer term TCK's seemed to 

exhibit this deviation to an even greater extent. Notably, views regarding effort, ability, 

and the importance of the student within the paradigm seemed to be affected. There was 

a consistent belief in the value of effort and, while ability still remained a factor, the 

students did not believe it was determinant of success. They also al1 expressed the 

sentiment that, central to the Mathematical enculturation process, in acculturating into 

our culture they had experienced distinct changes from their beliefs and attitudes as they 

had been held before the process. The changes mentioned are provided as indicators of 

possible success, and to provide direction for possible future investigations. There were 

other cultural shifts within individuals as well, but the sarnple was certainly not large 

enough for any tme comparative conclusions to be drawn. 

Possibly the greatest success of the culture was in its dynamic nature. The 

students expressed a belief in their ability to voice concems and suggestions, believing 

that the dominant culture would be receptive to the changes. The emphasis placed on the 

need for negotiation by the students, and their belief that ultimately they had choice in the 

process was central in their view of the nature of the culture and the development of their 
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own Mathematical propriospects. This choice manifested itself not only in the aspects of 

the Mathemaical culture they wished to integrate into their systems, but which they chose 

to reject or maintain as well. 

The enculturation experience, it must be noted was not entirely successful. In 

comparing Madeleine's failed integration with the existing mathematics culture, it may 

be important to contrast her rating on the Acculturation Quick Screen (AQS) to her 

success. According to the AQS, Madeleine should have had much greater success in 

integrating with the existing culture, being already "In Transition" at the start of the 

process. Yet she displayed greater dificulty than any other student. Chi Liu, in contrast, 

had the lowest rating on the AQS, considered "Less Acculturated" and therefore should 

have experienced greater difficulty. Yet Chi Liu was perceiveded by her peers as 

acculturating incredibly quickly and effectively while Madeleine was, evidently, never 

tmly integrated. This would argue that Mathematical proficiency was a salient factor in 

acculturating into a Mathematical environment, perhaps even more so than the factors 

usually associated with acculturation. While Madeleine would place the blame on an 

overly transient lifestyle, other factors rnust also be considered. Her failure to integrate 

and become an active member in our Mathematical culture also arçues my failure as the 

enculturator, and the culture's failure as too unyieldinç, to accommodate her needs. 

Further concems regarding the acculturation process need to be expressed 

conceming "Culture Shedding" (Berry, 1997) as well. Students involved in the process 

of acculturation who are becoming integrated with another culture by necessity lost some 

of the cultural attnbutes that they had maintained before the process beçan. Often this is 

either not a significant concem or it is a positive shift. The loss of math anxiety or 
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Mathematical aversion or negative effort paradigms would serve as prime examples of 

positive changes. However, there is no reason to suspect that there would not also be a 

loss of positive traits. In the culture under investigation, the majority of the inteçrated 

qualities could be considered positive. The addition ofanxiety frorn the Asian effort 

paradigm, however, needed to be somehow moderated. Both the acculturating group and 

the dominant culture needed to be conscious of the possibility of shedding positive values 

or adopting negative ones and to make conscious decisions regarding the process. 
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CEAPTER 6 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis examined the Mathematicai culture formed when a 

multicultural group of students came together in an environment involving a 

relatively undefined, dynamic dominant culture. In investigating this culture, it 

drew upon the theories of acculturation, ethnomathematics, and Mathematical 

enculturation. It considered the views and beliefs of the students within the 

culture and the implications of their beliefs regarding the process of Mathematical 

enculturation. Specifically, it analyzed how much support for the theory could be 

found within their views and how accurate it appeared to be in representing them. 

Further, it used the enculturation paradigm to interpret the dynarnic among 

members of the culture and the implications that it held for a process of 

acculturation in a multicuItura1 Mathematics culture. 

This chapter is intended to extend the analysis of the data and discuss the 

implications for professional development in Mathematics education as well as 

the implications regarding further educational research. The first section is a 

summary of the findings from the research. The second discusses the 

implications for teachers' professional development in terms of Mathematics 

educators. The next section presents suggestions for further research. The final 

section is a conclusion to the research. 
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Findings 

The results of the study strongly indicate not only that Mathematics is a 

cultural phenomenon, but that it can be represented within Bishop's (1988) 

paradigm of Mathematicai enculturation as well. Further, it suggests that this 

representation leads to further implications regarding the Mathematical 

acculturation of students in a multicultural Mathematics setting. 

The students participating in the shidy offered strong support for Bishop's 

(1 988) theory of Mathematical enculturation. ïhrough their inability to 

disassociate their analysis of Mathernatics from the cultures in which they had 

been enculturated, Mathematics and Mathematics learning was presented, 

certainly, as connected with culture. Similarly, through their presentation of 

various social spheres of influence on their attitudes and beliefs regarding 

Mathematics, this idea was also supponed. The students could not distinçuish 

their learning of Mathematics from the cultures in which their expenences were 

situated, viewing Mathematics not so much as a universal truth but as a cultural 

product. 

It was in their inability or unwillingness to divorce their expenences in 

Mathematics from the characters of the culture that most strongly indicated 

Mathematics as a cultural phenomenon, culture being seen as a creative constmct 

and agreement among the individuals within it. They regarded the negotiation of 

meaning within Mathematics as central to their understanding and participation in 

Mathematics, respecting the possibility of multiple views coming of these 

negotiations. This respect for individual view within the culture also pointed 
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toward the developrnent and acceptance of Mathematical propriospect, an abilifi 

for individuals within a Mathematical culture to maintain different, personal, 

perspectives on Mathematics. That they did not view Mathematics as universal, 

unyielding mith, but as personally approached and socially negotiated, further 

indicated the cultural nature of Mathematics. 

The dynarnic relationships between memben of the culture aiso easily fit 

with Bishop's (1 988) theory, showing both the asymmetrical relationship between 

student and teacher, and the interactive exchange between student and student. 

More precisely, the dynamic revealed the value that the students placed on both 

being able to maintain these interactions and the need for a feeling of importance 

within them. They valued the teacher as enculturator, seeing the teacher's role as 

central to their development and understanding, both as the cultural representative 

and moderator in explorations of process and method in Mathematics, as well as 

in being a mode1 for the values inherent to the culture. They valued each other in 

a sirnilar fashion, seeing their multicultural rnake-up as a means to deeper 

understanding of the varied nature of Mathematics as a cultural constmct in tenns 

of form and thought processes. 

The expressed constraining nature of Mathematics and its representative 

cumcula, in many of the situations explored by the students, however, should not 

be overlooked as a factor. As enculturator, the teacher needs to be aware of his or 

her power in the asymmetrical constmct and exercise it with respect and care, al1 

the more in an intercultural situation in which values may be not on1 y different, 

but often contrary. This came forward not only in tems of process, form, and 
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values, but in terms of teaching methodology as well. The students found much 

of the teaching methodology in the class new and, at firsf uncornfortable. While 

they came to value some ofit more throughout the year - specificdly project 

work and investigations as well as a questioning atmosphere - there was still a 

perceived need for a variety of form appealing to their various preferences. The 

students would disagree with Bishop's (1988, 1991) focus on project and 

investigation work to the exclusion of other leaming methods. 

The relevance of Mathematical enculturation in relation to a mu1ticulturaI 

Mathematics culture led to evidence of an acculturation paradigm within the 

process as well. In discussing the data in reference to Bishop's (1988) theory, the 

concepts of nesotiation and propriospect have already been mentioned. The 

students within the culture had no expectation that they would develop identical 

perspectives through their experiences together. There was a respect for 

individual Mathematical propriospect as culturally rooted and individually 

maintained. There was also, however, a recognition that throuçh the process of 

acculturation a commonality - an integration - of perspective was also attained 

and that this integration facilitated further development. 

There was also a defined relationship between the dominant culture and 

the acculturating group. Students were aware of the dominant Mathematical 

culture and the values that it held. Further, they were conscious of the teacher's 

role in this situation as enculturator, and of the need for the teacher as enculturator 

to represent and define the dominant culture of Mathematics. They were also 

conscious of how their own values differed from this culture initially and how 
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many of their original attitudes and beliefs changed throughout the process. As 

importantly, however, they were aware of the acceptability of maintaining their 

original cultural beliefs and behaviors to a certain extent as well as their potentid 

impact on the dominant culture. 

The relative openness of the dominant culture led to perceived changes in 

it as well. Individual acculturating members were perceived as being able to 

impact the dominant culture and the shifting cultural make-up of the class was 

also recognized as leading to changes within the dominant culture. Specifically, 

the influences of an American respect for individuality and an Asian belief in 

effort as key to success were represented as changes brought on in the dominant 

culture. This flexibility in the dominant culture was perceived as a strength by the 

students who saw the multicultural interaction as facilitative for leaming and for 

enhancing their Mathematical understanding, as long as the culture and the 

enculturator as the representative of it were open to influence. 

Ultimately, the findings of the study lead to a belief in Mathematics as a 

culture and the related processes of enculturation and acculturation as central to 

the formation and evolution of this culture. By encouraging Mathematical 

propriospect among its members, this study also points to a view of the culture of 

Mathematics as dynamic and progressive, leading to a multiplicity of views that 

strengthen the culture as a whole. It is in this strengthening of the Mathematical 

culture through intercultural interaction, acculturation and evolution that is the 

most powerful of the conclusions that corne from this thesis. It presents a view of 

Mathematics that is at once respectful of the dominant canonic culture in which it 
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has its roots, but which also allows for an organic growth and change encouraging 

successive generations to participate and contribute to its evolution. 1 can think of 

no more important a goal in Mathematics education than resolving the tension 

between these two aspects of the culture. 

Implications Tor Professional and Curricular Development 

The implications ofBishop's theory for professional development have been 

discussed, already, at length in his book, however this study has pointed to the specific 

importance of some of them. In supporting the idea of a culture of Mathematics and of 

Mathematics teaching as an enculturating process we must also support certain inevitable 

changes to how we approach instruction, and therefore professional development. 

The focus on the teacher as enculturator puts a great deal of emphasis on his or 

her role within the process. " Not the least is that a focus on these people demands a high 

pnce from them in tems of knowledge, cornmitment, expertise and professional 

responsibility" (Bishop, 1988, p. 160). This is not necessarily new. What is new, is the 

shift to the importance of Mathematical values brought on by a cultural paradigm. In 

viewing Mathematics as a culture, we necessarily imply that it maintains cultural values 

inherent within if recreated in each successive generation through the enculturation 

process. While this thesis did not explore either Bishop's (1988) views conceminç the 

activities associated with Mathematics (pp. 20-59) or the values found wi thi n 

Mathematics @p. 60-8 l), both become worthy of debate if we accept a theoq of 

Mathematical enculturation. This debate should inform professional development - 
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indeed, discussing just these ideas should be central to professional development - if we 

are going to encourage the positive evolution and progress of the culture of Mathematics. 

Further, discussion of the vaiues within Mathematics becomes central to 

discussions of assessment, cumculum, and instruction. Until we are able to define what 

values within the culture we wish to encourage, there is little point in proceeding with 

changes to any facet of Mathematics education. The large-scale studies have made huge 

efforts to present data showing the various successes and failures of the Mathematics 

systems throughout the world. What needs to be done before conclusions regarding 

changes to existing curricula and instruction practices are proposed - or at this Iate stage 

enacted - based on these findings is a concerted philosophic investigation into what it is 

in Mathematics we tmly value. 1 do not propose to begin that debate here. The students 

in the study and 1 made Our choices quite consciously, openly, and through Our 

negotiations. Some of the values that we came to accept have been made apparent 

through this study: those of effort, creativity, openness, and the right to propriospect not 

being the least. As well, 1 hope they came to value the aesthetics and multiplicity of 

Mathematics and their responsibility in and to the culture. 1 would not suppose to be 

definitively right in our choices, merely content with them, and confident in the process 

through which our choices were made. 

Finally, the implications brought on by the applicability of an acculturation 

paradigm point to some specific questions in terms of a multiculhiral Mathematics 

setting. The importance of negotiation arnong the students was argued within the study 

as was the need for factors facilitating integration. This would argue the need for 

teaching practices that allow for interaction such as small group work and the explicit 
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presentation of the values within Mathematics through facilitating contact between 

student and teacher. Further, the ability of the enculhirator to participate in a meaningful 

multicultural way was also suggested through the data. This would imply the need to 

educate Mathematics teachers toward a cultural sympathy with their students. 

This study does not suggest how a cultural sympathy could be enacted. It is 

certainly not feasible for every Mathematics teacher to take up the transient life-style that 

facilitated my interaction with the students. However, ethnomathematics research 

(Bauersfeld, 1998; Borba, 1997; Gerdes, 1997; Powell & Frankenstein, 1997) makes a 

strong argument for valuing the home cultures of the participants in a meaningful way. I 

would also arsue, in accordance with Bishop's (1988) theory, that what we are valuing 

should be the values inherent to their Mathematical cultures as well. This does not mean 

accepting every cultural value that enters our mutual experience. It means, rather, openly 

entertaining them with true consideration before coming to any decisions and respecting 

that o t h e ~  miçht corne to different decisions as well. 

Implications for Educational Research 

This study was proposed to explore the idea of Mathematics as a cultural 

phenornenon and Mathematical enculturation as an effective means of both interpreting 

Mathematics and educating students within Mathematics. While it Iends support to much 

of Bishop's (1988) theory, it has not explored many aspects of it. Specifically, it did not 

in any way challenge either Bishop's delineation of universal Mathematical activities or 

his proposals for universal values inherent to Mathematics. 

The activities and values common to Mathematics have been explored to some 

extent by ethnomathematics research already (Powell & Frankenstein, 1997). Debate 
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conceming which of these activities and values are universal ancilor valuable, however is 

still ongoing and could be enricheci by further research into their prevalence throughout 

various cultures. Research into the frequency with which the various activities and 

values manifest in various cultures might also prove helpful in detemining which are to 

be more or less valued as well. If we are to investigate Mathematics as a culture, this 

would seem a necessary first step. 

Accepting an enculhiration paradigm, research into the eficacy of teaching 

methodolog and teacher education within this construct may prove valuable as well. 

Investigation into which Mathematical values are implicitly and explicitly supported 

through teacher education could prove interesting, as these are the values that would then 

be presented to the next generation of Mathematicians. The relationship between 

performance and attitude factors as related to the eficacy with which Mathematical 

values are enculturated might also prove an interesting comparison. Performinç an 

anal ysis of the enculturation process itself in a less rnulticultural setting miçht also prove 

revealing, removing the acculturative element that was central to this study. 

More directly related to the findings of this thesis, however, is the need for further 

investigation into the relevance of the acculturation process as it relates to Mathematical 

values. The students in this shidy argued the invaluable role negotiation of meaning 

played in their experience. They found the multicultural interaction and acculturation 

expenence to be one of the factors which most encouraged their understanding of and 

positive attitudes toward Mathematics. The resulting culture, 1 would urge, is one with 

many qualities worth emulating. Determining the means by which we can encourage the 
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process to maintain positive Mathematical values and shed negative ones is certainly 

worthy of further study. 

Determining which values are consistently maintained and which suffer the 

effects of culture shedding (Berry, 1997) in times of cultural interaction might provide 

some insight into the culture of Mathematics as well. Which values are essential in a 

Mathematical culture, which facilitate the enculturation process, and which hinder it 

rnight be identifiable through further study. A longitudinal, quantitative evaluation of the 

changes that occur during Mathematical acculturation might provide some of these 

insights into the possible existence of - or at the very least creation and maintenance of - 

universal values within Mathematics. At the very least such an investigation might 

provide some insight into how Mathematical culture evolves through intercultural 

contact. 

Significant cultural differences have been considered in multicultural education in 

broad ranging terms, but the specific implications in a Mathematics Classroom indicated 

in this study would warrant investigation into the application of an acculturation 

paradigm to the process as well. As the failure of the AQS as a predictor would indicate, 

Mathematics is a culture that may be related to the larger cultural constructs of the 

students, but it is distinct in some ways as well. Further investigation into the predicton 

of Mathematical Acculturation factors would prove beneficial in multicultural 

Mathematics classrooms in identi@ing ways to encourage the success of acculturating 

students, as well as in finding means toward the improvernent of the dominant culture. 

This thesis, in reaching some of its conclusions regarding the cultural aspect of 

Mathematics certainly opens up new directions in which we can consider research into 
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Mathematics education. My interests, at this time wouid foliow dong the lines of 

acculturation. Doubtless this is a product ofthe tmsient, multicultural life that 1 have 

chosen to lead, and the wealth of cultural insights my students have to offer. Regardless 

of motivations, whatever lines future research might take, it becomes evident, here, that 

by changing Our view to Mathematics as a cultural constmct, and Mathematical 

propnospect as an inevitable consequence, much of the research that has previously 

focussed on transmission models would have to be reworked though a new perspective, 

one of cultural negotiation. 

Conclusions: Syei Syei Guan Ling 

There is not much assurance or sense of closure, not even much of a sense 
of knowing what it is one is after in so indefinite a quest, amid such 
various people, over such a diversity of times. But it is an excellent way, 
interesting, dismaying, useful, and amusing, to expend a life (Geertz, 
1995). 

The growing emphasis on the cultural facet of Mathematics and Mathematics 

education creates a need for studies that investigate the effects of multicultural diversity 

within a classroom. If, as this thesis supports, Mathematics is culturally defined then we 

will need a better understanding of Mathematical culture if we are to successfully educate 

an increasingly multicultural population. The findings in this thesis point to the 

Mathematical enculturation (Bishop, 1988) theory as one way to effectively approach this 

goaI and a process of Mathematical accultuation as valuable in respecting both the 

dominant culture and acculturating individuals who are striving toward it. 

The thesis identified the cultural qualifiers regulariy used by the students, as well 

as their dependence on cultural models in expressing their views, supporting a belief in 
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Mathematical enculturation (1988). While it could not possibly represent their views on 

Mathematics in their entirety, the data presented certainly supported a view of a culture 

of Mathematics and of the education process as an enculturation experience. It aiso 

pointed to the importance of the teacher as enculturator within this experience, and the 

responsibility that cornes with this role. Further, it indicated an importance for the 

process of acculturation within Mathematical enculturation when it occun in a 

rnulticulhiral setting, as well as discussing the eficacy of acculturation through an 

evaluation of its success in the classroom under study. In these things, the thesis met al1 

of its objectives as initially defined, finding support for Bishop's (1988) theoy of 

Mathematical enculturation, and explorhg the saliency of acculturation within the 

process in a multiculhiral Mathematics classroom. 

Studying these factors from the perspective of students found within an 

international school setting, however, has also çiven the study a unique advantage. As 

Third Culture Kids, the students were more open to the process of acculturation and were 

recognized as experts in adapting to new situations and expectations (Fail, 1995; Useem 

& Useem, 1996; Cottrell& Useem, 1993; Useem, Useem & Donoghue, 1963). Further, 

the students expenenced relative freedom in the acculturation process in not having to 

adjust to an obvious existing dominant social culture, althouçh now it could be argued 

that Mathematics itself was both obvious and dominant. That they were articulate, 

insightful, and able to convey their beliefs with clarity and emotion should also be 

apparent through the data. 

To my knowledge, this is the fint study of Mathematics from a cultural 

perspective in such an environment. The value and implications of this fact should not be 
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overlooked. Given relative &dom in their choices, the students came to some universal 

agreement on what should be valued within their Mathematical culture. Doubtless, as the 

enculturator, 1 had influence on how this would corne about, but their arguments for 

Mathematical propriospect would g a n t  them much leeway in their personal perspectives 

on the culture, a freedom they exercised often and without reserve. 

It shouldn't be misundentood from this account that 1 would argue for a 

subdivision style leveling and rebuilding of Mathematics from the ground up. Anyone 

who has visited an ancient city knows that while the streets are sometimes winding and 

confusing they hold an historical charm and beauty, and in their twists and tums and 

blind d e y s  some insight into how the city came to be. Rather, 1 would argue for a little 

urban renewal through the eyes of our successors. The students with whom 1 have had 

the pleasure of explonng Mathematics have had much to offer. We should look to what 

they valued and how they came to their conclusions in understanding both the efficacy of 

the enculturation paradigm, and the saliency of the acculturation process. More, we 

should listen to their voices and the voices of other students and let them lead us through 

the labynnth that, in our historical amosance and blindness, we have constructed. M e r  

dl, how hard is it to tear down paper walis and construct new ones? 
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Notes 

1. Throughout the thesis Bishop's (1988, 1991) convention of capitalizing Mathematics 

is used when it is being referred to as a culture. The srnail m mathemaîics is used 

when discussing it as an academic discipline in the traditional sense, or when 

referring to the work of other authon who do not use the capitalization. 
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Appendù 2 

Mathematicai Enculturation: 
Initial Survey for Generd Information 

The following questions are intended to act a s  a g e n d  m e y  regardmg your mathematical history and 
beIiefs. Please read each question carefully and then select the answer which best suits your beliefs. Please 
be as accurate as possible with any of the questions regarding your personai history. 

Name: 

Date of Birth: (Year, Month, Day) 

Are you Male of Female?: 

Nationality: 

Country of Birùl: 

Home Country: 

Country of longest residence: 

Country of Father's Birth: 

Country of Mother's Birth: 

Please list the phces you have lived and the year(s) for which you lived there. 

Place Year(s) 



1 1 a Why is your farnily in Bandung? Give specific details 

1 1 b. What language(s) are spoken in your home and how often? 

12. Do you have any of the following in your home? 
Yes No 

b) cornputer 

Language 

C )  study desutable for your use 
d) English dictionary 
e) translating dictionq 
f) rnaid 

OAen 

g) nmY 
h) driver 
i> gardener 
j) guard 
k) other household staff 

Sometimes 

* 

Alwavs 
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13. How far in school did your mother and father go? Mother Futher 

Finished what WC would cal1 primary school A 
Finished what we would c d  middIe school B 
Finished what we would cal1 secondq school C 
Finished vocationaVtechuical school after secondaxy D 
Some universi ty E 
Finished university F 
ProfessionaI degree d e r  University (Law, Medicine, etc-) G 
Masters degree or equivalent H 
Doctorate or equivalent 1 

14. What do each of the following people thùik you shouId do immediate!y after you finish secondiuy 
school? 

Father Mother Teachers Friends 

(honte) 
a) go to university full time A B C 
b) get a full time job A B C 
C) get an apprenticeship A B C 
d) enter military service A B C 
e) travel A B C 
f> other A B C 
g) don't h o w  A B C 

15. What do you think you should do immediatcly after you finish secondq school? 
(Choose from a through g above). Give detaiIs if you wkh. (In which country?) 

16- On a normaI school day, how much t h e  do you spend before or after school doing each of these 
things? (circle ONE letter, A,B,C, D, E, for euclr fine) 

a) watching tele\ision and videos 

b) playing compter garnes 

C)  spending time with fnends outside 
of school 
d) doing jobs at home 

e) working at a paid job 

f) play ing vo- 

g) reading a book for enjoyment 

h) studying mathematics or doing 
mathematics homework 

less 1-2 3 - 5  nior-e 
dian 1 l~ow3 liouis h m  5 
lrour- liorïrs 
B C D E 
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i) studying or doing homework in A B 
subjects other &an mathematics 
j) studying home counQ school A B 
work 
k) studying a language oiher than A B 
your f i  one 
1) reading newspapers or magazines A B 
for enjoyment 
m) taking ex- mathematics lessons A B 

a) surfing the inteniet A B C D 

17. What do you thd i  about rnathematics? 
(Circle O M  letter, A,B,C, or Djor euch liize.) 

a) 1 enjoy leaming mathematics A B C 

b) Mathematics is boring A B C 

c) Mathematics is an easy subject A B C 

d) Mathematics is important in everyone's life A B C 

e) Mathematics is important in your life A B C 

f) You wouid Iike a job that involved A B C 
mathematics directly 
g) Mathematics is the same in every culture A B C 

h) Mathematics is taught the same in cvery A B C 
culture 
i) Mathematics in my home country was harder A B C 
than it is here 

18. To do well in mathematics at school a person ne& ... 
(Circie ONE letter, A, B, C, or D, for each fine) 

Stmzgly agree disagree 
agi-ee 

a) natural talent or ability 

b) good luck 

c) hard work studying at home 

d) to memorize ttie textbook or notes 

e) to have the tacher explain everything 
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f) to do a lot of text book exercises A 

19. How well have you generaJly done in mathernatics? 

Stmngly 
aF== 

1 have usually done weil in mathematics A 
20. How comfortable are you with mathernatics? 

SZI'OII~~~ agree 
agnee 

1 am usually very cornfortable with mathematics A B 

21- What methods best help you to leam mathematics? 

disagree Strungly 
disugree 

C D 

disagree 

22. What are the main factors that lead to success in mathematics? 

23. 'miat factors influence you most in malhematics? 
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Appendix 3 

Focussed Interview Questions Checklist and Response Form (condensed) 

You claim that X is your home country . . . 
why? 

Descnbe the mathematics sy stem/class in your 
home country, 
Descnbe the other systems that students in your 
class corne from. How are they similar to your 
own? How are they different? 
What do you see as the strengths and 
weaknesses of each of the systems you have 
been in? 
Has changing to each new system changed how 
you view mathematicd math education? Ff so 
how? If not why not? 
How does the system here compare to the 
others we have discussed? 

What impact, if any, does each individual 
student have on the class? Do you have any 
s~ecific exam~les? If so. ex~lain. 
Explain, with as much detail as possible, what 
you think and feel about mathematics? 
What factors, do you think, most contribute to 
vou bel iefs about mathernatics? 
What do you think the most important questions 
in mathematics education are? What would you 
change if you could? 
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Appendix 4 

Free Response Questionnaire 

This is the second questionnaire relating to our research on Mathematical Enculturation. 
In order to make Our group discussion next week easier for everyone 1 would like you to 
answer the following questions as thoroughly as you can. Please take your time and think 
about each question, providing specific examples wherever possible. It is better if you 
each formulate your ideas individually at first, but if you need help understanding the 
questions feel free to ask for help from anyone else available. 

Explain what you think Mathematics is both in and out of school. 

Describe your attitude toward and beliefs about mathematics before leaving your home country- 

How have these attitudes and beliefs been changed by your eqeriences since leaving, if they have 
changed at dl? 

What factors do you think Ied to your original i l t  titudes and bcliefs? 

What factors do you think Ied to my changes in your attitudes and beliefs? 

If some attitudes and kliefs remained consistent, esplain why you think they didn't change. 

What factors helped to make the process of change easier? 

What factors helped to make maintainhg some of your "home" beliefs and attitudes easier. 

Were the changes positive or negative or a rnisture of both? Explain? 

10. What role do the various people, and things in your life play in the process? Teachers, peers, parents, 
TV, ... 

1 la. Describe how meaning is negotiated in the clûssroom. How do we decide which mcthod or approach, 

o r  f o m  to use for a given esercise or a n s e i ?  

1 Ib. What is M.. Sims' role in h e  process? Can you give any specific esamples? 

I2a. If you are one of the newer members of the class explain what it was like to enter this math class. 

Give specific examples of things that happeneci. 

I2b. If you are one of the oIder members of the class explain what it was like rvhen new people entered the 
math class. Give spccific esamples of things that happcned, 

13. Compare your attitudes, beliefs, and performance in mathematics to members of your home country. 
What is similar and/or different? 

14. Compare your attitudes, beliefs, and performance in mathematics to other members of the class. What 
is similar andfor different? 
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Appendix 6a 

Connections 

There are ali sorts of ways that people in this world are connected with each other. In 
fact we are much more connected than we think. There are games like "Six degrees of 
separation" which work within this statisticd idea. 

The object of this exercise is to map out the connections found within your class. 
FoIIow these niles in creating your map. 

J You must find one thing in cornmon with each mernber of the class. 
J You may not use the same "commonality" twice. 

Once you find the commonality, one of the two of you should make 
the connection on the master map on the board. 

4 Now draw the connection on your personai map as well. 

Now you knew there had to be some math involved . . . 
How many connections are there on your personal rnap? 
How many are on the master rnap? 
Does this make sense? W h y  or why not? 

How many connections would there be with 2 people? 
With 3? 4? 5? lm? 

What is the formula for finding the number of connections between "n" people? 
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Appendix 6b 
Independen~ likpIorution 

The following outline is intended to guide you through the stages of your independent 
mathematics exploration. Please make special note of the deadlines and the expectations 
at each point To answer some questions in advance, yes accuracy, clarity, punctuality, 
neatness, presentation, gnimmar, and spelling ail matter. 

Note: your topic must have elements that are both aesthetic (in a very broad sense) and 
mathematicai. 

Project proposal 
1999, November, 22 

The project proposal must include: 
P a description of the topic to be explored 
P a description of the mathematics you expect to have to explore in the process 
> a description of the aesthetics involved 
> a justification for why you chose this topic 

Stage 1 
1999, November, 29 

By stage 1 you must: 
B have completai some preliminary explorations 
3 have an outline for the remaining weeks 
3 show enough progress to merit continuing in the project 

Sroge 2 
1999, December, 6 

By stage 2 you must: 
9 have finished your exploring and experimentation 

have data andor mathematical expressions that point to some pattern or 
conclusion 

have a rough outline for how you will present your results 
Stage 3 

1999, December, 13 

By the third and final stage you: 
> have a written description of the process and your conclusions 
> have an appealing display sumrnariang your results 
3 have everything ready to hand in without Mr. Sims having to wait in 

such a way that he will say "Oooh ... Ahhh". 
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Project Proposal: 

Aesthetic Potential(10 marks) 
Mathematical Potential(l0 marks) 
Presentation: (5 marks) 

Stage 1: 

Preliminary Explorations (10 marks) 
Outline ( 5  marks) 

Stage 2: 

Results and Data (1 5 marks) 
Finished outline to serve as Table of Contents (5marks) 

Stage 3: 

Description of Process (1 5 marks) 
Data and Conclusions (15 marks) 
Style Points (10 marks) 

Total: 

100 marks 

Comments: 
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